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PREFACE

Whether mobile SCUD missiles that are difficult to detect, recognize,
and attack from airborne platforms or small groups of national police
operating at night to drive Albanian Kosovars from their homes in
waves of “ethnic cleansing,” the U.S. Air Force (USAF) encounters
elusive targets more and more often.  This book presents the findings
of a Project AIR FORCE FY 2000 study on elusive ground targets.
Sponsored by the Director of Strategic Planning, Headquarters,
USAF, the study sought to help the USAF better understand and pre-
pare for a world in which elusive targets are the norm rather than an
aberration.  Toward that end, the book assesses concepts and tech-
nologies that could improve the USAF’s capability to detect, classify,
recognize, and defeat a broad range of elusive targets—from mobile
ballistic or cruise missiles to dispersed ground forces.  The study also
investigated the use of friendly special operations forces to detect
and identify elusive targets.  See William Rosenau, Special Operations
Forces and Elusive Enemy Ground Targets:  Lessons from Vietnam and
the Persian Gulf War, MR-1408-AF, 2001.

This study was conducted as part of the Strategy and Doctrine
Program in RAND’s Project AIR FORCE.  It should be of interest to
airmen serving in plans, operational, analytic, and R&D organiza-
tions, as well as the broader defense community.  The information
derived from it is current as of January 2001.

Project AIR FORCE, a division of RAND, is the Air Force’s federally
funded research and development center (FFRDC) for studies and
analysis.  It provides the USAF with independent analysis of policy
alternatives affecting the deployment, employment, combat readi-
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ness, and support of current and future aerospace forces.  Research is
performed in four programs: Strategy and Doctrine; Aerospace Force
Development; Manpower, Personnel, and Training; and Resource
Management.
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SUMMARY

BACKGROUND

During the Gulf War and more recent Operation Allied Force in
Kosovo, the United States Air Force (USAF) was confronted with tar-
gets that were extremely difficult to detect, recognize, and attack
from airborne platforms.  In the Gulf, such targets were mobile
SCUD missiles operating in the desert wastelands of western Iraq.
These elusive missiles would come out of hiding to fire missiles
against population centers in Israel and Saudi Arabia, then move to
another “hide” before allied aircraft could find and destroy them.  Of
potentially strategic significance, these missiles threatened to draw
Israel into the war, a move that could have split the allied coalition.

In Kosovo, elusive targets were Serbian army and national police
conducting “ethnic cleansing.”  Operating in small groups, often at
night, such ground forces would go into villages to drive Albanian
Kosovars from their homes, often killing them in the process.  The
Serb forces would then move elsewhere, hiding in barns, schools,
and woods.  Operating under strict rules of engagement (ROE), allied
forces found that it was nearly impossible to detect, recognize, and
attack these forces from the air.  Without friendly ground forces to
compel the Serbs to build defenses, concentrate forces, and other-
wise move in more traditional ways, there was little hope that NATO
could directly end Serb “ethnic cleansing.”

Despite these shortcomings, allied strategic objectives were achieved
in each case.  The United States directed a large fraction of its air ef-
fort and deployed its very best special forces to find the SCUDs and
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deployed Patriot missiles to Israel, all to keep the Israelis from inter-
vening militarily.  It was a close call, but it worked.  In Kosovo, NATO
conducted a highly constrained coercive air campaign that smacked
of Vietnam-era gradualism—much to the dismay of airmen at all lev-
els.  Remarkably, just when observers were concluding that President
Slobodan Milosevic’s willingness to accept damage to the Serbian
civilian infrastructure greatly exceeded NATO’s willingness to inflict
such damage, he capitulated.

Although its inability to defeat elusive targets directly did not prevent
the United States from achieving national objectives in the Persian
Gulf War and Kosovo, it would be wishful thinking to assume that
future operations will always turn out so well. For example, future
mobile missile systems could be much more capable than SCUDs.
Future adversaries will likely have access to commercial satellite
imagery, accurate maps, detailed geographic databases, Global
Positioning System (GPS) guidance, and submunition technology,
which will make mobile missiles accurate, lethal weapons that can
effectively attack aircraft in the open, ships in port, electrical-power-
generating plants, communications and command centers, fuel
depots, and troop concentrations.  Requiring robust defenses and/or
an ability to detect and attack the mobile missile transporter-erector-
launchers (TELs) directly, such weapons will not be as easily
dismissed as the SCUDs were.

Similarly, in a future Kosovo, it may not be possible to wait 78 days
for a coercive campaign to succeed.  There was great controversy in
Europe over the morality and legality of the air campaign against
Belgrade, reflecting increasing Western sensitivity to actions that
harm civilian interests.  In such situations, it would be very helpful to
have options that strike directly at the aggressor rather than relying
on indirect approaches that may not be politically viable and that,
even under the best conditions, have largely unpredictable results.

For these reasons, the Defense Department should explore options
to enhance its ability to detect, recognize, and neutralize elusive tar-
gets, whether “ethnic cleansers,” ground units operating in a dis-
persed mode, or mobile missiles.  Since aerospace forces have been
and are likely to be called upon in the future to defeat these targets in
situations in which ground forces are unavailable, the USAF has an
important role in developing enhanced capabilities.
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KEY FINDINGS

This book explores the nature of elusive targets in Kosovo-like peace
operations, as well as in larger conflicts, presents concepts of opera-
tion to defeat such targets in both types of operations in the 2020
time frame, describes key technologies, and makes recommenda-
tions for the USAF.  Key findings of this study are as follows:

• Four key capabilities are necessary to defeat elusive forces:

— Wide-area surveillance of enemy operating areas

— Automatic filtering out of a high percentage of false targets

— Getting a high-resolution image of remaining suspected
targets into the hands of controllers who have the authority
to order strikes

— Putting fires on the targets before they disappear.

• The United States currently lacks the ability to detect, recognize,
and defeat elusive targets in sufficient numbers to produce the
desired operational and strategic effects.

• Elusive targets, which are by definition fleeting and difficult to
detect, recognize, and track, place a premium on speed in mov-
ing information, making decisions, and delivering weapons.  In
many cases, strike platforms will need to be on airborne alert to
deliver weapons in time; for some scenarios, high-speed
weapons may be necessary.

• In operations for which there are a relatively small number of po-
tential vehicle targets, the detection, recognition, and strike pro-
cess may be completed in a few minutes.  In contrast, a China
scenario, in which there are hundreds of thousands of potential
targets, could require continuous radar tracking for periods of an
hour or more to produce the quality synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) and inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) images neces-
sary to support automatic target recognition (ATR) software and
controller validation of targets.

• In many situations, such as in Kosovo, highly restrictive rules of
engagement will constrain attack options.  Instead, high-resolu-
tion imagery and a human in the loop may be required to make
the final determination to attack a target.
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• In Kosovo-like situations, detecting and attacking enemy ar-
mored vehicles during the movement phase appears to be the
most feasible of the various options, offering the potential to
level the playing field for indigenous opposition forces.

• Relatively modest improvements (such as giving fighter crews
air-dropped mini–unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) or deploying
ground sensor networks) have the potential to produce opera-
tional and strategic effects against elusive maneuver forces, be-
cause such forces will typically and by necessity operate in ways
that make them fairly easy to detect and recognize with such
systems.

• In contrast, huge operational and technical uncertainties are as-
sociated with offensive operations against mobile ballistic or
cruise missile forces.  Mobile missiles operate in a manner vastly
more difficult to counter than maneuver forces.  Although we
present ideas to counter mobile missiles, we want to emphasize
that U.S. enemies have many cheap and simple countermeasures
at their disposal.  It is not clear to the research team at this point
whether operational and strategic effects can be achieved
through offensive operations against mobile missile forces.

• Advanced airborne or spaceborne radars, high-performance ATR
software, stealthy UAVs, air-launched disposable unmanned
aerial vehicles, air-inserted unattended ground sensors, au-
tonomous munitions, and hypersonic missiles exemplify the
kinds of technologies that will need to be developed before the
USAF can field a robust capability against elusive targets.

• New technologies will not be sufficient to enhance USAF capa-
bilities against elusive targets.  Greatly streamlined control pro-
cedures and information integration will be necessary to ensure
that once a target is detected, it can be confirmed as valid and at-
tacked before it disappears.

• Although ATR software is vital to filter out the large number of
false targets, a human decisionmaker will need to remain in the
targeting loop.
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FINAL THOUGHTS

In continuing to make the transition from the Cold War era to the
new security environment of the twenty-first century, the Defense
Department and services face a dilemma in force planning for the
next decade or so.  During this transition, the United States must
have the capacity to defeat traditional conventional aggression in
Korea and Southwest Asia—threats that are not cheap to counter:
They require substantial force structure, as well as investments in
readiness, modernization, and training.  As it is, some significant
shortfalls have developed, requiring additional funding in key mod-
ernization and readiness programs.  Yet, these threats represent only
one set of challenges facing the United States.

Recent operations in the Balkans are a reminder that the U.S. mili-
tary can be called upon at any time to conduct a variety of stabiliza-
tion and other operations for which conventional forces may not be
suited.  To enhance U.S. capabilities for future peace operations,
modest investments must be made in sensor and weapon technolo-
gies similar to those discussed in Chapter Three.  Although generally
much cheaper than main battle tanks and front-line fighters, such
systems nevertheless require the diversion of scarce resources from
already-strained programs.

An even greater challenge than elusive maneuver forces is posed by
the mobile missile threat.  The enormity of the task and investment
required make it impossible for the USAF to support a major new
program in this area without increasing overall defense spending or
making a major reallocation within the Department of Defense
(DoD).  The George W. Bush administration has made missile de-
fense a priority, but, at the time this report was being finalized, the
programmatic details were largely unknown.  Also, it is not clear
whether the administration will emphasize offensive and defensive
operations against enemy missiles or defensive operations alone.  It
appears that the administration’s primary concern is countering
threats to the United States and its allies from weapons of mass de-
struction (WMD) as opposed to those from conventionally armed
tactical ballistic missiles.

In the meantime, the USAF can make important contributions in two
ways:
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• First, airmen are best prepared to appreciate, analyze, and articu-
late how an adversary might use an advanced missile force as an
alternative to a traditional air campaign.  Thus, the USAF can
help educate the broader defense community about this poten-
tial threat, building support in the process for programs to
counter it.

• Second, the USAF can take the lead in identifying key enabling
technologies and, in partnership with DoD, funding those
technologies.  Robustly funded efforts in advanced ground
moving-target indicator (GMTI), ATR software, UAVs, and ad-
vanced weapons can help determine which options have the
most promise and prepare the way for a deployment decision if
and when appropriate.

The challenge for the USAF is not that such missions are too difficult
for it but, rather, that the opportunities for aerospace forces to con-
tribute are expanding so quickly.  U.S. leaders and regional com-
manders in chief (CINCs) are routinely turning to aerospace forces to
accomplish missions that previously would have been considered
impossible.  Meanwhile, the R&D community is developing new sen-
sors, platforms, and weapons that vastly improve the ability of
aerospace forces to detect, recognize, and strike targets in a host of
different environments.  Finally, the services and analytic community
are developing new concepts of operation that exploit these
technologies to accomplish key operational tasks.

Whether the USAF takes the lead against the targets discussed in this
book or other services step up to these particular challenges, we
conclude that the technologies and concepts presented here are
broadly representative of the types of aerospace capabilities the na-
tion will require over the next several decades.  Satellites and UAVs
will provide broad situational awareness, disposable captive-carry
UAVs will, on demand, provide high-resolution imagery for target
recognition and battlefield damage assessment (BDA); ATR software
will filter out many false targets; air-inserted unattended ground sen-
sor networks will provide intelligence in areas difficult to monitor
from the air; autonomous weapons will search for high-value mobile
targets; and the combination of streamlined control procedures and
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high-speed weapons will vastly shorten the targeting cycle.
Aerospace forces that have these capabilities will be relevant—in-
deed essential—to joint operations across the spectrum of conflict.
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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION

Whether mobile SCUD missiles that are difficult to detect, recognize,
and attack from airborne platforms or small groups of national police
operating at night to drive Albania Kosovars from their homes in
waves of “ethnic cleansing,” the U.S. Air Force (USAF) encounters
elusive targets more and more often.  An increasing number of op-
ponents will be using elusive forces as an adaptation to aerospace
firepower dominance or because of the growing importance of un-
conventional warfare.  The USAF is faced with finding ways to effec-
tively counter such forces.

BACKGROUND:  THE EVOLUTION OF ELUSIVENESS

Over the course of the twentieth century, U.S. aerospace forces have
become increasingly adept at detecting, identifying, and disabling a
wide range of fixed targets, including, but not limited to, military
headquarters, air bases, ports, communications facilities, electrical-
power-generating plants, bridges, oil refineries, and railroads.
Mobile forces have also proved vulnerable to attack from the air.
Until the Gulf War, and the advent of the Joint Surveillance and
Target Attack Radar System (Joint STARS) aircraft, these forces often
could use weather or night to hide from air attack.  The Joint STARS
surveillance aircraft carries a radar that can detect moving ground
vehicles.  It, together with night-capable sensors/weapons on fight-
ers, has taken away even the sanctuaries of night and cloud cover
from massed enemy mechanized forces.  Advanced munitions such
as the Sensor Fuzed Weapon make mechanized forces detected by
Joint STARS extremely vulnerable to air attack.  Future advances such
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as foliage-penetrating radars and autonomous anti-armor weapons
will only make things worse for motorized ground forces.

Although the United States has the most advanced systems for at-
tacking massed forces, it by no means has a monopoly on such sys-
tems.  Advanced airborne and satellite sensors, information retrieval
and management systems, and standoff weapons are proliferating
globally.  Thus, all nations possessing heavy ground forces must con-
template a future battlefield in which massed forces will be attacked
heavily by advanced missiles, as well as by airborne systems (both
manned and unmanned).

Throughout military history, advances in situational awareness and
firepower such as those described above have triggered adaptations
in tactics, doctrine, equipment, and strategy.  We see no reason why
today should be any different and expect a host of adaptations to be
tested as warfare enters its next evolutionary stage.

One possible adaptation for future conventional conflicts would shift
fires from maneuver forces to long-range ballistic and cruise missiles.
Long-range mobile missiles operating in the sanctuary of the aggres-
sor’s territory might be able to deliver militarily and politically ef-
fective fires without having to mass forces where they would be
vulnerable to detection and attack from the air.  For example, a large
ballistic missile force, rather than the more traditional strategy of
invasion and occupation, might be used to coerce a neighbor into
territorial concessions.  Mobile theater ballistic missiles (TBMs) use a
combination of frequent movement, deception, hiding, and
emissions control to avoid detection and attack by air or space
assets.  With precision warheads, such a force might be able to inflict
enough damage on military forces and critical civilian infrastructure
to force capitulation.

Alternatively, a TBM force might be used to supplement and protect
a more traditional invasion by attacking the defender’s lines of
communication (LOCs), ports and airfields, and perhaps even his
deployed forces.  Attacks on LOCs would hinder defender force
movements, and airfield and port attacks would hinder or even stop
the movement of U.S. or other allied reinforcements.  Finally, well-
planned airfield attacks could substantially degrade friendly air op-
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erations to the point that a traditional armored attack might suc-
ceed.1

While perhaps not as elusive as transporter-erector-launchers (TELs)
operating deep in the enemy homeland, future maneuver forces can
nevertheless become much harder to detect, identify, and destroy.
Small forces dispersed over a large battlefield would produce a much
smaller signature than conventional forces and could also use
mobility, deception, and hiding to make it difficult for either ground
forces or air assets to detect them.  Such forces might use swarming
techniques or standoff weapons to mass fires on enemy forces with-
out having to mass themselves or be exposed to enemy direct-fire
weapons.  Dispersed forces can also hide in complex terrain and in-
termingle with civilian populations in situations where strict ROE
limit attacks near civilians or built-up areas.

Less conventional combatants such as insurgents, factions in civil
wars, criminal elements, and terrorists organize themselves into
smaller, more elusive groupings, in part to avoid detection but also
because they can accomplish their objectives without massing.  Even
heavier forces can conduct some operations that way.  For example,
Yugoslav forces in Kosovo had organized into dispersed, company-
sized elements to counter Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) operations
long before Operation Allied Force began.  Thus, their organization
was not a counter to the air threat, but a natural way to accomplish
their mission.  Once the air campaign began, Yugoslav forces were
able to exploit that organization, easily hiding small, dispersed for-
mations in villages and woods and conducting operations without
producing distinct signatures recognizable from medium altitudes.

AIR-LAND SYNERGY

Air-land operations are the best way to defeat opposing land maneu-
ver forces, because they confront enemy commanders with this
dilemma:  If I concentrate my forces, enemy air forces will destroy
me; but if I disperse my forces, enemy land forces will overrun me.

______________ 
1See John Stillion and David Orletsky, Airbase Vulnerability to Conventional Cruise-
Missile and Ballistic-Missile Attacks:  Technology, Scenarios, and U.S. Air Force
Responses, Santa Monica, Calif.:  RAND,  MR-1028-AF, 1999.
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If an enemy commander faces only land forces, he can concentrate
his forces in ways that would be foolhardy against land and air forces.
During World War II, for example, U.S. forces usually enjoyed air su-
periority over the battlefield.  But when the Germans committed
some 20 divisions in the Ardennes during mid-December 1944, se-
vere winter weather hampered air operations.  For days in succes-
sion, German forces advanced in long, tightly spaced columns on the
few roads through the forests without fear of air attack.  When the
weather cleared, the German forces could no longer advance or
supply their overextended forces in the face of U.S. fighters that
could appear at any time during daylight hours to strafe and bomb
the lines of communication.2

Conversely, if the enemy commander faces only air forces, he can
disperse his forces in ways that would be suicidal against land and air
forces operating together.  In the latest example, Yugoslav comman-
ders in Kosovo were free to disperse and hide from air attack because
they faced no threat on the ground, apart from the almost completely
ineffective KLA.  Encouraged by statements that NATO offensive land
operations were not contemplated, they could scatter and conceal
their forces in any way likely to frustrate air attacks, without worrying
about an overland invasion.  Had they been threatened by ground at-
tack, their situation would have been very different.  They would
have had to either concentrate against a land threat, inviting de-
struction from the air, or remain dispersed, offering little resistance
to advancing land forces.

Air-land operations not only complicate the enemy’s problems, they
also create powerful synergies for friendly forces.  Friendly land
forces can destroy or suppress enemy targets within range of their
direct and indirect fires, thus greatly reducing the numbers of enemy
forces that need to be attacked by air.  At the same time, land forces
conduct reconnaissance that can identify and track lucrative targets
for air attack.  Moreover, land forces may suppress enemy air defense
systems out to the range of their indirect fires, thus reducing the risk
to friendly aircraft.  Friendly air forces can now attack enemy land
forces day and night to the entire depth of most theaters.  They can

______________ 
2See Thomas Hughes, Overlord:  General Pete Quesada and the Triumph of Tactical Air
Power in World War II, New York:  Free Press, 1995.
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destroy infrastructure, lines of communication, and enemy forces
advancing to contact, sometimes to the point that enemy forces are
no longer able to resist friendly ground forces or surrender easily on
first contact, as often occurred during the Persian Gulf War.

It is not always recognized that the air-only part of Operation Desert
Storm (January 17–February 23, 1991) was an example of air-land
synergy, not of an isolated air operation.  Throughout six weeks of
continuous air attack, Iraqi forces had to remain in defensive posi-
tions, concentrated to defend against attack from powerful coalition
land forces.  These land forces fixed the Iraqi forces in place, making
them targets for air attack.  When the Iraqis attempted to attack to-
ward Khafji (January 28–31), they became even more vulnerable,
their advance blocked by land forces and their every move harried by
air forces.  Even the Republican Guard divisions, largely deployed
outside Kuwait, were hostage to joint operations.  Throughout the air
phase of the operation, they could not disperse and hide without be-
coming easy prey for coalition land forces.  (In the end, they were
easy prey anyway:  Iraqi training and equipment were hopelessly in-
ferior to that of U.S. forces.)

A MORE DIFFICULT OPERATING ENVIRONMENT?

Several nonmilitary trends may make it easier for enemy forces to be
elusive.

Population growth and development are putting roads, cars, build-
ings, electronic emitters, and people in more and more places.  The
issue is not urbanization per se—cities still cover only a small per-
centage of the Earth’s land surface—but rather the proliferation of
human activity across heretofore-empty places.  Quite simply, there
are fewer and fewer places in which there is no human activity.  Even
a thinly populated area increasingly has motor-vehicle traffic, elec-
tronic emissions, and structures—all of which produce clutter in
which enemy forces can hide.

The proliferation of motor vehicles is especially worrisome in situa-
tions in which opposition forces may be intermingled with noncom-
batants, undermining the value of the moving-target indicator mode
on radars.  In China, for example, there are currently about 7 million
privately owned vehicles.  Projections for the year 2020 vary from
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43 million to over 176 million vehicles, depending on economic
growth.3  Trying to detect and recognize, for example, mobile ballis-
tic missiles moving among such a mass of traffic would require capa-
bilities that far exceed those on Joint STARS today.  This may be an
extreme example, but it powerfully illustrates the challenge faced
globally.

Another trend that may constrain future operations is the increased
sensitivity of Western political leaders to casualties caused by U.S.
operations.  As a recent article in Aviation Week & Space Technology
observed, “To maintain political support for the use of military force,
U.S. war planners are trying to ensure almost casualty-free
wars. . . .  Political leaders are placing increasing constraints on mili-
tary planners, who in turn are asking weapons experts to design the
tools to carry out their missions in the politically charged environ-
ment.”4

The preeminence of the United States in world affairs means that
any U.S. operation will be carefully scrutinized, domestically and
abroad.  Operations that seek to protect innocent life, such as
Operation Allied Force in Kosovo, are held to a particularly high
standard:  They can hardly be justified if many noncombatants die as
a result of U.S. military operations.  Thus, there was great anxiety in
NATO countries about the coercive air campaign in Serbia and the
direct and indirect costs it was imposing on Serbian civilians.
Questions of proportionality—such as, Is the military gain justified
by the burden imposed on civilians?—and disagreements over just
what constitutes a legitimate military target were commonplace
during the air campaign in NATO and other capitals.

Related to this scrutiny is an expectation that U.S. air operations will
be exceptionally precise and surgical, minimizing both collateral
damage to infrastructure and casualties.  Advances in sensors and
weapons raise such expectations even higher.  In future operations,

______________ 
3Lee Schipper, Celine Marie-Lillin, and Gareth Lewis-Davis, Rapid Motorisation in the
Largest Countries in Asia: Implication for Oil, Carbon Dioxide and Transportation,
International Energy Agency, August 30, 2000, http://www.iea.org/pubs/free/articles/
schipper/rapmot.htm.

4Robert Wall and David A. Fulghum, “New Munitions Mandate:  More Focused Fire-
power,” Aviation Week & Space Technology, September 25, 2000, p. 78.
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particularly where U.S. forces are clearly dominant, U.S. forces will
likely be held to higher standards than are required by the Law of
Armed Conflict.

If this assessment is correct, it suggests that, in smaller-scale con-
flicts, coercive options against civilian infrastructure may be quite
limited, requiring more-direct approaches to counter elusive de-
ployed forces.5

THE AIR-ONLY OPTION

Although air-land operations are the best alternative, U.S. decision-
makers may choose to conduct operations almost exclusively with air
forces, for several reasons:

• U.S. interests do not justify the casualties associated with tradi-
tional land combat.

• The situation is urgent, allowing too little time for deployment of
land forces.

• Land operations are not feasible for political, military, or geo-
graphic reasons.

Recent operations in Kosovo illustrate all three reasons for choosing
to operate almost exclusively with air forces.  As a nation, the United
States had no direct interest of any kind in Kosovo, political, military,
or economic.  As leader of the North Atlantic Alliance, it had derived
interest and, of course, it had humanitarian concerns, spurred by
atrocities perpetrated against Kosovar Albanians.  Considering the
utter lack of direct interest, the administration initially believed that
Congress and the nation would not approve commitment of land
forces under circumstances that would generate casualties, although
it began to revise this assessment when Yugoslavia seemed intransi-
gent.

______________ 
5For thoughtful discussions of these constraints on U.S. air operations, see Matthew
Waxman, International Law and the Politics of Urban Air Operations, Santa Monica,
Calif.:  RAND, MR-1175-AF, 2000; and Daniel Byman and Matthew Waxman, “De-
feating U.S. Coercion,” Survival, Vol. 41, No. 2, Summer 1999, pp. 107–120.
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An urgent situation demanding quick action may also incline U.S.
decisionmakers to prefer air operations.  The United States can start
air operations within days or even hours, as contrasted with the
weeks and months required to prepare for large air-land operations.
Again, Kosovo provides a good illustration.  Although the crisis had
been building for over a year before the final confrontation began,
the administration still felt itself under time pressure to act quickly.
Once the February 1999 negotiations at Rambouillet, France, had
concluded, it became important to act before the coalition began to
waver or Yugoslavia perpetrated fresh outrages against the Alba-
nians, but land operations would have required months to prepare.6

Finally, land operations may not be feasible in the given area of op-
erations or against certain classes of targets.  The United States will
usually be dependent upon the willingness of allied and friendly
countries to grant basing and transit rights.  The campaign against
Saddam Hussein, for example, would have been impossible without
cooperation from Saudi Arabia.  In Kosovo, the United States and its
NATO allies needed cooperation from Albania and Macedonia.
Albania was willing enough, but had only one marginally adequate
seaport and poor lines of communication into Kosovo.  Macedonia
could offer much better basing, but its government was unwilling to
allow entry of NATO ground forces for a variety of reasons.  There
may also be strong military reasons to avoid use of land forces.  For
example, the United States might not want to commit its land forces
against an extremely large and resilient opponent like China, even
though its forces would have great qualitative superiority.

Air-land synergies apply less powerfully to mobile ballistic or cruise
missiles.  Longer-range systems typically operate in a highly dis-
persed fashion, well in the enemy rear.  Unless U.S. ground forces are
operating very deeply, they are unlikely to put pressure on those sys-

______________ 
6Army transformation efforts seek to shorten this time considerably, but just how
quickly decisive land combat power can be moved remains to be seen. Recent RAND
assessments of Interim Brigade Combat Team (IBCT) deployability using USAF airlift
planning factors and half the C-17 fleet suggest that IBCTs based at Ft. Stewart,
Georgia, near Ramstein AFB in Germany, and in Darwin, Australia, would allow an
IBCT to deploy anywhere in the world in 18 days, considerably more than the Army
goal of 4 days.  Nevertheless, 18 days is pretty responsive and a vast improvement over
current capabilities.  The German-based IBCT could deploy to Kosovo in 4 days if good
airfields were available in Kosovo and Macedonia.
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tems.  Special operations forces (SOF) can be assigned the mission of
finding such systems.  When mobile missiles have to transit through
choke points or travel on a small number of roads, SOF may be effec-
tive.7  In situations in which TBMs are able to operate over a large
area, SOF simply lack the surveillance assets, mobility, and sheer
numbers to be able to detect and kill more than a small number of
TBMs.  In some situations, such as a 2020 China scenario, the vast-
ness of the area to be searched, depth of airborne penetrations re-
quired, and sophistication of enemy air defenses are likely to make
widespread use of SOF extremely dangerous.  For these reasons, we
conclude that, in most cases, land forces will not play a large role in
countering medium- to long-range mobile ballistic or cruise missiles.

PURPOSE

Elusive targets are becoming the norm rather than an aberration.  To
help the USAF better understand and prepare for a world in which
such targets predominate, this book seeks to identify concepts and
technologies that could improve the USAF’s capability to detect, rec-
ognize, and defeat elusive targets, whether dispersed ground forces
or mobile ballistic missiles.  These concepts should be viewed as il-
lustrative of what the U.S. military might be able to accomplish if
several key technologies come to fruition. The concepts presented
here were not subjected to intensive quantitative analysis, nor were
they cost-constrained.  In most cases, the technologies are not suffi-
ciently mature nor enemy forces known in sufficient detail to con-
duct meaningful simulations and analyses.  As these technologies
mature, more-detailed analysis will be necessary to determine which
of the many possible options are worth fielding.

ORGANIZATION

In Chapter Two, we use the experience of Operation Allied Force in
Kosovo to illustrate the challenges associated with detecting and de-
feating maneuver forces that use elusive behaviors.  In Chapter

______________ 
7See William Rosenau, Special Operations Forces and Elusive Enemy Ground Targets:
Lessons from Vietnam and the Persian Gulf War, Santa Monica, Calif.:  RAND,
MR-1408-AF, 2001.
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Three, we present new concepts to defeat dispersed maneuver forces
in future peace operations or other small-scale conflicts.  Chapter
Four turns to the problem of countering mobile ballistic missiles op-
erating in a large country and explores some concepts for attacking
these targets.  Chapter Five presents our conclusions and recom-
mendations. In Appendix A, we provide additional details on new
technologies that offer hope for enhancing aerospace capabilities
against elusive targets.  Appendix B presents supporting calculations
for the analysis of the mobile missile problem, especially regarding
the performance requirements for automatic target recognition sys-
tems.
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Chapter Two

THE KOSOVO EXPERIENCE

Operation Allied Force illustrates the challenges of finding and de-
feating elusive maneuver forces with aerospace forces alone in op-
erations at the lower end of the conflict spectrum.  In this chapter, we
examine all the components and players involved in the operation:
the historical background for Kosovo, Yugoslav operations, NATO
operations, and the shortcomings of Operation Allied Force, to give
as complete a picture as possible of all the variables involved in order
to determine the likelihood of such elusive forces operating again
and the best ways of defeating them with air power alone.

KOSOVO:  UNIQUE OR RECURRING?

Was the NATO air effort in Kosovo unique, and unlikely to happen
again?  Or are similar operations likely to recur?

Unique Historical Accident?

At first glance, Operation Allied Force may appear to be unique.
Humanitarian concerns, rather than national interests, prompted
this operation, resulting in stringent rules of engagement (ROE) and
low tolerance for friendly casualties.  Moreover, it resulted from mis-
calculation on both sides and took a course that neither side ex-
pected.

States usually fight for national interests.  Much less often, they fight
for humanitarian reasons, such as in Kosovo.  The NATO allies ini-
tially tried to ignore Kosovo’s problems.  They did not want to ad-
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dress awkward issues associated with Albanian nationalism, espe-
cially the possible disintegration of Macedonia.  Compelled to stop
crimes against humanity, they reluctantly undertook military opera-
tions.  Since their motive was to stop suffering, they could not very
well inflict suffering; therefore, ROE were stringent.  Moreover, lack
of national interest implied that commanders should minimize
coalition casualties.  Humanitarian concerns precipitated this op-
eration, but they remained a relatively weak casus belli.

NATO leaders, initially unwilling to contemplate stronger action,
tended to believe that Belgrade would capitulate after a few days.
Yugoslav leaders decided to expel ethnic Albanians from Kosovo, ap-
parently unaware that this act would unite the NATO allies and make
them determined to prevail.  This practice was known as “ethnic
cleansing.”1  The result of these miscalculations was a protracted air
effort that neither side wanted nor expected.

Type Likely to Recur?

Despite its quirkiness, Operation Allied Force may exemplify a type
of operation that is likely to recur.  In the near future and under self-
imposed constraints, the United States may very well employ air
power to coerce a recalcitrant regime, in the pattern of Operation
Allied Force.

Humanitarian intervention is not unprecedented.  The Spanish-
American War, usually considered America’s debut on the inter-
national stage, was precipitated in large part by humanitarian
concerns—revulsion against the brutal methods of Valeriano
Weyler’s counterinsurgency campaign in Cuba2—as much as by the
destruction of the USS Maine in Havana harbor.

______________ 
1The term “ethnic cleansing” emerged from the Bosnian war of 1992–1995, apparently
coined by Bosnian Serbs.  It implied expelling other ethnic groups until only one’s
own group remained.  Extremely brutal means were employed in these expulsions, in-
cluding arson, rape, and murder.  In extreme cases—e.g., Srebrenica in July 1995—
thousands of people were killed and buried in mass graves.

2See David F. Trask, The War with Spain in 1898, New York:  Macmillan Publishing
Company, 1981.
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The focus of American security policy on defense against totalitarian
Communist regimes during the Cold War has now shifted with the
end of the Cold War.  Admittedly, there is no consensus on how U.S.
power should be used in this new era.  However, humanitarian mo-
tives have certainly become more prominent.  Operations in So-
malia, Haiti, Bosnia, and, of course, Kosovo were strongly influenced
by humanitarian concerns.  The George Bush administration entered
Somalia to stop starvation caused by drought and factional warfare, a
clear example of humanitarian intervention.  The Clinton adminis-
tration intervened forcefully in Haiti, which, apart from the political
embarrassment of intercepting “boat people,” presented no threat at
all to the United States.  The Clinton administration was drawn into
Bosnia, first in the air and ultimately on the ground, because of its
leadership role in Europe—not because U.S. interests were at stake.
But the European allies were engaged in Bosnia primarily because
they could not passively endure egregious violations of human
rights, particularly the Srebrenica debacle and the resulting flows of
refugees.

The prehistory of the Kosovo operation illustrates the influence of
humanitarian concerns on policy.  In fall 1998, NATO Secretary
General Javier Solana suspected that Yugoslavia was deliberately
holding its brutal repression just below a level that would trigger
NATO action.  He quoted a Serb diplomat as saying “a village a day
keeps NATO away.”3  Speaking of massacres during September 1998,
National Security Advisor Samuel (“Sandy”) Berger said they ex-
ceeded America’s “atrocities threshold.”4  The gruesome massacre at
Racak in January 1999 convinced the Clinton administration that the
October Agreement5 had failed and firmer action was required.

______________ 
3Ivo H. Daalder and Michael E. O’Hanlon, Winning Ugly:  NATO’s War to Save Kosovo,
Washington, D.C.:  Brookings Institution Press, 2000, p. 65.

4Daalder and O’Hanlon, 2000, p. 65.

5On October 13, 1998, U.S. Special Envoy Richard Holbrooke and Yugoslav President
Slobodan Milosevic reached broad agreement concerning verification of Yugoslavia’s
compliance with United Nations Security Council Resolution 1199.  Acting under
Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations, the Security Council passed
Resolution 1199 on September 23, 1998.  In this resolution, the Council demanded that
all parties cease hostilities in Kosovo and that the two sides enter into a dialogue,
without preconditions, that would lead to a negotiated solution of the Kosovo issue.
The October Agreement included a ground element and an air element.  The ground
element would comprise 2,000 unarmed monitors under auspices of the Organization
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Operation Allied Force also indicates emergence of air power as the
preferred military instrument to compel changes in the policy and
character of lawless regimes.  Naval power, whether through “gun-
boat diplomacy” or by landing the Marines, has traditionally been
the preferred instrument and will certainly continue to play a large
role.  But in a series of crises—Kuwait, Iraq, Bosnia, and, most re-
cently, Kosovo—air power, and predominately land-based air power,
has been preferred.  Air power offers the inherent advantages of
rapid global reach, reassuringly low casualties, extreme flexibility,
and great discrimination in its effects.

During World War II, air power could achieve strategic effects only if
used massively.  But such bombardment is unacceptable today, even
in major theater warfare.  Indeed, it would be considered dispropor-
tionate to any expected military advantage and, therefore, a war
crime.  Fortunately, the precision, lethality, and survivability of mod-
ern U.S. air power enable key targets to be destroyed with almost no
unintended damage to city infrastructure and with minimal civilian
casualties.  Today, U.S. decisionmakers prefer air power because
they respect—and may even exaggerate—this ability to discriminate:
to drop bridges while killing the fewest possible passers-by, and to
destroy selected buildings and even parts of buildings without
damaging nearby structures, for example.  In Kosovo, air power was
even expected to kill the perpetrators of “ethnic cleansing” while
sparing its victims—an unattainable level of discrimination under
the circumstances.

Targeting Dilemma

If more operations like Kosovo are to be expected, then U.S. air plan-
ners might again confront a target dilemma such as occurred during
the latter weeks of Operation Allied Force.  Not wanting to impover-
ish and embitter the Serb people, NATO authorities hesitated to ap-
prove the attack of additional communications, transportation, and
economic targets.  The targets they were allowed to attack degener-
ated into, as Lt Gen Michael C. Short, 16th Air Force Commander, re-

______________________________________________________________ 
for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), known as the Kosovo Verification
Mission.  The air element would comprise reconnaissance aircraft under control of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization flying over Kosovo.  During the following days,
OSCE and NATO negotiated details of this broad agreement.
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marked, “fire hydrants and stop signs.”  NATO authorities strongly
preferred that air attack be concentrated on Yugoslav forces in
Kosovo, but these forces could hardly be found, let alone hit.
Undetected much of the time, when seen the forces were usually in-
distinguishable from civilians or too intermingled with civilians.

Thus, NATO air forces faced a targeting dilemma:  on the one hand,
they were not allowed to engage the complete set of fixed targets they
believed necessary to force Milosevic’s capitulation; on the other
hand, they were not able to detect and destroy the maneuver forces
in Kosovo that they were allowed to attack.

YUGOSLAV OPERATIONS

During Operation Allied Force, NATO spokesmen constantly called
the opponent “Serbia.”  More precisely, the opponent was Yugoslavia
(Serbia and Montenegro), but Montenegro was largely exempted
from attack owing to its moderate, pro-Western government.  Serbs,
including those Montenegrans who consider themselves Serbs, view
Kosovo as an ancestral heartland, although its pre-conflict inhabi-
tants were overwhelmingly ethnic Albanians.6

Background to the NATO Intervention

Until 1997, most Kosovar Albanians passively endured repression by
Yugoslav authorities, but then the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA), a
small group funded by the Albanian Diaspora, began to conduct ter-
rorism, including assassinations of Yugoslav officials.  To counter this
terrorism, Ministry of the Interior police forces (Ministarstvo
Unutrasnjih Poslova, or MUP), supported by the Yugoslav Army
(Vojske Jugoslavije, or VJ), initiated a counterinsurgency campaign in
February 1998.  This campaign was out of proportion to the provoca-
tion and conducted with extreme brutality against the civilian popu-

______________ 
6Apparently during the seventh century, Serbs settled in the area of present-day
Bosnia, Montenegro, and Kosovo.  Medieval Serbia achieved its greatest extent in the
early fourteenth century when its capital was in present-day Macedonia.  On June 28,
1389, an Ottoman Turk army defeated a Serb-led force at Kosovo Polje in present-day
Kosovo.  Slobodan Milosevic launched his post-Communist political career by an
inflammatory nationalist speech in Kosovo on June 28, 1989, the 600th anniversary of
that defeat.
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lation.  By early October 1998, the United Nations High Commis-
sioner for Refugees (UNHCR) estimated that nearly 90,000 Kosovar
Albanians had become refugees and many more were internally
displaced.7

Reacting to this humanitarian crisis, the North Atlantic Council
(NAC) approved an activation warning for air operations against
Yugoslavia on September 24.  U.S. envoy Richard Holbrooke con-
veyed an explicit threat of air strikes to Yugoslav President Slobodan
Milosevic during their meetings in October.  On October 13, these
two men reached agreement that Yugoslavia would not deploy addi-
tional forces into Kosovo and that an unarmed Kosovo Verification
Mission (KVM) would monitor Yugoslavian compliance with United
Nations resolutions.

For a few months, tension eased and some refugees returned to their
homes.  But the KLA soon expanded its operations within Kosovo,
and Yugoslav forces intensified their operations against the KLA, ac-
companied as before by violence against civilians.  On January 15,
1999, Yugoslav forces massacred at least 45 men and boys near the
village of Racak.  KVM monitors arrived at the site the following day
and found corpses strewn through the woods, most dead from head
wounds.

In response to the Racak massacre, the NATO allies and the Contact
Group,8 including Russia, persuaded Yugoslavia and representatives
of the Kosovar Albanians to meet at Rambouillet in February.  Both
sides refused to accept the proffered accords, but the United States
subsequently persuaded the Albanian negotiators to sign, leaving
Yugoslavia the recalcitrant party.  On March 24, NATO initiated
Operation Allied Force for the purpose of coercing Belgrade into ac-
cepting the peace process as outlined during the Rambouillet
Conference.

______________ 
7Daalder and O’Hanlon, 2000, Figure 2-1, p. 41.

8The Contact Group is made up of major powers that hold regularly scheduled, formal
meetings, at the level of ministers or special envoys, to discuss Balkan affairs and de-
velop common policy.  The Group has six regular members:  France, Germany, Great
Britain, Italy, Russia, and the United States.
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“Ethnic Cleansing”

When the NATO air operation began, Yugoslav authorities acceler-
ated the deportation of ethnic Albanians from Kosovo.  The total of
refugees climbed to over 500,000 in mid-April and peaked at almost
800,000 in late May.9  In addition to refugees, many other Albanians
were internally displaced within Kosovo, but their numbers remain
uncertain.  The Belgrade regime was well on the way to depopulating
Kosovo entirely, presumably with the intention of settling Serbs on
the land.  This sudden and massive “ethnic cleansing” reinforced
NATO’s determination as nothing else could, a result Milosevic ap-
parently failed to foresee. Thus, Milosevic’s action helped unify
NATO, but in the short term, NATO was embarrassed by its inability
to protect the Kosovar Albanians, whose suffering had caused the
crisis.

“Ethnic cleansing” was a deliberate act of state carried out by the VJ
and MUP.  In a typical operation, the VJ would secure an area while
the MUP forced Albanian inhabitants to flee.  The VJ would establish
checkpoints on the major roads and fire on suspected KLA
strongholds with tanks or self-propelled artillery.  It would usually
stand ready to support the MUP, but might also participate in the
“cleansing.”  The MUP was usually armed and equipped as light in-
fantry, but sometimes rode in armored personnel carriers (APCs).  It
would order Albanians to leave their homes within a specified time
and sometimes direct their subsequent movement.  For example,
some Albanians were directed to take trains bound for Macedonia,
apparently in an attempt to destabilize that country.  After the in-
habitants had fled, Yugoslav forces and paramilitaries would often
loot their homes.  The MUP usually had lists of suspected KLA and
their sympathizers.  It might arrest such persons or kill them imme-
diately.  In some villages, the VJ and MUP detained all male inhabi-
tants and massacred them.

Most “ethnic cleansing” required only modest-sized forces, typically
2–5 tanks or pieces of self-propelled artillery, possibly 5–10 APCs, and
the trucks and buses for transporting additional infantry and sup-
port.  On some occasions, air defense artillery was used for fire sup-

______________ 
9Daalder and O’Hanlon, 2000, Figure 4-1, p. 109.
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port against ground targets.  The task force might comprise 200 to
400 personnel drawn from VJ and MUP.  The VJ forces often came
from the brigade operating in the particular area and therefore the
associated road marches were only about 20 to 50 kilometers (km).
The task force would be most concentrated as it approached the area
to be “cleansed” and would conduct the initial fire missions.
However, VJ forces would quickly disperse to secure the area of op-
erations, typically operating at squad level.  MUP would quickly be-
come intermingled with the Albanian population it was “ethnically
cleansing.”  VJ and MUP usually employed heavy weapons during
these operations.  Judging from the Bosnian Serb experience, they
could have attained the same results using just light infantry, with
only slightly higher risk to themselves.10

Air Defenses

The VJ operated a heterogeneous air defense system, including older
Soviet-made missiles, Soviet-made and indigenously produced air
defense guns, and more modern Western surveillance radars.  The
mainstays of their missile defenses were the SA-6 (NATO code name
“Gainful”) and the SA-3 (NATO codename “Goa”).  They used a wide
variety of air defense guns, which included the BOV-3, triple 30mm
cannons turret-mounted on a lightly armored, wheeled vehicle; and
the M-55, triple 20mm cannons on a wheeled chassis.  They also had
substantial numbers of man-portable air defense weapons, including
the SA-7 (NATO code name “Grail”) and possibly more-modern ver-
sions.

Yugoslav (predominately Serb) forces presumably shared the experi-
ence acquired by Bosnian Serb forces against NATO air forces during
Operation Deny Flight (air denial and close air support, April 1993–
December 1995) and Operation Deliberate Force (attacks to enforce
“safe areas,” August–September 1995).11  During Operation Deny

______________ 
10Interview with personnel at National Ground Intelligence Center, Charlottesville,
Virginia, conducted by Bruce Pirnie on October 19, 1999.

11Indeed, U.S. no-fly zone operations over the Balkans and Iraq have given U.S. ad-
versaries a continuous real-world opportunity to observe standard U.S. operational
concepts and tactics. It was widely reported that the Serb air defense commander vis-
ited Iraq shortly before Operation Allied Force, and it is likely that the Serbs were
briefed on Iraqi lessons learned in almost 10 years of operations against U.S. air forces.
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Flight, Bosnian Serb air defenders passed offboard data to their SA-6
systems in attempts to trap NATO aircraft.12  On one occasion, they
downed a U.S. F-16 aircraft flying a routine sortie to enforce the no-
fly zone.  During Operation Deliberate Force, Serb air defenders
escaped destruction from anti-radiation missiles by blinking their
radars and engaging with minimal radar guidance, a technique the VJ
used again during Operation Allied Force.

Evading Attack by Air Power

Before Operation Allied Force even began, the VJ was already dis-
persed to conduct counterinsurgency operations against the KLA.
Typically, infantry operated in platoons and squads patrolling areas
of suspected KLA activity or controlling key terrain, such as border
crossings, mountain passes, road junctures, and villages.  The largest
massing of forces usually occurred at the outset of “ethnic cleansing”
and usually involved several companies of light or mechanized in-
fantry supported by a few tanks and artillery pieces.  It is not clear
whether the VJ dispersed still more widely during NATO air attacks or
just hid more effectively.

The main response to NATO air attacks was to hide, especially during
clear weather and daylight.  The VJ stopped organizing convoys and
instead moved a few vehicles at a time during periods of reduced
visibility.  They concealed large items of equipment by using camou-
flage, driving under trees, or parking under shelters such as farm
buildings.  If the KLA had presented a greater threat, the VJ would not
have been able to hide so effectively and still develop enough combat
power.  But the KLA did not present any threat, including its opera-
tions around Mount Pastrik, that required the VJ to mass its forces.13

Yugoslav forces presented small numbers of mock-ups of equipment
items such as SA-6 systems.  Some of the decoys were extremely

______________ 
12John A. Tirpak, “Deliberate Force,” Air Force Magazine, October 1997, pp. 36–41;
and Robert Wall, “SEAD Concerns Raised in Kosovo,” Aviation Week & Space
Technology, July 26, 1999a, p. 75.

13John Barry and Evan Thomas, “The Kosovo Cover-Up,” Newsweek, May 15, 2000,
pp. 23–26.
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crude,14 yet still drew attacks from NATO aircraft operating at
medium altitudes.  However, NATO’s greater problem was a dearth
of real targets, not a superfluity of decoys.  Yugoslav forces also tried
to save bridges from destruction by simulating more damage than
had actually occurred and by constructing a mock bridge at a safe
distance from a real one.

Perhaps the most effective technique was to intermingle with
Kosovar Albanians.  Intermingling inevitably accompanied “ethnic
cleansing” without need for any special measures.  It also occurred
naturally when Yugoslav forces had to move on roads already
clogged with Kosovar Albanians who had been driven from their
homes.  In addition, Yugoslav forces may have deliberately inter-
mingled with civilians or parked military vehicles near civilian
buildings so that they could not be attacked without causing collat-
eral damage.

NATO OPERATIONS

The air effort over Kosovo Province, in contrast to the more effective
effort over Serbia itself, was frustrating for airmen.  Often, they had to
return without identifying any targets.  And when they were able to
release ordnance, the results were highly uncertain.  In some re-
spects, the air effort over Kosovo resembled the Great SCUD Hunt
during Operation Desert Storm:  an operation of limited military ef-
fectiveness but of great political importance.  In both cases, the fun-
damental benefit was to ensure alliance cohesion, even if enemy op-
erations were only slightly affected.

______________ 
14During a visit to the Threat Museum at Nellis AFB, Nevada, our study team was
shown an SA-9 decoy from Kosovo.  It was roughly one-third scale and made out of old
milk cartons taped together and stretched over a light metal frame.  The milk cartons
were turned inside so that their metallic liners would be exposed and presumably re-
flect radar signals.  Light metal tubes mimicked the missile launcher.  The whole affair
was painted green.  We were told that the decoy did have a radar reflection and that vi-
sually the decoy looked quite real from the air.  After the conflict ended, a NATO team
in a low-flying helicopter could not tell it was a decoy at a few hundred feet in altitude.
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Political Constraints

Severe constraints were placed on Operation Allied Force, arising
from NATO’s political goals and also the internal politics of its
members.  NATO initiated air attacks in the mistaken belief that
Yugoslavia would capitulate quickly and resume negotiations along
lines set during the Rambouillet Conference.  The alliance members
did not intend to conduct a full strategic bombing campaign against
all of Yugoslavia; they exempted Montenegro in view of the moder-
ate, cautiously pro-Western policies of its government.  When
Yugoslavia did not capitulate as expected, the alliance members au-
thorized increasingly severe attacks.  However, they did not autho-
rize a full campaign, which would have devastated Serbia’s already
moribund economy, causing extensive civilian suffering and long-
lasting political effects.  Their aim was to change the leader’s mind,
yet inflict the least possible damage on the people he ruled—not an
easy trick.  Even in light of the outcome, it is doubtful whether NATO
was willing to inflict more punishment than Yugoslavia could endure,
had Milosevic chosen to persevere.

Western publics generally continued to support NATO’s effort, al-
though their enthusiasm declined as Operation Allied Force contin-
ued.  There were, however, significant differences in political support
among the governments.  The British government led by Prime
Minister Tony Blair was strongly determined; indeed, London was
more willing than Washington to use land forces if the air effort did
not succeed.  The Italian government maintained consistent support
despite tension among competing factions and some skepticism in
the public.  Germany’s left-center coalition was in the most difficult
position.  Several of its key leaders, including Chancellor Gerhard
Schroeder and Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer, began their political
careers as student dissidents and led parties with significant left
wings.  Fischer’s own Green Party had formerly opposed Germany’s
very membership in NATO and was sharply divided over the moral
issue of using force, even when the opponent was committing crimes
against humanity.  As a result, the German government resisted an
invasion of Kosovo with land forces, even when the air effort ap-
peared inconclusive.
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Rules of Engagement

The United States complies with the law of armed conflict, that
“body of norms regulating the conduct of states and combatants in
armed hostilities . . . [drawn] . . . from both treaties (conventions and
agreements among states) and custom.”15  As a matter of policy, the
United States acknowledges that indiscriminant attacks are unlawful
and that damage to civilian targets should be proportionate to the
expected military advantage.  Rules of engagement normally reflect
these broad principles, but during Operation Allied Force they were
even more stringent.

Ultimately, NATO conducted Operation Allied Force because its con-
science was outraged by Yugoslavia’s (essentially Serbia’s) brutal re-
pression of Kosovar Albanians.  Before early 1998, the NATO powers
had been reluctant to interfere in an internal Yugoslav affair and had
shown little inclination to help Kosovar Albanians or even to address
the problem of Kosovo.  They became involved only when the re-
pression, especially depopulation of entire villages and episodic
massacre of the male inhabitants, became impossible to ignore.
Throughout the conflict, NATO’s first goal was to end this violence
and repression.  In April, the NATO powers issued their Statement on
Kosovo,16 beginning as follows:

The crisis in Kosovo represents a fundamental challenge to the val-

ues for which NATO has stood since its foundation: democracy,

human rights and the rule of law.  It is the culmination of a deliber-

ate policy of oppression, ethnic cleansing and violence pursued by

the Belgrade regime under the direction of President Milosevic.  We

will not allow this campaign of terror to succeed.  NATO is deter-

mined to prevail.

These values, especially concern for human rights and the rule of
law, implied very low tolerance for collateral damage in Kosovo.
NATO would have violated its own principles and appeared hypocrit-
ical had its actions inflicted great suffering on the very people it in-

______________ 
15Waxman, 2000, p. 5.

16NATO, Statement on Kosovo, Issued by the Heads of State and Government partic-
ipating in the meeting of the North Atlantic Council in Washington, D.C., April 23–24,
1999, Paragraph 1.
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tended to protect.  This statement also delineates the enemy—“the
Belgrade regime under direction of President Milosevic”—and the
goal—“We are intensifying NATO’s military actions to increase the
pressure on Belgrade.”17  NATO did not consider itself to be at war
with Yugoslavia or even Serbia, much less the Serb people.  It
followed that NATO had low tolerance for collateral damage in Serbia
as well.

In accordance with these principles, ROE in Kosovo were very strin-
gent.  Engagement was prohibited when civilians or cultural artifacts
would be at risk.  Civilian-pattern trucks and buses were excluded as
targets because their contents could not be ascertained.  NATO air-
craft had to visually confirm targets before releasing ordnance.
When, for example, Army AN/TPQ-37 radars18 identified firing loca-
tions of Yugoslav artillery, NATO aircraft had to positively identify
this equipment before attacking it.  They were not permitted to sim-
ply release against the suspected firing positions.  As a result, aircraft
allocated to flexible targets (excepting bombers) had only about an
even chance of releasing ordnance.  Many had to return with ord-
nance still under wing or, in the case of some carrier-based aircraft,
jettison ordnance at sea.

Effect of Yugoslav Air Defenses

The Yugoslav air defense could not protect the country from NATO
air attacks, but it still did place limits on NATO’s air operations.
NATO lost only two aircraft (one F-117 and one F-16; but both pilots
were rescued) to air defense missiles.  This was far fewer than initially
feared, but the continuing threat compelled NATO to devote sub-
stantial assets to the suppression of enemy air defense (SEAD) mis-

______________ 
17NATO, 1999, Paragraph 5.

18The AN/TPQ-37 Firefinder is a mobile, phased-array radar used to locate enemy
artillery.  The radar detects enemy artillery rounds when fired, tracks them to establish
a trajectory, then uses a ballistic model to backtrack to the likely firing location.  Gun
barrels and artillery-shell surface imperfections, and varying winds aloft prevent the
trajectories from being perfectly ballistic.  Consequently, the Firefinder cannot de-
termine with absolute precision the location of the firing artillery. However, it is
sufficiently accurate for lethal counterbattery fire to be placed on the roughly football
field–sized area in which it determines the enemy artillery to be.  For more details, see
the Federation of American Scientists Web site at http://www.fas.org/man/dod-101/
sys/land/an-tpq-37.htm.
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sion.  Indeed, Operation Allied Force revealed a shortage of EA-6
Prowler aircraft, needed to jam enemy air defenses.

Before the operation began, General Michael G. Short had decided
that aircraft under his control would avoid low-altitude air defense
by staying at least 15,000 feet above ground level (AGL). Short rea-
soned that it was better to minimize friendly losses by staying mod-
erately high than to get closer to the target or under the weather by
flying low.  Later, he relaxed this standard for airborne Forward Air
Controllers while trying to identify targets and for strike aircraft
during their final approaches to the targets.19

Mid- to higher-altitude defenses prevented more-vulnerable aircraft,
such as the Joint STARS, AC-130s, and attack helicopters from over-
flying Kosovo or Serbia.  At mid-altitudes, fighter aircraft often had to
take evasive action to avoid radar-guided surface-to-air missiles
(SAMs).

SHORTCOMINGS DURING OPERATION ALLIED FORCE

Operation Allied Force was a coercive air operation that accom-
plished NATO’s principal goals:  It compelled Yugoslavia to withdraw
its forces from Kosovo and to allow introduction of NATO forces
supporting a UN peace operation, pending a solution of the Kosovo
issue.  It did not prevent or even seriously impede “ethnic cleansing,”
but it did allow Kosovar Albanians to eventually return to their
homes.  Moreover, it accomplished these goals without any combat
casualties, a remarkable outcome.  However, Operation Allied Force
revealed shortcomings in planning and preparation, reconnaissance,
battle damage assessment, and control of air-ground engagements.

Imbalance of Goals and Means

At the outset, there was an embarrassing imbalance between NATO’s
political goals and the military means being applied.  President
Clinton announced three objectives, including “to deter President

______________ 
19Michael C. Short (Lt Gen, USAF), testimony before the Senate Committee on Armed
Services, Washington, D.C., October 21, 1999; Michael Short, USAF interview, Studies
and Analysis Directorate, U.S. Air Forces in Europe, Ramstein AFB, Germany, n.d.
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Milosevic from continuing and escalating his attacks on helpless
civilians by imposing a price for those attacks.”20  NATO Secretary
General Solana said: “We must stop the violence and bring an end to
the humanitarian catastrophe now taking place in Kosovo.”21  But air
power alone could not stop Yugoslav forces from perpetrating crimes
in Kosovo, as senior Air Force leaders realized.  General Short
preferred to minimize efforts against fielded forces in Kosovo be-
cause he expected poor results: “We couldn’t stop the killing in
Kosovo from the air.  We were not going to be efficient or effective.”22

General John P. Jumper, U.S. Air Forces in Europe (USAFE) Com-
mander, commented:  “No airman ever promised that airpower
would stop the genocide that was already on-going when we were
allowed to start this campaign.”23  The Air Force subsequently con-
cluded: “There were few who believed that such tactically con-
strained air attacks on a dispersed infantry force could alone halt the
atrocities or reverse the refugee flow.”24

Inadequate Planning

Even though the Kosovo crisis developed slowly and gave ample
warning, NATO neither planned nor prepared adequately for
Operation Allied Force.  For political reasons, NATO planned and
prepared for a short air operation against a small target set (Limited
Air Response), apparently based on the optimistic assumption that
Belgrade would capitulate quickly.  NATO’s plan for a larger effort
(Phased Air Campaign) was conceptual. USAFE planned and exer-
cised a larger United States–only effort (Nimble Lion) that eventually
fed into Operation Allied Force, but this planning was not presented
to the North Atlantic Council.  There was no plan to conduct land
operations if Belgrade refused to capitulate.  Indeed, both to ensure

______________ 
20William J. Clinton, President of the United States, Statement, White House Briefing
Room, Washington, D.C., 1:45 p.m. Eastern Standard Time, March 24, 1999.

21Dr. Javier Solana, NATO Secretary General, Press Release, Brussels, Belgium,
March 24, 1999.

22U.S. Air Force, The Air War over Serbia, U.S. Air Forces in Europe, Studies and
Analysis Directorate, Ramstein AFB, Germany, April 2000c, p. 19.

23U.S. Air Force, 2000c p. 19.

24U.S. Air Force, 2000c, p. 33.
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NATO’s cohesion and to propitiate congressional opinion,25 the
Clinton administration announced publicly that opposed land op-
erations were not under consideration.

As a result, NATO started Operation Allied Force with only 214 com-
bat aircraft and just 50 approved targets.  The United States had only
112 land-based combat aircraft available and no aircraft carrier
within range.  When Belgrade refused to capitulate, the United States
went to the opposite extreme and began a large-scale deployment
(Papa Bear) that would have been in excess of need.  To some extent,
these shortcomings may be attributed to NATO’s sensitivities, but
the United States also failed to make full use of its own resources
early on.

Inadequate Reconnaissance

Ironically, collection against fielded forces yielded both too much
and too little data.  Cloud cover, camouflage, and dispersion of forces
resulted in few good targets being detected; yet, so much raw data
was received that intelligence analysts were overtaxed.  Achieving
correlation of data, let alone fusion, still requires interpretation by
humans—a laborious and time-consuming process.  It takes time to
correlate inputs from disparate sources, such as electronic intelli-
gence, electro-optical imaging, and radar.  But with each passing
minute, the data become increasingly obsolete.

NATO used a full range of sensors, including satellites, manned air-
craft, and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), each with its own
capabilities and limitations.  Satellites, although invulnerable, were
often frustrated in the visual spectrum by poor weather.  Manned air-
craft generally operated above or outside the range of Yugoslav air
defense systems, which limited the effectiveness of some sensors, as
well as the ability of aircrews to detect Serbian military targets.  UAVs
operated at lower altitudes, but still above cloud cover, and were at
risk from low-altitude air defenses.  None of the sensors could reli-
ably penetrate foliage, an enormous handicap, especially once the
leaves reappeared in Kosovo’s heavily wooded terrain in spring 1999.

______________ 
25Daalder and O’Hanlon, 2000, p. 97.
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Slow Response to Reconnaissance Data

During Operation Allied Force, it simply took too long to detect,
identify, and attack a target.  The terrain, foliage, and tactics of the
enemy hid most targets from airborne and spaceborne sensors.
When targets were detected, strict ROE required visual confirmation
by an airborne FAC.  Finally, the FAC would have to verbally guide a
strike aircraft onto the target.  The strike aircraft was required to de-
scribe the target to the FAC before an attack was authorized.

This process proved slow and cumbersome, taking up to several
hours in some cases.  The enemy usually had disappeared well before
the process was completed.

Unsatisfactory Battle Damage Assessment

Battle damage assessment (BDA) against fielded forces has long pre-
sented great difficulties and produced controversial results.  The dif-
ficulties begin with mission reports from pilots carrying out strikes.
From the pilot’s or weapon system operator’s perspective, a strike
mission is successful when he releases ordnance against an identi-
fied target, the weapon appears to hit within the lethal radius of the
warhead, and detonation occurs.  But the pilot usually cannot ob-
serve damage:  The explosion, dust, and smoke prevent a clear view
of the target.  Therefore, assessment based on mission reports can
exaggerate the amount of damage.

Reconnaissance is the next difficulty.  During combat operations, at-
tention is understandably focused on acquiring new targets, not on
assessing damage against old targets.  Few reconnaissance assets can
be dynamically tasked to acquire BDA, and some of these assets may
yield little new information.  For example, flying at mid-altitude, the
airborne FAC could often add little to the mission report, other than
to confirm that an engagement had occurred.

Few Kills of Yugoslav Forces

Immediately after Operation Allied Force, the Department of
Defense assessed that Yugoslav forces in Kosovo had suffered severe
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losses in heavy equipment.26  A few months later, the Supreme Allied
Commander Europe (SACEUR) presented results of an analysis that
appeared to support this assessment.27  About a year after the
operation ended, Newsweek published an article that accused mili-
tary authorities of duplicity.28  The authors noted that few hulks had
been found in Kosovo and alleged that military authorities had delib-
erately inflated battle damage assessment.  The Air Force’s report on
Operation Allied Force offered no assessment of losses to Yugoslav
forces.  Instead, it emphasized the great difficulty of attacking fielded
forces under the conditions that had prevailed in Kosovo.29  Only
Yugoslav authorities know the full extent of damage, but their forces
presumably suffered few catastrophic losses other than the hulks left
in Kosovo when they departed.

It would have been surprising if air power had been effective against
fielded forces in Kosovo, considering the severe difficulties in finding
them.  Yugoslav forces were almost unchallenged on the ground, and
therefore free to disperse and hide.  Rough and varied terrain offered
them plenty of concealment.  Heavy cloud cover impeded surveil-
lance and reconnaissance for long periods.  The ROE required pilots
to visually confirm that vehicles were unambiguously military and
well clear of civilians.  NATO forces had to minimize their own losses
by staying at medium altitude.

Even in such a difficult situation, the USAF could improve its
performance against fielded forces.  The next chapter offers opera-
tional concepts to help achieve this improvement.

______________ 
26William S. Cohen, Secretary of Defense, and General Henry H. Shelton, Chairman,
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Operation Allied Force, Briefing presented in the Pentagon,
Washington, D.C., June 10, 1999.

27GEN Wesley K. Clark (U.S. Army), Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR),
and Brig Gen (USAF) John D. W. Corley, Studies and Analysis, U.S. Air Forces
in Europe (USAFE), Press Conference on the Kosovo Strike Assessment, Head-
quarters, Supreme Allied Command Europe, Brussels, Belgium, URL:  for text,
http://www.nato.int/kosovo/press/p990916a.htm; for slides, http://www.nato.int/
kosovo/press/m990916a.htm, September 16, 1999.

28Barry and Thomas, 2000, pp. 23–26.  See also John Barry’s letter to the editor,
“Newsweek and the 14 Tanks,” Air Force Magazine, August 2000, pp. 6–7.

29U.S. Air Force, 2000c, pp. 12, 18–19, 23, 26, 30–31, 33.
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Chapter Three

CONCEPTS TO DETECT AND DEFEAT ELUSIVE

MANEUVER FORCES

In the preceding chapter, we used the NATO experience in Kosovo to
illustrate the difficulty of finding and defeating elusive maneuver
forces exclusively with aerospace forces.  Although current air forces
might be used more efficiently against such targets, they are unlikely
to achieve significant operational or strategic effects. Rather, new
technologies and systems will be necessary to routinely detect and
defeat elusive maneuver forces.

INTRODUCTION

Whether dispersed forces in Kosovo or mobile missiles in China, the
fleeting nature of these targets makes the problem difficult.  Mobile
missile transporter-erector-launchers (TELs) operating individually
or ground forces operating as companies do not present large, easy-
to-recognize signatures.  Many times, they will look like civilian ve-
hicles to wide-area surveillance assets, such as airborne radars op-
erating in the ground moving-target indicator (GMTI) mode.
Similarly, low-resolution optical systems have trouble recognizing
them.  Only high-resolution, narrow-field-of-view, optical or infrared
(IR) sensors can distinguish them.  When mobile missiles or small
ground units have been detected and recognized as targets, it may be
possible to track them.  However, underpasses, tunnels, rugged ter-
rain, woods, and built-up areas all may cause a track to be lost; built-
up areas make it difficult to attack them without harming civilians.
Once a track is lost, the area of location uncertainty grows exponen-
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tially, making reacquisition of the target less and less likely with every
passing minute.

For these reasons, target information must be passed quickly to an
engagement controller, a decision to attack must be arrived at within
a few minutes, and a weapon must be delivered within a few min-
utes.1  A sensor-decision-strike cycle that lasts many tens of minutes
or hours is unlikely to be sufficiently responsive against these targets.
Strike systems will either have to be very fast (e.g.,  ground-launched
ballistic missiles or air-launched hypersonic missiles) or on constant
airborne alert (e.g., armed stealthy strike aircraft or long-endurance
UAVs).

This chapter presents four concepts to accomplish key joint opera-
tional tasks in a notional future peace operation.  However, before
discussing these narrower concepts of engagement, we first want to
briefly discuss a broader concept of operations into which these nar-
rower concepts fit.

AN UMBRELLA CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS:  HOUND
ENEMY FORCES IN ALL PHASES

Ideally, U.S. forces should attack enemy forces through all phases of
their operations, including movement (deployment into an area of
operations and maneuver within that area), hiding, and firing.  If en-
emy forces are attacked when they move, their commanders will pre-
sumably try to hide.  If they can also be attacked while they are hid-
ing, they may move to new positions, hoping for respite.  The aim is
to deny these forces any safe haven and to hound them relentlessly.
Continuous pressure of this sort could cause attrition of enemy
forces, make it difficult for them to operate effectively, and weaken
their will to fight.

In each concept, the focus is on attacking enemy vehicles rather than
personnel, for two reasons.  First, vehicle signatures are much larger
and more unique than are personnel signatures.  Second, by attack-

______________ 
1One possible exception to this is a single high-value target such as a TBM TEL, which
might be tracked to a hide.  Under some conditions, sensors could monitor this site in
a “gatekeeping” mode, alerting controllers if it moved.  If the TEL stayed in the site, it
could be attacked in a more leisurely fashion.
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ing vehicles—which account for a disproportionate share of a unit’s
mobility and firepower—enemy combat power can be dramatically
reduced.  One would expect to inflict the most attrition when enemy
forces move as units, and large numbers of equipment are exposed at
one time.  But in the face of air attacks, enemy commanders might
reduce their exposure by moving in small increments, perhaps even
single vehicles, at night and during bad weather.  Such an approach
would be an effective countermeasure against current U.S. capabili-
ties.  We believe that this approach can be defeated with some new
systems and concepts, which are introduced below.

Alternatively, the most attrition might be inflicted while enemy
forces are hiding, presumably the activity of longest duration.  Hiding
could take many forms, depending on the situation.  If charged with
a security mission, enemy forces might occupy concealed positions
that still allow them to control territory.  Otherwise, enemy forces
might scatter in random fashion, so that discovery of some equip-
ment would not give a useful clue to finding more.

It is especially desirable to attack enemy forces when they are firing
weapons.  All weapons, but especially field artillery and tank guns,
produce detectable acoustic, visual, and infrared signatures.  Firing is
associated with military missions that are presumably of importance
to the enemy.  Moreover, enemy forces in the act of firing are likely to
be tens or hundreds of meters from civilians, reducing risk of collat-
eral damage.  Finally, enemy soldiers might be demoralized to dis-
cover that firing their weapons is very risky.

The following three sections present concepts of engagement to ac-
complish three key tasks:

• Locate and destroy military vehicles while moving.

• Locate and destroy military vehicles hiding in woods.

• Locate and destroy enemy forces firing their weapons.

These engagement concepts bring together finders, controllers, and
strike assets to accomplish military tasks.  Finders include all those
assets required to identify and track not only enemy forces but also
civilians who might be put at risk.  Controllers direct the actions of
finders and strike aircraft, select worthwhile targets, and make deci-
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sions to engage.  Strike assets are ground-to-ground or air-to-ground
weapons used to attack the targets.

LOCATE AND DESTROY MILITARY VEHICLES WHILE
MOVING

For this task, we consider two alternative concepts of engagement,
beginning with one that uses an airborne radar to detect and recog-
nize military vehicles.

Airborne GMTI and SAR-ISAR Concept

In this concept, illustrated in Figure 3.1, a high-altitude enduring
UAV2 provides wide-area surveillance using synthetic aperture radar
(SAR), inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR), and ground moving-

GMTI-SAR-ISAR UAV
RAND MR1398-3.1

Airborne 
Command 
Element Mini-UAV MILVAW

Figure 3.1—Engagement of Moving Targets with Airborne GMTI-SAR-ISAR

______________ 
2We use Global Hawk icons to illustrate these concepts, but Global Hawk is not quite
large enough to carry the radar antenna needed to achieve the performance standards
required for these missions.
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target indicator technology.  This surveillance yields a com-
prehensive picture of vehicular movement throughout the area.
Automatic target recognition (ATR) algorithms are employed in a
two-stage process to filter out vehicles that do not meet military
profiles.  First, GMTI returns are filtered to remove vehicles that are
too small to be tanks, APCs, or military trucks.  Second, the
remaining returns are imaged with a SAR or ISAR, and the resulting
images are automatically compared to a database of military vehicles
to filter out nonmilitary vehicles that were not eliminated by the
GMTI ATR.3  The remaining SAR or ISAR images are sent to en-
gagement controllers onboard an airborne command post to
validate.

The controllers review these images and correlate them with areas of
suspected activity and areas of particular concern.  If they believe the
targets are worth further investigation, they direct aircraft that are al-
ready on-station to drop small UAVs with electro-optical and in-
frared sensors.4  Flying at altitudes between 500 and 1,000 feet (ft)
and below cloud cover, these UAVs transmit high-resolution imagery
to confirm the detections and to give more-detailed information
about the immediate vicinity, including the proximity of civilians and
civilian buildings.  The UAV images would be sent to displays in the
strike aircraft on-station and to the controllers.  The strike aircraft
crew and controllers, together, assess the risk of collateral damage,
applying current ROE, and decide to engage the target.  The con-
troller then authorizes the attack.5

Depending on the situation, the strike aircraft engages the tar-
get with either a Sensor Fuzed Weapon (SFW), Maverick, laser-

______________ 
3SAR cannot image moving targets.  ISAR has the advantage of being able to image
moving vehicles, but currently lacks the resolution to support ATR filtering. If ISAR can
be improved, it will offer a valuable supplement to SAR.  See Appendix A for a more de-
tailed discussion of ISAR technical issues.

4These UAVs might be expendable or flown back to friendly positions and recovered.

5RAND colleague John Gordon notes that, in the future, unmanned combat aircraft
might offer the most effective means of keeping weapons on airborne alert.  If
Predator and Global Hawk endurance is representative of future UAV performance,
armed UAVs might be loitering on-station for 24 hours or more, providing around-the-
clock munitions availability.  This availability would also avoid severely straining air-
crews or putting them at risk as they orbit over areas where there may be hidden mo-
bile SAMs.
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guided bombs (LGBs), or what we call a Man-In-the-Loop, Variable-
autonomy, Anti-armor Weapon (MILVAW).  SFW (CBU-97) is a wide-
area guided munition capable of destroying multiple armored
vehicles in a single pass.  It would be an appropriate weapon for en-
gaging a group of military vehicles at a safe distance from civilians.
The MILVAW would be a small cruise missile with an imaging sensor,
a video-link, onboard ATR software, and a small multi-mode
warhead capable of disabling or destroying armored vehicles—
something like the Low-Cost Autonomous Attack System (LOCAAS),
but with the option of operating autonomously or requiring arming
by the aircrew before attacking its target.  Under strict ROE, the
MILVAW would be released, fly its search pattern, and alert the air-
crew when it had detected a target.  The aircrew would then look at
the imagery and make a determination of whether to attack the tar-
get or not.  Immediately after the engagement, aircrew and con-
trollers view imagery received from the expendable UAV to assess
damage and decide whether to direct another engagement of the tar-
get.  The aircrew could also use the MILVAW as an armed UAV, di-
recting it where to search and monitoring the video in real-time.

Limitations of Airborne GMTI

Airborne or space-based GMTI-SAR-ISAR is a powerful tool that we
believe has great promise for future aerospace operations.  That said,
we do recognize that GMTI, like any sensor, has limitations.  In par-
ticular, when political or operational conditions require the platform
carrying the GMTI to stand off at some distance from the target, ter-
rain may prevent the radar from seeing targets.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the shadow problem for a Joint STARS aircraft
carrying a radar operating in GMTI and SAR modes.  In this example,
the Joint STARS is flying a notional orbit over the Adriatic Sea at an
operating altitude of 35,000 ft.  Using terrain data from the Prizren
region of Kosovo, we calculated where mountains would prevent the
Joint STARS radar from seeing the ground.  The areas enclosed by
black lines are temporarily obscured at some point during the orbit,
and the solid black areas are never visible during the orbit.

When the Global Hawk UAV is fully operational, it will alleviate the
shadowing problem somewhat because of its higher (65,000-ft) oper-
ating altitude. A Global Hawk flying over the Adriatic would be able
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NOTE:  Areas enclosed by black lines are temporarily obscured during the orbit.
Solid-black areas are never visible during the orbit.

Figure 3.2—Joint STARS Coverage of Prizren Region of Kosovo

to see more of the Prizren region than Joint STARS, but it would still
have large areas of temporary or permanent shadowing.

Figure 3.3 illustrates an alternative approach.  Two UAVs could orbit
just inside of the Kosovo border and provide nearly complete cover-
age of all of Kosovo without having to orbit over adjacent countries
or provinces.  There would be no areas permanently hidden from
view, and the blind areas would be fleeting ones caused by radar-
range limitations rather than terrain shadowing.  This orbit would
overfly some Serbian air defenses, presenting a much greater risk to
the platform.  For this reason, although it is unlikely that the USAF
would fly a large manned platform such as Joint STARS in this orbit,
it might be feasible for UAVs, particularly stealthy ones.6

______________ 
6Whether or not a radar surveillance platform can be truly stealthy is a matter of some
debate.  Although the airframe might present a small surveillance radar and IR
signature, a radar like that on Joint STARS emits a powerful signal that acts as a hom-
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Figure 3.3—Coverage of Kosovo Using High-Altitude UAVs in Close Orbit

Unattended Ground Sensor Concept

As a supplement, or alternative, to airborne GMTI-SAR-ISAR, we
propose using air-inserted, unattended ground sensors (UGS). UGS
could use a variety of sensor phenomenologies; those we discuss
here use acoustic and seismic devices to detect, classify, and recog-
nize enemy military vehicles.  When vehicles drive down the road,
the seismic sensor would detect the vibrations, providing confirma-
tion that the target is actually moving and helping reject false alarms,
including simple countermeasures employing recording devices.

______________________________________________________________ 
ing beacon for enemy forces.  However, low-probability-of-intercept radars may make
it difficult for enemy forces to track and target future surveillance platforms.
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The acoustic sensor would detect the many sounds that a motorized
vehicle produces.  Every vehicle type produces a unique acoustic sig-
nature with three separate characteristics: one fundamental feature
at a particular frequency, a family of associated harmonics, and
emissions across a broad band of frequencies.  Of these, automatic
target recognition software is generally programmed to look for a
single dominant frequency associated with engine firing rate, and a
family of harmonics in which that dominant signal is repeated at
other frequencies.7

Armed with a database of acoustic signatures for various friendly and
enemy military vehicles, as well as for civilian vehicles, ATR software
has demonstrated the ability to distinguish among classes of vehicles
(civilian versus military, tracked versus wheeled) and even to recog-
nize specific vehicle types (e.g., a T-72 tank) when they pass by a sen-
sor individually.  Under some circumstances, multiple vehicles can
be detected and recognized, but the noise from the closest vehicles
will decrease the range at which subsequent vehicles can be de-
tected.

To help sort through vehicle convoys, as well as reduce false alarms,
we recommend implanting sensors in groups, or clusters, so that the
coverage patterns of individual sensors within a cluster overlap
somewhat.  These sensor systems could be programmed so that no
single sensor would trigger an alert.  Rather, multiple acoustic sen-
sors would have to simultaneously (or in appropriate succession)
recognize a military vehicle and a seismic sensor register movement
before the controller was alerted.  With this approach, military vehi-
cles should be detected and recognized much of the time, even if
they are mixed in with civilian traffic.  The UGS information would
be used to cue higher-resolution imaging devices that a controller
would use to determine whether or not the target was valid and fea-
sible to attack.

______________ 
7RAND analyst John Pinder has observed that “the relative position of the EFR [engine
firing rate] feature and its related harmonics in the vehicle spectrum are dependent on
the physical structure of the vehicle, especially whether it is wheeled or tracked, as
well as its size, shape, weight and engine type.  The exact frequency of the EFR feature
depends on the engine type and the rate it is firing (RPM), which in turn depend on its
speed, gear, total weight, and the slope and surface type of the ground it is traveling
over.”  See John D. Pinder et al., “Evaluating the Military Utility of Ground-Based
Acoustic Sensor Networks,” Santa Monica, Calif.:  unpublished RAND research.
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UGS could be delivered from medium altitudes by manned or un-
manned aircraft or missiles.  Spike-shaped designs would enable the
UGS to implant themselves almost completely when they impact the
ground, ensuring that the seismic sensor is firmly coupled with the
ground and helping hide the device from enemy observers.  During
the Vietnam War, similar sensors were painted green and had an-
tenna in the shape of blades of grass.  In recent USAF tests of the
Advanced Remote Ground Unattended Sensor (ARGUS), test per-
sonnel had great difficulty finding the sensors for retrieval, even
though they were painted bright orange for test purposes and
dropped in open areas.8  This suggests that UGS implanted several
tens of meters from roads of interest would be quite difficult for en-
emy personnel to detect and remove.  UGS would be passive most of
the time and transmit information in short bursts that would be diffi-
cult to intercept or trace to the source.  We also recommend fitting
the UGS with control surfaces and GPS guidance so that they can be
implanted exactly where needed.  Without such guidance, many of
the UGS would probably land too far away from roads to detect ve-
hicle traffic; some might land on the roads, potentially compromis-
ing the entire UGS cluster.

In areas of acute interest or need, special operations forces or in-
digenous forces might implant UGS.  For example, special forces
might covertly implant and camouflage a miniature imaging sensor
quite close to an intersection or facility, ensuring perfect field of view
and minimizing the chance of discovery.  As sensors continue to
shrink in size, exotic micro-sensors will increasingly become feasible,
offering the potential for great improvements in intelligence on en-
emy ground activities.  Figure 3.4 illustrates a notional UGS network
along some of the key roads in the Prizren region of Kosovo.

Figure 3.5 illustrates our proposed use of UGS to detect military ve-
hicles on the move in a Kosovo-like peace operation.  UGS would be
implanted along key roads on which enemy military vehicles are ex-
pected to travel.  As military vehicles move to conduct “ethnic
cleansing” or other operations, acoustic and seismic UGS would de-
tect vehicular movement and use ATR software to compare the

______________ 
8Interview with 2nd Lt Shelly Reade, ARGUS Program Manager, at RAND, Washington,
D.C., June 7, 2000.
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NOTE:  Circles represent UGS coverage.

Figure 3.4—Notional UGS Coverage in the Prizren Area of Kosovo

acoustic signatures to a database of military and civilian vehicles.
This information might be routinely broadcast (via a relay UAV) back
to a control element for later analysis of traffic patterns, or the sensor
might be programmed to signal only when it has detected a target.
In either case, a controller would be alerted only if a suspected target
were detected by more than one UGS.  The controller might monitor
nearby UGS to see if the detection were repeated by other sensor
clusters, direct an airborne surveillance platform to provide imagery,
scan with a GMTI radar if air defenses permit, or employ other intel-
ligence to access the situation.
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Figure 3.5—Engagement of Moving Targets Using UGS

In our concept, if the controller deemed the target worth investigat-
ing, he would direct a strike aircraft on-station to drop a mini-UAV
equipped with electro-optical and/or infrared (EO/IR) sensors.

As with the previous concept, the strike aircraft crew and airborne
controller would evaluate the imagery and make a decision whether
to attack.  The controller would then authorize the attack, and the
strike aircraft would engage with the MILVAW.

LOCATE AND DESTROY MILITARY VEHICLES HIDING IN
WOODS

When unchallenged on the ground, enemy land forces may disperse
and hide under foliage to escape air attack.  The United States cur-
rently has little ability to penetrate foliage with sensors to discern
what lies beneath, as evidenced by the meager results achieved in
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Kosovo.  Foliage-penetrating synthetic aperture radar might help
solve this problem by providing cues for other sensors to take closer
looks.

One basic challenge of FoPen development is to penetrate foliage
consistently yet still generate useful returns:  Longer radar wave-
lengths ensure better penetration, but shorter wavelengths allow
sharper images.  One solution is to collocate radars that use two
ranges of bandwidths: very high frequency (VHF) to penetrate foliage
with minimal attenuation, to detect suspicious objects; ultrahigh fre-
quency (UHF) to provide a somewhat higher-resolution image that
can better distinguish man-made objects from background returns.9

The greater discrimination of UHF returns may make it possible to
reduce the false-alarm rate to an acceptable level without discarding
true detections.

Figure 3.6 employs FoPen SAR in conjunction with micro-UAVs to
detect enemy land forces hiding under foliage.  FoPen SAR on Global
Hawks or other high-altitude platforms search wooded areas for
unnatural reflections.  Analysis of enemy operations and terrain
should allow the FoPen to focus on wooded areas that meet specified
criteria  (e.g., slope, density of woods, proximity to roads) rather than
to search all wooded areas.  Change-detection algorithms contrast
initial and subsequent radar returns to find places where reflections
have changed, either because a new object has arrived or an old one
has moved.  Subsequent filtering compares returns at VHF and UHF
wavelengths to eliminate many false targets, including a wide range
of natural objects.  After this filtering, a controller would be alerted to
investigate the remaining detections.  Depending on the controller’s
knowledge of the current situation, local terrain, and other factors,
she would assess the likelihood that a real target was in the woods.
In addition, recently recorded GMTI data from the vicinity could be
reviewed to look for vehicles arriving and stopping.  If the controller
deemed it worth investigating further, she would direct a strike air-
craft to drop micro–air vehicles (MAVs) or UGS over the target.  The
MAVs or imaging UGS would fly down into the woods and relay

______________ 
9U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory and Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency,
“Foliage Penetration (FoPen) Payload for Global Hawk UAV,” Briefing prepared by
Dennis Mukai, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, 2000d, slide entitled “Rationale for Dual-
band FoPen SAR.”
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Figure 3.6—Engagement of Hiding Targets with FoPen Radar

EO/IR images and GPS coordinates back to the strike aircraft and
controller.  If targets were found, GPS-guided weapons, such as the
Joint Direct Attack Munition (JDAM), would be released on those co-
ordinates.  JDAM has sufficient accuracy to be lethal against person-
nel and unarmored vehicles, but would be unlikely to achieve the di-
rect hits necessary to destroy armored vehicles, particularly tanks.

This concept would be an effective way to harass enemy mechanized
forces resting in woods, but should not be counted on as a way to ef-
ficiently kill armor in woods.  To do so would require different
weapons. LOCAAS needs a clear line of sight to the target at a rela-
tively shallow look-down angle to detect, recognize, and close on the
vehicle. Even in sparse woods, it is unlikely to get that.  However, the
Sensor Fuzed Weapon (BLU-108) uses an IR seeker to search for tar-
gets from a perspective nearer to vertical, which would give it a rea-
sonable chance of having line of sight to the target.  This might be
problematic in heavy woods, but tanks are unlikely to be found in
such places.  A GPS-guided version of a Tactical Munitions Dispenser
would deploy the Sensor Fuzed Weapons at the coordinates provided
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by the MAV.  Battle damage assessment could also be provided by
MAVs.

LOCATE AND DESTROY ENEMY FORCES FIRING THEIR
WEAPONS

In operational terms, the most rewarding target might be enemy land
forces conducting offensive operations.  In situations like Kosovo,
where the United States seeks to stop violence, the ability to detect
and attack forces engaged in violent acts would offer the best deter-
rent and a much more satisfying option than indirect attacks on fa-
cilities or forces at other places.  In Kosovo, NATO could have greatly
reduced the effectiveness of Serb forces if it had attacked them each
time they fired.  Moreover, it would be devastating to morale if en-
emy soldiers learned that firing their weapons quickly brought ord-
nance down on their heads.

In theory, enemy forces should be the easiest to detect when firing
their weapons, because weapons that use explosive propellant have
unambiguous signatures.  In the act of firing, tank main guns, rock-
ets, artillery, mortars, machine guns, and rifles generate sharp pulses
of heat, light, and sound.  The larger weapons also cause measurable
seismic waves.  Although relatively easy to detect, such targets also
present some severe difficulties:  Counterbattery radar is the closest
thing to a wide-area surveillance device, but it is only effective
against mortars and artillery, not direct-fire weapons, such as rifles
and tank guns.  Acoustic and IR systems that can detect rifles and
tank guns have fairly short ranges.

There also are operational limitations.  Most of the time, enemy
forces will not be firing weapons.  For example, Yugoslav forces con-
trolled Kosovo largely by presenting force, seldom having to fire their
weapons to achieve control.  Aside from air defense, they usually
fired to support “ethnic cleansing” or to engage the KLA on those in-
frequent occasions when it presented a threat.  Thus, there will be
limited opportunities to engage enemy forces in this way.

Land forces often relocate shortly after firing.  Tanks roll forward to
their objectives.  Artillery and mortar batteries may relocate after a
fire mission to escape counterbattery fire.  Infantry units fire and
maneuver, rather than firing continuously from fixed positions.
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Therefore, the window of opportunity for successful engagement
may be very small, often 10 minutes or less for rocket and artillery
batteries, necessitating prompt U.S. action to attack these forces be-
fore they have melted away.  Moreover, enemy land forces that are
firing may also be in proximity to other forces, such as the KLA,
which U.S. forces do not want to attack.  They may also be close to
civilians or even intermingled with them, as Yugoslav forces were
during the later phases of “ethnic cleansing.”  Typically, Yugoslav
forces would fire on villages with tanks and artillery to terrorize the
inhabitants, then enter the villages with infantry, forcing the inhabi-
tants to leave their homes.  These forces could be discreetly attacked
during the preliminary bombardment.  Once they became intermin-
gled with the victims of “ethnic cleansing,” that attack would have
caused unacceptable collateral damage.

Recognizing these limitations, we still think it would be valuable to
have some capability to attack enemy forces when they fire weapons.
Figure 3.7 illustrates our concept for doing so.  It employs UGS and
UAVs to detect and target land forces engaged in “ethnic cleansing.”
During intelligence preparation of the battlespace (IPB; a process de-
scribed in the following section), analysts would identify areas most
likely to be affected by “ethnic cleansing.”  In the case of Kosovo,
these might be towns and villages with Albanian majorities where the
KLA was active, especially the so-called liberated areas of Kosovo.
Aircraft would dispense, or SOF would emplace, acoustic UGS
around those towns deemed most at risk.  UGS would detect the
acoustic signatures of weapons firing and alert controllers through
satellite or high-altitude relay UAVs orbiting the region. ATR software
on the ground sensors might also provide information about the type
of weapon and its general location.  As in the previous concepts,
controllers would direct strike aircraft to release low-altitude, ex-
pendable UAVs for closer looks at the target area, both to precisely
locate the enemy forces and to assess the risk of collateral damage if
the targets were engaged.  Strike aircraft aircrew and controllers
would jointly evaluate the situation and decide whether a strike is
appropriate.

The choice of weapon would depend heavily upon the situation, es-
pecially the risk of collateral damage. Enemy indirect-fire weapons,
such as mortars, artillery, and rocket launchers, would be remote
from their targets and might be well away from civilians, permitting
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Figure 3.7—Engagement of Shooting Targets with UGS and UAVs

engagement with large laser-guided or GPS-guided bombs (e.g.,
JDAM).  Direct-fire weapons, especially small arms but perhaps also
tank guns, might be in proximity to their intended targets.  If engaged
in “ethnic cleansing” in a Kosovo-like situation, infantry weapons
usually would be within tens of meters of their targets, causing strong
risk of collateral damage if area-effect munitions or large bombs
were employed.  In such cases, the attacking aircraft might use small-
warhead weapons or perhaps nonlethal weapons.

INTELLIGENCE PREPARATION OF THE BATTLESPACE

For these concepts to be effective, U.S. joint forces will need a better
understanding of adversary tactics and procedures and the limita-
tions of their equipment, as well as of the physical and social envi-
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ronment.  Armed with this knowledge, surveillance and intelligence
collection can be focused on the most promising areas and times.

To better understand how the physical and social environment will
shape friendly and enemy operations, and how the enemy might re-
spond to U.S. actions, and to identify and prioritize targets, the Army
and Marines routinely engage in a process they call intelligence
preparation of the battlespace (IPB).  The Air Force engages in a
process of intelligence and targeting activities somewhat similar to
intelligence preparation of the battlespace, but focuses on the enemy
air force; command, control, and communications (C3); electrical
power; and transportation systems.10   The failure to fully integrate
Army and Marine IPB capabilities in joint air operations hindered
NATO during Operation Allied Force.  We recommend that the Army
or Marine IPB cells be deployed with the Joint Air Operations Center
in future air operations like Operation Allied Force.  The following
paragraphs describe the elements of IPB.

Environment

The foundation of IPB is thorough analysis of the environment in all
its aspects, but especially the effects of terrain and weather on mili-
tary operations.  Using automated aids, such as the U.S. Army’s
TERRABASE products or the Tactically Integrated Geographic
EnviRonment (TIGER), analysts develop a picture of terrain, includ-
ing urbanization, roads, bridges, surfaces, gradients, and vegetation
in the area of operations.  They evaluate the effects of terrain on mili-
tary operations, including observation, fields of fire, concealment
and cover, ambush sites, obstacles, avenues of approach, and key
terrain features.  They develop overlays to examine how these fea-
tures are likely to affect operations by enemy forces.  For Kosovo, this

______________ 
10The Air Force is rethinking the IPB process and likely to enhance its IPB capabilities.
General John Jumper, Chief of Staff, USAF, in describing his Global Strike Task Force
Concept of using air power to respond rapidly to an urgent national security need,
such as halting an invading army, argues that analytic tools can greatly multiply the
power of intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR).  His concept, Predictive
Battlespace Awareness (PBA), seeks to better use collected intelligence to predict
enemy moves rather than react.  He sees PBA as an essential enabler for the Global
Strike Task Force Concept.  See John Jumper, “Global Strike Task Force:  A
Transformation Concept, Forged by Experience,” Aerospace Power Journal, Vol. XV,
No. 2, Spring 2001, especially p. 30.
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analysis would have identified features that Yugoslav forces would
have to dominate to maintain their control over the province.  It
would also have identified areas where Yugoslav commanders might
hide their heavy maneuver forces and artillery, such as areas offering
good cross-country mobility, plenty of natural overhead cover, and
access to main lines of communication.  The analysis extends to the
effects of weather, including how cloud cover might impede obser-
vation.

Enemy Operations

After analyzing the environment, IPB considers how enemy forces
might operate under various courses of action (COAs).  These are
broadly framed alternatives open to enemy commanders within the
context of their presumed goals.  COAs are, of course, affected by de-
veloping situations:  The enemy may shift from one COA to another
in the course of protracted operations or campaigns.  The aim is to
enter the minds of opposing commanders and imagine how their
thoughts might evolve.  For Kosovo, enemy commanders might en-
ergetically pursue the KLA, strip away civilian support by massive
“ethnic cleansing,” or simply hide from NATO’s air attacks.  But in all
cases, they would presumably have the underlying mission of con-
trolling Kosovo through presence in key urban areas and along im-
portant highways.  Finally, if confronted with a credible threat of in-
vasion, they might deploy forces defensively to meet this threat.  For
each COA, analysts would prepare templates of enemy operations
indicating how they would be likely to deploy their forces in the cur-
rent environment.  For example, Yugoslav forces in Kosovo generally
deployed in brigade areas of operations, with artillery positions cho-
sen to provide fires throughout the area.  These templates include
expected electronic signatures, such as communications nets sup-
porting enemy forces under various COAs.

Targeting

In the final step, IPB addresses targeting in a continuous process of
target development, prioritization, reconnaissance, engagement, and
battle damage assessment.  The ultimate aim of this analysis is to
identify high-value targets—those assets whose loss or destruction
would most affect an enemy’s ability to execute his current or
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prospective COA—in the context of enemy operations.  During joint
operations, Army and Marine Corps staffs consider employment of
their organic reconnaissance assets and fire support means.  During
Operation Allied Force, for example, the Army’s Task Force Hawk
routinely conducted reconnaissance by Hunter UAVs out of
Macedonia and collected data on Yugoslav artillery firing using Q-37
counterbattery radars in Albania.  It also planned and exercised in
great detail how AH-64 helicopters would attack ground targets in
Kosovo with extensive fire support by Multiple Launch Rocket
Systems (MLRS).

Unfortunately, there often is an inverse relationship between a tar-
get’s value and the ability to engage it successfully.  For example,
during Operation Allied Force, the high-value targets included SA-6
batteries, which continued to present a mid-altitude threat, and
Ministarstvo Unutrasnjih Poslova (MUP) troops, who played a key
role in “ethnic cleansing.”  But neither force presented an easy target.
SA-6 batteries were carefully camouflaged and moved at increasingly
frequent intervals.  MUP troops were equipped as light infantry, oc-
casionally employing light armored vehicles.  As a result, they usually
evaded detection entirely.

TARGETING DATA

Just gaining more targeting data will not ensure effectiveness against
elusive enemy land forces.  U.S. forces also need to improve engage-
ment control.  Better control implies controllers who can master
large volumes of near-real-time information, task reconnaissance as-
sets to take closer looks, assess the risk of collateral damage under re-
strictive ROE, quickly make appropriate engagement decisions, and
control strike aircraft.  These controllers need to accomplish all these
tasks quickly, often within a few minutes.  We envision these con-
trollers operating onboard a dedicated airborne command post, op-
erating within line of sight of strike aircraft, but orbiting 100 to 200
miles to the rear to minimize their vulnerability.

Dissemination of Information

U.S. forces need to overcome the current stove-piping of targeting
data by service and sensor platform.  For a given operational area,
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such as Kosovo, there should be one location where inputs from all
sensor platforms come together and are integrated to produce the
clearest possible picture of the area of operations.  As U-2 operations
illustrate,11 imagery and other intelligence products can be received
and analyzed at locations remote from the engagement area.  The
central point where integration occurs can be anywhere convenient
to the forces conducting the operation.

Processing of Targeting Data

U.S. forces are frequently flooded with more imagery and other in-
telligence than its analysts can assimilate.  Developing new and
more-productive sensors will compound this problem, unless DoD
can also develop the means to process these products with much less
human interaction.  For wide-area surveillance sensors such as GMTI
radars, automatic target recognition software will need to be im-
proved so that the relatively small number of valid targets can be
distinguished from the large number of returns.  Other sensors, such
as acoustic ground sensors, will also need robust ATR so that a con-
troller is not alerted every time a Yugo drives by.  Most current ATR
software is still crude.  For example, some current visual-spectrum
systems in development can correctly discern a single, undisguised,
fully visible battle tank in any articulation, but not a tank that over-
laps another, is disguised by camouflage or extraneous equipment,
or is partially concealed.  To be useful, ATR algorithms will have to
evolve to the point that they have low false-alarm rates under typical
operational conditions.

Correlation of Data

Ideally, inputs would be automatically correlated, integrated, and
displayed from multiple sensors in a user-friendly manner on a
single computer monitor.  However, major challenges must be
overcome before this kind of capability is practical.  First, some
uncertainty or error is usually associated with target location.  Two
different sensors may be looking at the same target but reporting

______________ 
11U-2 imagery is relayed by satellite to Beale AFB, California, for processing, then is
transmitted to the relevant command, no matter where the U-2 is operating.
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somewhat different locations or target types; they may be looking at
two similar targets but reporting one location; or one sensor may be
recognizing a target when the other does not. Thus, it may often be
difficult to determine the exact type, number, and location of targets.
Second, each sensor will have some error rate at which it either fails
to detect and recognize valid targets or signals a detection when
there is no target.  Adjustments to increase the sensitivity of a sensor
and its associated processor in order to detect a higher percentage of
valid targets normally also increase the probability of false alarms.

For this study, we have relied more on sequential cuing of sensors
than on parallel correlation.  For example, in the UGS concept for de-
tecting moving vehicles, an acoustic UGS detection is filtered by an
ATR program, which then alerts a controller, who in turns alerts a
strike aircraft, which uses a small EO/IR UAV to image the suspected
target.  Automatic data correlation is limited to correlation of UGS
detections within an UGS cluster.  We are hopeful that automatic
data correlation will become more common in the future.  Even so,
the human controller will often have to make the final decision about
whether to use lethal fires.

Dynamic Tasking of Reconnaissance Assets

U.S. forces currently have a limited ability to task their reconnais-
sance assets dynamically—to direct the assets to take a second or
closer look at potential targets before they disappear—and are not
making full use of even this ability.  This ability is particularly
essential when ROE are strict.  During Operation Allied Force, for
example, UAVs flew pre-planned paths and were seldom re-tasked to
examine particular areas of suspected enemy activity.

CONTROL OF AIR ASSETS

Under current doctrine, the Joint Force Air Component Commander
(JFACC) operates a Joint Air Operations Center (JAOC), which devel-
ops air operations plans and controls air operations, including timely
adjustments to targeting and tasking of available forces.  The JAOC
develops a Master Air Attack Plan (MAAP), which forms the founda-
tion for an Air Tasking Order (ATO).  Typically, an ATO has a 3-day
life cycle:  two days of development and one day of execution.
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The JAOC provides the control necessary to accomplish important
objectives set by the JFACC and derived from guidance issued by the
Joint Force Commander.  These objectives usually include protecting
friendly forces from enemy air attack (offensive counterair), assuring
use of an enemy’s airspace (suppression of enemy air defenses), dis-
abling the infrastructure of an enemy country (air attack), and de-
stroying an enemy’s land forces (counterland).12

Counterland Control Element

Reporting to the JAOC or Combined Air Operations Center (CAOC)
should be an operational controller of counterland operations.  This
operational controller would head a counterland control team tai-
lored according to the circumstances.  This element would include
the operational controller and his assistants, plus some number of
tactical control teams, as illustrated in Figure 3.8.  The controller
would dynamically control assets devoted to intelligence, surveil-
lance, and reconnaissance, including piloted aircraft, UAVs, and
UGS.  As appropriate, he would hand over control of these assets to
engagement controllers.  He would also assign strike aircraft to en-
gagement controllers.  Within guidance from the JFACC, he would
make engagement decisions or authorize engagement controllers to
make such decisions.

Current USAF doctrine addresses dynamic tasking of intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) assets:

Finally, assets may also be tasked while the mission is ongoing.

Changing situations may dictate ISR assets be reassigned from their

planned mission to support a new requirement.  The capabilities

______________ 
12Counterland, Air Force Doctrine Document (AFDD) 2-1.3 (U.S. Air Force,
Washington, D.C.:  Department of the Air Force, August 27, 1999a) defines counterland
as “operations conducted to attain and maintain a desired degree of superiority over
surface operations by the destruction, disrupting, delaying, diverting, or other neutral-
ization of enemy forces.”  Attacks on enemy land forces are traditionally divided into
air interdiction (AI) and close air support (CAS).  AI is conducted to destroy, neutralize,
or delay an enemy’s military potential before it can be brought to bear effectively
against friendly forces; CAS is directed against targets in proximity to friendly forces.
Air Force doctrine subsumes AI and CAS under counterland operations, conducted ei-
ther in support of surface operations or as the primary element of strategy.
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Figure 3.8—Counterland Control Element

of the asset being retasked will determine the success of the reas-

signed mission.  For example, ISR assets with long-loiter times or

frequent revisit rates generally have the flexibility to respond to dy-

namic retasking.13

Of course, the degree of dynamic control will vary widely by sensor
and platform.  At one extreme, operational controllers would nor-
mally have no control over satellite-based sensors, although they
might influence how satellite-derived intelligence is processed and
disseminated.  At the other extreme, operational or tactical con-
trollers might directly control sorties of UAVs, such as Predator.
These sorties might be allocated through the ATO or reallocated later
in response to changing conditions.  Other systems would fall be-

______________ 
1 3 U.S. Air Force, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance Operations,
Washington, D.C.:  Department of the Air Force, Air Force Doctrine Document 2-5.2,
April 21, 1999b, p. 19.
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tween these two extremes.  Joint STARS, for example, provides
broad-area coverage, often across an entire theater.  Usually, con-
trollers would exploit Joint STARS–derived data without exercising
any control over the platform.  But the counterland control element
might dynamically re-task Joint STARS to give higher priority to cer-
tain areas in which unusual activity was anticipated or suspected.  It
might dynamically re-task U-2 or RC-135 aircraft as they approached
the area of operations.  As we look to the future, it would make sense
for the counterland control element to dynamically re-task a Global
Hawk UAV carrying a GMTI-SAR-ISAR.

Even a small area, such as Kosovo, can quickly generate enough tar-
geting data and engagement opportunities to overwhelm a small
group of controllers, although a large group would be inefficient.
Therefore, a counterland control element should include a number
of tactical control teams sufficient to cover the area of operations.
Each team would have responsibility for counterland operations in a
particular area of interest, such as the Pristina area in Kosovo.
Within each area, a tactical control team would be cognizant of all air
activity and directly control counterland engagements.

Counterland control elements would be flexibly structured according
to the available surveillance and reconnaissance assets, the amount
of data correlation or fusion required, and the number of strike air-
craft to be controlled simultaneously.  A typical team might include
members to assess intelligence and others to control strike aircraft.
The assessors would analyze sensor data, including large amounts of
processed data and smaller amounts of near-real-time raw data.  To
the degree possible and desirable, they would control some sensors
and platforms dynamically to take additional or closer looks at po-
tential targets.  Assessors would work interactively with engagement
controllers who direct strike aircraft to the targets and authorized
release of ordnance.  Figure 3.9 illustrates the functions and interac-
tions of a tactical control team.

ASSESSING THE ENGAGEMENT CONCEPTS

Having described our concepts for accomplishing these various op-
erational tasks, we now briefly consider potential enemy counters.
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Figure 3.9—Tactical Control Team

Locate and Destroy Military Vehicles While Moving

This appears to be the most doable of the various concepts.  Whether
using airborne GMTI or UGS for cuing, by 2020 it should be possible
to distinguish military from civilian vehicles in Kosovo-like environ-
ments. In such a scenario, the enemy force has to operate hundreds,
perhaps even a few thousand, vehicles.  These vehicles will operate in
groups and in ways that should distinguish them from civilian traffic.
High-resolution optical imagery from low-flying UAVs will allow con-
trollers or pilots to confirm that they are military vehicles.

To avoid detection, enemy forces might choose to abandon their
military vehicles and ride in buses and other civilian vehicles.  Faced
with a weak, disorganized, and unprofessional insurgent force in the
KLA, the Serb forces could have completely abandoned military ve-
hicles and still succeeded.  Thus, this concept to destroy their com-
bat vehicles would not have prevented “ethnic cleansing” in Kosovo
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in 1999.  However, it would have helped prepare the way for a ground
invasion, if NATO had deemed that necessary.  As we consider po-
tential future Kosovo-like operations, the ability to destroy enemy
military vehicles could be quite valuable, leveling the playing field so
that a more capable insurgent force could be effective against a Serb-
like force.

Locate and Destroy Military Vehicles Hiding in Woods

Detecting vehicles and personnel hiding in woods is technically and
operationally challenging.  Continued advances in foliage-penetrat-
ing radars, hyperspectral image processing, and UGS—particularly
when combined with detailed IPB—should make it possible to detect
vehicles, if not people.  An especially attractive capability will be the
combination of GMTI and FoPen, allowing moving vehicles to be
tracked from open roads into woods.  This would vastly reduce the
proportion of woods that would have to be searched.

Enemy forces are likely to counter these advances by moving vehicle
hulks or radar corner reflectors around in woods and by using de-
coys.  They may also choose to move often, in the hope of staying
ahead of the U.S. intelligence-decision-attack cycle.  This tactic
might work, but, in the extreme, could prevent enemy personnel
from getting adequate rest and food or having time to do mainte-
nance on weapons and vehicles.  An enemy force exhausted, hungry,
and on the run is likely to be sloppy and ineffective, and to make mis-
takes.

Locate and Destroy Enemy Forces Firing Their Weapons

The most difficult task to execute is detecting enemy forces during
attacks on civilians.  If villagers are armed or protected by a capable
insurgent force, the attackers may have to bring in multiple platoons,
companies, or larger formations.  If larger units and heavier weapons
are used, the various acoustic, radar, and IR signatures increase sub-
stantially.  For example, if machine guns, mortars, artillery, or tanks
fire on a village, acoustic sensors could detect the firings and cue U.S.
forces.  The problem would be in identifying at-risk villages, since it
would be difficult to implant sensors around all villages.
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Enemy forces might counter this concept by choosing less-defended
villages and minimizing the use of firearms.  They also might seek to
move among the villagers quickly so that when U.S. strike aircraft ar-
rived they would be unable to attack the “ethnic cleansers” without
harming civilians.  Civilians would still be vulnerable.  However, for
enemy forces firing on villages to be heavily attacked from the air pe-
riodically might serve as a powerful deterrent to “ethnic cleansing.”

The next chapter discusses the very different problem of detecting
and defeating mobile missile systems operating deep in enemy rear
areas and explores some potential solutions.
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Chapter Four

NEW CONCEPTS FOR DEFEATING MOBILE MISSILES

The preceding two chapters examined the difficulties involved in at-
tacking enemy maneuver forces in a small country, such as Kosovo,
during a peace operation or other small conflict with strict rules of
engagement (ROE).  This chapter explores the challenge of attacking
mobile missile forces in a large country defended by an advanced air
defense system.  It presents three new concepts for defeating such
forces.  We use China as an example of a large country the United
States might find it necessary to confront at some time in the next 20
years.

BACKGROUND

Figure 4.1 illustrates that the main differences between the Kosovo
scenario and any scenario involving conflict with China is the vast
difference in size.  Kosovo has a total area of about 11,000 square
kilometers (sq km).  China, with a total area of about 9.5 million sq
km, is almost 900 times larger than Kosovo.

This huge area gives the Chinese military many options for locating
military facilities at great distances from hostile territory.  And there
are also rear areas that can be used as vast sanctuaries for mobile
missile units.  However, as a practical matter, missile-range limita-
tions, military support considerations, and topography constrain
how much of China is actually available for missile unit operations.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the more limited, but still quite large, areas as-
sociated with operations against various notional opponents.  In
the upper-right-hand corner is the operating area for transporter-
erector-launchers (TELs) launching Chinese surface-to-surface
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Figure 4.1—Kosovo Superimposed on a Map of China

(CSS)-6 and CSS-7 theater ballistic missiles (TBMs) against Vladi-
vostok.  Working down and clockwise are the operating areas against
Seoul, Taipei, Hanoi, and, to the far left, New Delhi.  These are all
huge areas.  For example, the TBM operating area opposite Taiwan is
over 320,000 sq km (about 30 times the size of Kosovo and about the
same size as Arizona).

A number of scenarios might result in a U.S.–China conflict over the
next 20 years.  For example, China might launch an invasion of North
Korea in the wake of a complete or partial collapse of the North
Korean government.  Or, if a desperate North Korea attacked the
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South and eventually suffered a crushing battlefield defeat, China
might intervene as it did in 1950 against U.S. and South Korean
forces. Alternatively, China might launch an incursion into the
Russian Far East to protect the interests of the large and growing
population of illegal Chinese immigrants to that region.  Or, the
Chinese might fight another border war with Vietnam.

We think the most plausible scenario for a U.S. conflict with China
would be over Taiwan.  Such a conflict could range from Chinese co-
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ercive actions—for example, a blockade or air campaign—to a full-
scale invasion.

One coercive option that may be attractive to the Chinese would be
to use conventionally armed ballistic missiles in attacks against high-
value military and civilian targets, including airfields, ports, electrical
power plants, communications, and leadership.1  As ballistic missiles
improve in accuracy and are equipped with precision warheads, they
are likely to become increasingly useful military instruments able to
effectively attack a host of targets.  No longer just terror or harass-
ment weapons, conventional ballistic missiles, if supported by high-
quality command and control and intelligence organizations, could
accomplish many of the objectives that only the world’s best air
forces attain today.

In the face of such a threat, U.S. leaders will expect the military to
provide a variety of offensive and defensive counters.  The remainder
of this chapter explores the characteristics of this threat and poten-
tial U.S. responses.

CHINESE MISSILE FORCE CHARACTERISTICS

The CSS-6 and CSS-7 are similar TBMs built by competing design bu-
reaus in China.  Both TBMs weigh about 6,000 kilograms (kg) and are
transported by road-mobile TELs.  Each has a warhead of about 500
kg and a range of 600 kilometers (km).  Both missiles are currently as-
sessed to have circular error probables (CEPs) of between 250 and
300 meters (m) at maximum range.  However, China is working hard
to improve the guidance systems of these missiles by adding new
guidance computers, ring laser gyros, and Global Positioning System
(GPS) receivers—improvements that, it is believed, will provide mis-
siles with CEPs in the 30–45-m range well before the 2020 time
frame.2

______________ 
1See Stillion and Orletsky (1999) and David A. Shlapak, David T. Orletsky, and Barry A.
Wilson, Dire Strait?  Military Aspects of the China-Taiwan Confrontation and Options
for U.S. Policy, Santa Monica, Calif.:  RAND, MR-1217-SRF, 2000, for examples of how
conventional missiles could be used to attack airbases.

2Federation of American Scientists, The Nuclear Forces Guide:  DF-15 [CSS-6/M-9],
http://www.fas.org/nuke/guide/china/theater/df-15.htm, August 31, 2000.
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For several years, China has been working on a land attack cruise
missile (LACM) with a range of up to 2,000 km.  Some sources report
that, to help speed development of their own LACM, the Chinese are
using parts from U.S. Tomahawk LACMs recovered after they were
shot down or crashed during attacks on Iraq and/or Afghanistan.
The missile is believed to have a 500-kg warhead and should be at
least as accurate as the improved TBMs discussed above.3

The size of the TEL force likely to be operating in these areas will
further complicate the search problem.  Current estimates of the
number of operational CSS-6 and CSS-7 missiles and TELs in China
vary.  However, most estimates in the open literature range between
400 and 500 missiles, with 40 to 50 TELs currently operational and
between 50 and 100 new missiles produced each year.  This current
force could easily expand to 1,000 missiles with about 100 TELs well
before 2020.  If we assume China succeeds in building a LACM and
fields about 500 missiles and 50 TELs, the total missile force would be
capable of launching hundreds of accurate missiles per day into
neighboring countries.  Command and control, reload, and other
support vehicles would increase the total force to 500 or so vehicles.
These might be augmented by decoy TELs.  However, decoys are not
without cost, and the Chinese could decide to invest instead in addi-
tional TELs.

The missile force would be able to take advantage of the rapidly ex-
panding civilian vehicle fleet and road network in China to shield
their activities.  The current number of privately owned vehicles in
China is only about 7.3 million, but that number is growing rapidly.
Estimates of the number of vehicles in China by 2020 range from a
minimum of 43 million to a maximum of 176 million, depending on
oil prices and the ability of the road network to support increased
vehicle traffic.4  Therefore, any U.S. operational concept that seeks to
rapidly attack and kill TELs must be able to reliably discriminate
TELs and their support vehicles from millions or tens of millions of
vehicles that will be operating in densely populated eastern China by
2020.

______________ 
3Jane’s Strategic Weapon Systems, Surrey, United Kingdom: Jane’s Publishing,
September 1998, pp. 38, 118, 119.

4Schipper et al., 2000.
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AIR DEFENSES

If China continues to field increasingly advanced air defenses, such
as the SA-20, SA-15, and S-400, U.S. surveillance and strike options
will be constrained seriously.

China has significantly upgraded its air defense capabilities in recent
years by deploying Russian-designed SA-10 surface-to-air missiles
(SAMs) at several sites opposite Taiwan.  In addition, the SA-10 is in
production under license in China, and the Chinese have offered an
indigenously designed anti-radiation missile (ARM) variant for ex-
port that is specifically designed to attack high-value surveillance
platforms such as the AWACS and Joint STARS.  By 2020, it is reason-
able to assume that the Chinese will have upgraded their SAM ca-
pability to the level of the current Russian SA-20 system.  The SA-20
is an advanced version of the SA-10.  It has a 200-km range and ex-
tremely effective guidance and control systems that can intercept
aircraft flying between 10 and 30,000 m and tactical ballistic mis-
siles.5  By 2020, we can also expect the Chinese to have deployed the
Russian SA-15 (also in licensed production in China) or a similar
short-range SAM system capable of engaging ARMs, precision-
guided munitions, and aircraft attempting to attack the SA-20 sites.
Additional short-range systems might also be deployed with or near
the TELs as an additional layer of defense.

Of those U.S. systems currently deployed, only stealthy aircraft or
cruise missiles could be expected to survive against advanced air
defenses such as these. Standoff airborne surveillance platforms
would be quite limited in the area they could survey from orbits 200
km off China’s coast.

POTENTIAL U.S. RESPONSES

A variety of options is open to the United States to counter conven-
tional ballistic missile attacks, from missile defenses to hardening, to
offensive operations.  This section briefly explores the advantages
and disadvantages of each option.

______________ 
5Jane’s Land-Based Air Defence, Surrey, United Kingdom:  Jane’s Publishing, 1998, pp.
137–140.
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Missile Defenses

Defenses can be grouped into two basic types:  passive and active.
Passive defenses generally consist of fortifications, obstacles, or shel-
ters, whose construction often takes considerable time, effort, and
expense.  Once completed, they usually provide some protection
from attack, with little or no further effort on the part of the
defenders.  Examples include the moats and walls of medieval
castles, and the modern U.S. command and control complex buried
deep under Cheyenne Mountain.  Pouring concrete or digging may
be a feasible solution to protect some potential targets, but not for
others.

To the extent that hardening critical infrastructure is possible for
countries facing the threat of accurate missile attack, it should be
fully explored.  However, there are likely to be many important tar-
gets, or classes of targets, that cannot be hardened because to do so
would restrict access, is not possible, or is too expensive.  Satellite
ground stations, commercial aircraft parking ramps, container-ship
terminals and their associated container holding areas are examples
of these “soft” targets.

Active defenses—for example, anti-missile systems such as the
Theater High-Altitude Air Defense (THAAD) and the airborne laser—
have the potential to protect these soft, but important, targets.  Over
the past 15 years, the United States has expended billions of dollars
evaluating concepts and developing ballistic missile defense tech-
nologies.  These investments may result in a credible defensive ca-
pability by 2020.  However, it is important to note that the potential
accuracy of the missile systems under discussion here makes them
qualitatively different from the SCUD-class missiles fired during the
Iran-Iraq War and the 1991 Persian Gulf War.  Against imprecise
missiles armed with conventional warheads launched at large-area
targets (such as cities), a defense that shoots down 80 or 90 percent
of incoming missiles could go a long way toward negating the effec-
tiveness of a missile attack.  However, if every missile that penetrates
the defense stands a good chance of destroying several wide-body
aircraft, or sinking a container ship, or destroying a satellite ground
station, the situation is very different.  Thus, the missile defense sys-
tem will have to meet high performance goals to have the desired
operational and strategic effect.
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A mix of defense and offense offers a much more robust approach to
the future missile problem.  The offensive ability to find and kill
significant numbers of TELs quickly would enhance the effectiveness
of defenses in two ways.  First, it would decrease the magnitude of
the threat, perhaps even eliminate it, by directly reducing enemy
launch capacity.  Second, by hindering TEL operations and suppress-
ing launch activity, an effective offensive capability might prevent
the enemy from launching mass attacks, further simplifying the ac-
tive defense problem.6

The first step toward attacking TELs is to find them.  Then they must
be targeted and attacked effectively.  The next subsection discusses
the difficulties that would be faced by currently deployed and near-
term U.S. ISR and attack platforms in attempting to engage a TEL
force operating in a large area of eastern China.

Limited Offensive Options with Current ISR and Attack
Systems

Current U.S. long-range intelligence, surveillance, and reconnais-
sance (ISR) and attack systems have insufficient capabilities to rap-
idly find, track, and effectively attack large numbers of TELs operat-
ing in a vast area, such as eastern China.  This is especially true if the
TELs are protected by advanced “double digit” SAMs, such as SA-20s.

First, consider the ISR challenge.  In the event of a conflict between
China and Taiwan over the next decade or so, most of the airborne
ISR platforms the United States would deploy are already in the
force—for example, Joint STARS, Rivet Joint, U-2—or are in ad-
vanced stages of development—for example, Global Hawk.  These
platforms have valuable capabilities that will improve over time as
their sensor and sensor-processing systems evolve significantly.
However, virtually all current and planned U.S. airborne ISR plat-

______________ 
6Another possible offensive approach is to attack enemy economic targets, trans-
portation, electric power, and telecommunications infrastructure.  However, U.S. po-
litical leaders may not allow the attacking of telecommunications in a nation armed
with weapons of mass destruction.  In addition, evolving international norms may
make attacks against electric power, transportation, and other national “life support”
systems increasingly difficult to justify in situations where U.S. national survival is not
at stake.
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forms, including Global Hawk, are extremely vulnerable to SA-10 and
SA-20–class SAMs and to modern fighters.  To survive, therefore, they
must operate outside the effective range of these threats.7  Against
SA-20 SAMs, this means that ISR and nonstealthy standoff strike
platforms must remain more than 200 km off the Chinese coast.

Unfortunately, the average range from this coastal SA-20 line to CSS-
6 or CSS-7 TELs operating against Taiwan is between 400 and 500
km.  Current U.S. airborne ISR platforms were not designed to oper-
ate at these ranges.  Even the high-flying U-2 and Global Hawk do
not have line of sight to such long ranges.  In fact, the rough terrain of
eastern China would limit Joint STARS, for the most part, to observ-
ing targets within a few kilometers of the coast.  Global Hawk and
U-2 could do somewhat better, but the vast majority of the potential
ballistic missile launch area, and almost all of the cruise missile
launch area, would remain unobserved.

Another possibility with current ISR systems would be to use Defense
Support Program (DSP) (to be replaced by the Space-Based Infrared
System [SBIRS]) satellites to determine the approximate launch co-
ordinates of a missile.  These coordinates could then be passed to a
nearby attack aircraft.  The attack aircraft could then fly to the area to
kill the TEL before it could move or hide.8

This approach has a critical flaw:  It would require a huge number of
attack aircraft in vulnerable orbits over China to ensure that one is
close enough to any missile launch point in the possible operating
area to respond in time.  For example, let us assume a 1-minute
(min) delay from launch detection to compute and transmit the
launch coordinates to an attack aircraft.  Let us also assume that the
TEL requires 5 min to tear down and move out of the immediate

______________ 
7If the advanced SAMs and fighters could be effectively suppressed or quickly de-
stroyed, the need for ISR platforms to stand off would be reduced or eliminated.
However, the elusive tactics employed by Serb air defense forces during Operation
Allied Force in 1999 allowed SAMs to survive and to pose a continuing threat to NATO
forces throughout the entire 78-day air campaign.  Using similar tactics, Chinese
forces equipped with much more capable systems spread over a larger land area could
pose a continuing, if intermittent, threat to high-value U.S. ISR platforms for months.

8The United States used this concept against Iraqi SCUD missiles during the 1991 Gulf
War.  U.S. pilots found it enormously difficult to detect the SCUDs, even when they
saw the launch.  In the few minutes it took U.S. aircraft to reach the launch location,
the SCUD had disappeared.
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launch position or hide.  This leaves 4 min for an attack aircraft to re-
spond to a launch.  An aircraft flying at 0.8 Mach (typical tactical air-
craft cruise speed) can fly 32 nautical miles (nmi) in 4 min.  Thus,
each attack aircraft could, in theory, effectively patrol an area of
about 11,000 sq km.  Therefore, to patrol just the 320,000-sq-km TBM
operating area near Taiwan would require about 30 attack aircraft
on-station at all times.  It would take about four U.S. attack aircraft
based on Taiwan or Okinawa to maintain each orbit.9  Therefore,
about 120 attack aircraft (almost 2 full fighter wings) would be re-
quired just to maintain the 30 anti-TEL orbits.  These aircraft would
need support from tankers, AWACS, and other aircraft.  Attempting
similar coverage of the cruise-missile TEL operating area would re-
quire a further 150 orbits—many of them almost 1,000 nmi deep in-
side China—and hundreds of additional attack aircraft to sustain a
presence in these orbits.  Of course, none of this would be possible
unless the attack aircraft could safely orbit deep inside Chinese
airspace, which would require the elimination of the advanced SAM
threat—a tough task that could take weeks or months to complete.
Meanwhile, Chinese TBM TELs could operate with virtual impunity.

To defeat these mobile missiles, the United States will need to ac-
quire the ability to constantly monitor vehicle traffic and TEL launch
activities and deliver weapons many hundreds of kilometers inside
China. Given these requirements, the engagement concepts pre-
sented in the next section rely on stealthy UAVs, satellites, and unat-
tended ground sensors to detect and recognize TELs, and hypersonic
standoff missiles to destroy the TELs.

NEW ENGAGEMENT CONCEPTS TO DEFEAT MOBILE
MISSILE TELs

Just as with the engagement concepts discussed in the preceding
chapter, our goal here is to rapidly reduce and then eliminate missile
launches by attacking TELs in all phases of their operations:  during

______________ 
9The 4:1 ratio results from the need to have one aircraft on-station while others are in
transit to the orbit or from the orbit, or are on the ground for maintenance and crew
change.  If U.S. fighter forces were required to base farther from the TEL operating
area—and they might be for political or operational reasons—then the total number of
aircraft required would rapidly increase as transit times to and from the TEL operating
area increased, along with tanker support requirements.
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launch operations, while moving, and when hiding.  Attacking TELs
during launch operations or immediately after firing would suppress
launches and encourage moving and hiding behavior.  Attacking
moving TELs would add to attrition and encourage hiding.  Attacking
hiding TELs would deprive the crews of any opportunity to rest, and
would probably dampen their morale by giving them the sense that
there was no time or place where they were safe from attack.

Detect and Destroy TELs After Missile Launch

In this engagement concept, illustrated in Figure 4.3, a SBIRS satellite
detects the ballistic missile launch and transmits the launch coordi-
nates to an engagement control element.  The missile produces a
unique IR signature, which would not require confirmation by other
surveillance platforms.  Given this warning, the controller directs a
weapon platform orbiting off the China coast, outside SA-20 range, to
fire one or more hypersonic weapons (HW) at the launch location.  At
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the same time, a space-based ground moving-target indicator
(GMTI) radar satellite would be directed to begin monitoring the
launch coordinates to track the TEL if it moves from the launch loca-
tion before weapons can arrive.  The space-based radar would also
image the launch site with its SAR and send that image to the con-
troller.  This image might help distinguish the TEL from other vehi-
cles that might be part of the missile unit.  (See Appendix A for a
more detailed discussion of hypersonic weapons and space-based
radar.)

GMTI radars on satellites or stealthy UAVs could monitor the launch
location.  If the TEL moves before the weapon arrives, the GMTI
systems transmit in-flight updates of target coordinates to the HW.
As the HW approaches the target, it deploys speed breaks or executes
a high-G turn to decelerate to Mach 1.2 or less, then deploys up to
four Man-In-the-Loop Variable-autonomy, Anti-armor Weapons
(MILVAW). Upon deployment, the MILVAW begin to fly systematic
search patterns that allow them to rapidly detect, recognize, and at-
tack the TEL.  Finally, the controller tasks space-based or airborne
sensors to image the target to assess the success or failure of the at-
tack.  Alternatively, the controller could command the remaining
MILVAW to provide battle damage assessment and re-attack the TEL
or associated vehicles as appropriate.

Detect and Destroy TELs on the Move

Engaging moving TELs calls for a set of assets, actions, and weapons
similar to that in the preceding concept.  Figure 4.4 illustrates the
moving-TEL engagement sequence.  In this case, there is no launch
signature, so the initial target cuing and acquisition must come from
GMTI radars on satellites or stealthy UAVs with the capability to
measure the approximate dimensions of moving targets.  When the
GMTI detects a target with TEL-like dimensions,10 it automatically
triggers an onboard ISAR, which images the suspected moving TEL.
Alternatively, onboard SAR could image the target once it had
stopped. ATR software on the SAR-ISAR platform or on the airborne
control element then evaluates the image.  If the ATR software

______________ 
10A CSS-6 (M-9) TEL is 13.36 m long and 3 m wide.  See Jane’s Strategic Weapons, 1998,
Coulsdon, United Kingdom:  Jane’s Publishing, 1999, p. 119.
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determines that the target is a TEL, it passes the image and coordi-
nates to an engagement controller, who also evaluates the image.  If
the controller (or perhaps a small controller team with a variety of
computer tools) assesses that the target is a TEL, a weapon platform
is tasked to launch an HW toward the TEL.  If the TEL continues to
move, the HW’s targeting data is updated in flight by the GMTI as
necessary.  The endgame is the same as in the preceding engagement
concept:  The HW deploys MILVAW once it reaches the target area,
and space-based assets conduct BDA.

Detect and Destroy Hiding TELs

Our final engagement concept is designed to find and attack TELs
hiding within a missile base.11  Figure 4.5 shows a TEL operating

______________ 
11The first two concepts described in this chapter could be used against TELs operat-
ing anywhere within the possible operating area.  However, looking for hiding TELs
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area with a number of pre-surveyed launch sites.  As part of an ongo-
ing process of intelligence preparation of the battlespace, TEL activ-
ity is monitored by GMTI, imaging, and other space-based assets.
Intelligence collected over an extended period is analyzed to look for
TEL movement patterns and likely hiding places, and to determine
the extent of the operating area.  Based on this IPB effort, ground
sensors are inserted along the main roads by stealthy aircraft, UAVs,
or cruise missiles.  In our scenario, the UGS detect vehicles moving
along a road and cue space-based or UAV GMTI to look.

______________________________________________________________ 
requires more ISR resources than does looking for TELs on the move or immediately
after missile launch.  Therefore, this concept assumes that U.S. forces have used a so-
phisticated process for intelligence preparation of the battlespace (IPB) to narrow the
possible search for hiding TELs to a few missile base, or missile operating, areas.  A
further discussion of the importance of IPB is presented at the end of this chapter.
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In this case, rugged terrain and trees along the road prevent GMTI
from detecting the vehicles.  Satellites or stealthy UAVs could use
SAR, EO, and hyperspectral imaging (HSI) sensors to conduct an in-
tensive search of likely hides in the immediate area.  SAR using
change-detection software detects new tire tracks leading off the
road, but analysts are unable to find a TEL in the vicinity.  The HSI
satellite is then cued to look for the unique hyperspectral signatures
of TEL camouflage paint, and detects them under a radar-reflective
camouflage net that had defeated the SAR system.  A controller con-
firms this as a valid target and directs a standoff platform to launch
two hypersonic weapons to these coordinates.  One system carries a
fléchette weapon, which dispenses thousands of metal darts that rely
on their high speed to damage or destroy targets.  (Other possibilities
include cluster munitions or electro-magnetic pulse warheads.)  The
other hypersonic delivery platform carries four MILVAW in case the
TEL is alerted and attempts to dash off before weapons arrive.  The
MILVAW and space-based systems could conduct BDA.

An alternative approach would use stealthy UAVs with foliage-
penetrating radars that can operate in GMTI mode.  If a vehicle being
tracked moves through woods (either because the road is bordered
by trees or because the TEL turns into a wooded area), the UAV
FoPen radar would pick up the track that the basic SAR frequency
could not follow.  If the target stops, FoPen SAR could be used to
possibly determine its location.  Failing that, the other sensors could
be employed. If the UAV were armed or supported by long en-
durance unmanned combat air vehicles (UCAVs), LGBs, or JDAM-
like weapons might be used in lieu of long-range standoff hypersonic
weapons.

THE NEED FOR SPEED

Each of our counter-missile concepts of engagement envisions the
use of high-speed weapons.  In this section, we elaborate on the need
for speed, identifying situations in which it is or is not essential.

As we think about elusive targets, we can envision two extreme sit-
uations.  In the first situation, the United States has the ability to
continuously track targets for hours or perhaps days, allowing them
to be recognized and destroyed at leisure.  Subsonic aircraft and
weapons could launch from bases many hundreds of miles away and
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still be effective.  In the second situation, the United States has the
ability to track targets long enough to recognize them as hostile, but
cannot be assured of tracking beyond that point—a situation
requiring an ability to strike targets within minutes.

This is where the problem gets tricky.  In a Kosovo-like situation, it
should be possible to image and recognize the fairly small number of
potential targets in a few minutes.  Therefore, long-term tracking
should not be necessary.  If, however, there are a large number of
potential targets, as in the China scenario, the process of imaging all
of them could take much longer.  For example, in the case we analyze
in Appendix B, a robust satellite SAR-ISAR system would take 45 min
to image all 8,147 potential targets.  ATR processing and the
controller's assessment would presumably add several, perhaps
many, minutes to this estimate.  Thus, if it turns out that tracking for
periods of up to an hour is not technically or operationally feasible,
then the conops we present here probably will not work.  If it is
possible to hold track for an hour, it may also be possible to hold
track for two or three hours. If that is the case, there would be less
need for high-speed or loitering weapons.

However, military prudence and a respect for the operational uncer-
tainties associated with fleeting targets argue for a conservative
approach to elusive targets.  Thus, we believe that either loitering
strike assets or high-speed standoff weapons should be pursued so
that targets can be attacked quickly once the detection-recognition-
decision cycle has been completed.  For these reasons, our illustra-
tive concepts envision using hypersonic standoff missiles in China.
Figure 4.6 shows the missile speeds that would be required to strike
Critical Mobile Targets (CMT) from long standoff ranges if track can-
not be maintained.  Because CMTs will likely move during the mis-
sile’s flight time, these calculations assume that the cruise missiles
deliver MILVAW to the location where the CMT was last spotted by
U.S. sensors, and that the MILVAW conducted coordinated searches
of the CMT’s farthest-on expanding search areas.

The dashed and dotted curve on the far left in Figure 4.6 shows the
extent of the expanding search area for a CMT on the move when
detected and classified by GMTI and imaged by an SAR or ISAR,
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Figure 4.6—MILVAW Required Search Area as a Function of Delivery
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assuming that the CMT can move in any direction at a net speed of
20 km per hour (kph).12   Similarly, the dashed line beginning at 5
min is the same curve shifted to the right to reflect a nominal 5-min
delay to pack up a TEL after a Space-Based Infrared System (SBIRS)
or other satellite detects a launch.  If U.S. GMTI assets are able to
track the target, the corresponding curve will slide to the right,
thereby keeping the search area at 0 sq km for as long as the target’s
location is known.  The other three curves show the linearly
expanding areas that could be searched by four MILVAW, delivered
by missiles flying at Mach numbers of 8, 6, and 4, respectively, from
left to right.  These missiles all are launched from standoff orbits
1,000 km from the target area.  The calculations assume that the
average speed of each missile is actually 90 percent of these cruise

______________ 
12A higher-speed escape along a major LOC is another possibility, but would be an
easier search test, since the search area would expand linearly with time, rather than
as a square of the time.
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Mach numbers, to account for missile acceleration, climb, and
terminal maneuver time, and they assume that the Engagement
Control Element requires 1 min to authorize a strike after GMTI-SAR-
ISAR recognition or SBIRS launch detection.

Within 12 min, the Mach 8 missile has arrived on the scene and de-
ployed four MILVAW, and the MILVAW have combed the farthest-on
search area of the on-the-move target, or combed three times the
farthest-on search area of the target that packed up and moved 5 min
after launch.  Similarly, within 18 min of the initial GMTI-ISAR
recognition or DSP detection, the Mach 6 missiles’ MILVAW have
combed 93 percent of the area required by the on-the-move TEL.
After 23 min, the MILVAW have covered the entire search area.  The
Mach 4 missile’s MILVAW search a maximum of 69 percent of the
on-the-move expanding search area.  A Mach 2 missile would require
32 min to arrive and deploy its MILVAW, and today’s subsonic cruise
missiles would require well over an hour.  At these delayed arrival
times, the MILVAW would search only a tiny fraction of the possible
target locations, and the perishable targeting data would probably be
of very little value.  Thus, to defeat mobile targets from long-standoff
ranges will probably require at least Mach 6, and preferably Mach 8,
delivery platforms.

Figure 4.7 illustrates the significance of the assumption that, once
the target has been recognized and located, only 1 min is required for
a launch decision.  The missile/MILVAW response curves in Figure
4.7 are all for Mach 8 delivery missiles, but reflect decision timelines
of 1, 10, and 30 min.  For a C2 delay of 1 min, LOCAAS has searched
the entire expanding area after 12 min; for a C2 delay of 10 min,
LOCAAS has searched a maximum of 64 percent of the expanding
area after 36 min; and for a C2 delay of 30 minutes, LOCAAS has
searched a maximum of only 30 percent of the expanding area after
76 min (not shown in figure).  Clearly, delayed-strike launch autho-
rizations will negate the advantages of responsive weapons, requir-
ing vastly streamlined C2 for these concepts to be practicable.

THE IMPORTANCE OF IPB

All three engagement concepts discussed in this chapter depend
heavily on an effective intelligence preparation of the battlespace
(IPB) process for their success.  Dramatically reducing the area over
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which U.S. sensors must search is the most important contribution
IPB can make to TEL engagement.  This reduction can be achieved,
for example, by comparing the cross-country mobility of the TELs to
known terrain characteristics to determine regions where the TELs
cannot operate because they are physically incapable of moving to or
through them.  In addition, to further narrow the sensor search area,
effective IPB might also use information on TEL movement patterns
monitored during exercises for months or years prior to the conflict,
as well as on enemy doctrine.  As the conflict progresses, data on
known and suspected TEL movements, launch locations, and launch
doctrine could be continuously updated and re-analyzed to make
new estimates of the most likely TEL operating areas, re-supply
sources and routes, and other operational practices.
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ASSESSING THE ENGAGEMENT CONCEPTS

Having described our concepts for accomplishing these engagement
tasks, we now briefly consider potential adversary counters and other
problems.

Detect and Destroy TELs After Launch

Of the three concepts presented in this chapter, we consider this one
to have the most promise against ballistic missile TELs.  The launch
signature is unique, which should enable hypersonic missiles and
MILVAW to successfully attack launchers before they are able to
move far.  That said, there are counters that potential adversaries
may take.

If a satellite surveillance system is used, the enemy may attack it with
kinetic-energy or directed-energy weapons or conduct cyber attacks
(i.e., computer hacking) to prevent the dissemination of the infor-
mation.  Such threats are quite plausible for the 2020 time frame we
are considering here.

On the ground, the TEL may be accompanied by multiple decoys.
Depending on the sophistication of these decoys, it may be difficult
to distinguish the real launcher.  Perhaps hyperspectral systems can
identify the actual launcher from chemical signatures.  To be safe,
multiple hypersonic weapons may be necessary to put enough
MILVAW on-station to kill the decoys and launcher.  Also, there may
be other vehicles associated with the TEL that are worth killing.  Over
the long run, adversaries might also move to cheap, disposable TEL
trailers, using a small command vehicle to launch the missile re-
motely.  However, we do not think that potential adversaries will go
this route until the United States has demonstrated in combat an
ability to counter TELs.  Thus, for the next conflict, the United States
is likely to face simpler countermeasures.

Terminal air defenses, such as radar-guided SAMs, anti-aircraft ar-
tillery (AAA), and man-portable air defense systems (MANPADS), are
one type of simple countermeasure that cannot be easily dismissed
as possible TEL protection.  LOCAAS is not highly survivable against
advanced SAMs.  In this concept, it would be used in numbers too
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small to swamp a terminal defense.13  The hypersonic missile is less
vulnerable but still at risk from advanced air defenses.  Thus, new
SEAD concepts may have to be developed in parallel to support this
and the other concepts.  If long-endurance UCAVs become feasible
or if stealthy UAVs on-station could carry conformal or internal
weapons, an alternative would be to have them deliver a ballistic
weapon with a terminal seeker against the TEL.  A JDAM-like weapon
would, in theory, be more survivable against the terminal defenses
than would a slow-moving LOCAAS.  Of course, UCAVs and UAVs
would likely need SEAD support as well.  If U.S. controllers could use
the radar signal to locate the general area the TEL was in, radar-
based mobile air defenses that accompany TELs might work against
the adversary.

This concept is limited to ballistic missile TELs and does not help
against cruise missile TELs.  It requires cuing by an IR satellite that
detects the ballistic missile exhaust plume during the boost phase.
On a clear day, the satellite might detect the IR signature at launch,
but the surveillance system is not dependent on that signature alone.
As well, it can detect the missile when it breaks through the highest
cloud layer on its ballistic trajectory.  In contrast, cruise missiles fly
lower profiles and do not produce high-temperature signatures.  If
the cruise missile used a rocket booster to begin flight, the booster
might be detected on a clear day.  For cruise missiles, another ap-
proach would be necessary; perhaps space- or UAV-based air
surveillance radars.

Detect and Destroy TELs on the Move

This concept has promise for mobile TEL forces operating in remote
areas or shuttling between hides on a missile base, although the issue
of LOCAAS survivability against terminal defenses is of concern here

______________ 
13One potential far-term solution to the air-defense problem would be to use space-
based weapons, such as directed-energy (e.g., lasers), high-speed penetrators, or ex-
plosive munitions.  Whether such an orbiting weapons array will ever be feasible is
unclear at this point.  The cost of deployment would likely be many tens of billions of
dollars, the system could be severely limited by weather, and the political cost of de-
ploying weapons in space might be very high.  Finally, space-based systems are vul-
nerable to attack with directed-energy weapons, direct-ascent explosive weapons, or
information warfare techniques that would disrupt or send false signals to them.
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also.  It may be necessary to include some SEAD effort to make this
concept work.  Enemy use of decoys could also present challenges,
but the overall number of vehicles that ATR would have to sort
through, radars image, and analysts evaluate would seem to be man-
ageable.  In contrast, if TELs operated randomly across a country or
exclusively in built-up areas, the sheer number of potential targets
could be overwhelming.  (See Appendix B for a more detailed dis-
cussion of these challenges.)

In other areas, this concept raises several significant uncertainties
that we were unable to analyze in this study.  The first is merged
radar returns of vehicles in heavy traffic.  When the distance between
vehicles is less than the resolution of the radar, the vehicles merge as
one return.  Depending on the viewing angle of the sensor and such
characteristics of the traffic as density, speed, types of vehicles, vehi-
cles might routinely merge together and separate.  If a GMTI proces-
sor lost track of the vehicles during each merge, then acquired them
as new targets, the system could be overwhelmed as this happened
time and again.  A related concern is whether merged returns could
degrade the reliability of the GMTI ATR software, since some returns
might match TEL characteristics.  Finally, how would GMTI handle
stop-and-go traffic or vehicles parking?  A momentary stop would
provide an opportunity to produce a SAR image.  If the stop occurred
in the open with no other vehicles around, it may not present a
problem.  However, in denser traffic, could the GMTI-SAR-ISAR sys-
tem actually keep track of thousands of vehicles going about their
business without having to reacquire those that had stopped?
Similarly, buildings, bridges, underpasses, and tunnels produce
radar shadows where track could be lost, particularly if there is heavy
traffic.  At those locations, many vehicles would have to be reac-
quired and re-sorted.

A second major uncertainty is whether GMTI and SAR-ISAR ATR
software can be made reliable.  Reliability is particularly important
for the early stages of filtering, when there are many targets to sort.
The GMTI ATR in particular must be highly reliable as a filter or there
will be too many targets to image.

These uncertainties all speak to the objective challenges of tracking
vehicles in heavy-traffic areas.  If adversaries choose to exploit these
characteristics of urban areas, presumably they would be sophisti-
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cated enough to move TELs in a way that maximized the confusing
effect of all the traffic.

Detect and Destroy Hiding TELs

There are several theoretical possibilities for detecting TELs in hid-
ing.  Human agents might provide their location; signals intelligence
(SIGINT) might detect their transmissions; or communications intel-
ligence (COMINT) might intercept communications discussing their
whereabouts.  Imaging systems might spot them sitting in the open
or poorly hidden.  However, if the enemy is careful about security,
none of these methods is likely to work.  Controllers might get lucky
occasionally, but routine detection and destruction of TELs is un-
likely.

Only a vastly improved IPB process is likely to give much hope of
finding hiders.  As discussed above, IPB can help focus the search,
multiplying the effectiveness of surveillance assets.  As part of this
process, the tremendous computational power available in modern
computers could be brought to bear to make sense of, or at least be-
gin to make sense of, the mass of data collected by various sensors—
offering the hope of, at least, detecting patterns that might point to
past hides and future ones.

It seems unlikely that TELs will be routinely found and destroyed in
hides.  To the extent that this occurs, it will probably be as a result of
an earlier movement cue.  As we discuss in our concept above, a lost
GMTI track could nevertheless be a useful cue for other sensors, par-
ticularly if IPB efforts had identified some likely hides within the gen-
eral area in which the GMTI track was lost. Focusing GMTI, ISAR,
SAR, FoPen, optical, and hyperspectral sensors on those areas would
offer the best shot at detecting TELs in hides.  However, whenever
possible, a TEL detected while on the move would best be killed then,
rather than wait for it to stop at a hide and risk having it disappear
into a tunnel, urban area, or collection of buildings.14

______________ 
14The one possible exception to this rule would be if the controller thought the TEL
could be followed to a missile storage site, allowing an attack on that much more prof-
itable target.  It seems more likely that missile reloads would be provided by re-supply
trucks.  If this is right, then the re-supply trucks would be the only link to the storage
facilities.  If the surveillance system got really good, perhaps it would be possible to
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CONCLUSIONS

This chapter used a notional conflict with China to illustrate the
challenge of finding and destroying mobile ballistic missile TELs
operating deep in a large country protected by advanced air
defenses.  We recognize that the combination of strategic depth, lack
of nearby bases to operate from, advanced defenses, and potentially
tens of millions of false targets make this a particularly daunting,
perhaps extreme, case.  Also, even within the China scenario, the
problem could vary greatly in difficulty:  If the Chinese operate their
TBMs in rural areas or in missile bases, the problem of false targets
will be much reduced.  Although decoys could still be an issue,
sensors, ATR systems, and operators would not have to deal with
millions of civilian vehicles in the area of interest.  In contrast, if they
operate in the most built-up areas with the heaviest traffic, this
problem may be near impossible to solve with even the advanced
technologies we envision here.

In contrast to maneuver forces in a small-scale conflict (SSC), we do
not think the ROE would necessitate collection and transmission of
high-resolution imagery to a controller.15  In this more serious con-
flict, there would be much less concern about hitting civilian vehi-
cles.  Rather, the concern would be that expensive weapons not be
wasted destroying civilian trucks.  Thus, the engagement control
process would likely be more automatic and less dynamic than in the
SSC.  The controller’s main jobs would be to ensure that weapons
were not wasted on spurious targets and, for valid targets, to autho-
rize weapons release as expeditiously as possible.

For anti-TBM operations in well-defended airspace, we conclude
that space-based, stealthy, or standoff sensors will be essential.
Weapon survivability will also be a challenge.  The U.S. military may
have to develop new SEAD concepts to ensure that weapons can
actually get close enough to the TELs to kill them.  Against a large
country, standoff airborne GMTI is unlikely to offer adequate cov-

______________________________________________________________ 
follow the TELs to the re-supply rendezvous, then the reload truck to the missile stor-
age facility.  This scenario is a bit of a stretch, but definitely worth exploring, at least
conceptually.

15It might, however, be helpful to have real-time video for BDA, to increase confi-
dence that attacked targets have, in fact, been destroyed.
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erage.  Finally, survivable, enduring strike assets or high-speed
standoff weapons will probably be necessary to strike targets quickly
once they have been recognized as hostile.

In closing, we want to acknowledge that the TEL is a pretty unsatisfy-
ing target.  After all, it is little more than a dressed-up tractor-trailer
rig.  Indeed, as we pointed out above, in the future, cheap erector/
trailer rigs may be produced in large numbers and left to be de-
stroyed by counterlaunch systems.  A more direct approach would
attack the missiles themselves in manufacture and storage.  Aero-
space forces have a much better chance of destroying manufacturing
facilities and, in a long war, such destruction could be important.  In
shorter wars, however, large stocks of missiles dispersed in various
hidden storage facilities are likely to be sufficient, even if manufac-
ture is completely stopped.  These storage facilities would be great
targets, but we found no promising concepts to detect them.

In Chapter Five, we present our conclusions and recommendations.
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Chapter Five

CONCLUSIONS

ELUSIVENESS IN FUTURE CONFLICTS

In this book, we have explored the possibility that elusive ground tar-
gets are becoming increasingly salient.  As discussed in the Intro-
duction, advances in standoff sensors and weapons are making
massed mechanized forces in the open highly vulnerable.  Making
ground forces more elusive is one possible counter to this vulnera-
bility.  Dispersing, hiding, engaging in deception, and shifting fires to
long-range weapons can increase the elusiveness of ground forces,
making it more difficult for them to be detected and destroyed by
standoff fires.

It is difficult to assess the effectiveness and versatility of these ap-
proaches in the abstract.  Enemy objectives, terrain, foliage, weather,
friendly military capabilities, warning, and other factors will deter-
mine just how elusive ground combatants can be.  At one extreme,
guerrilla forces can remain elusive indefinitely, as long as their ob-
jectives are limited.  At the other extreme, it is difficult to invade and
take control of another country without moving forces in the open or
massing them at some point.  Between these extremes there are
many possibilities for forces to use mixed approaches—massing, dis-
persing, and hiding as the situation requires.

The proliferation of advanced sensors, navigation systems, and
weapons will cut both ways.  On the one hand, possession of these
systems will threaten ground forces and will motivate them to be
more elusive.  On the other hand, integration of these advanced sys-
tems into ground forces will allow them to operate effectively in a
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more dispersed fashion.  That said, we can envision many situations
in which ground forces will need to operate in overt ways or with
massed forces.  For example, during the Vietnam War, the North
Vietnamese Army (NVA) and Viet Cong used elusiveness for years to
avoid defeat by superior U.S. firepower.  Only in the final phase of
the conflict did they mass and operate in a conventional manner to
take over South Vietnam.1  This case suggests that elusiveness may
not be a constant, but rather a strategy that combatants vary as
needed through different phases of a conflict.

In contrast to maneuver forces, the elusiveness of long-range mobile
missile forces is likely to be less variable throughout a conflict, since
such forces can mass fires without concentrating forces, do not need
to hold ground, and generally are not vulnerable to enemy ground
forces.  However, the elusiveness of missile forces will vary across
combatants or theaters according to mission, terrain, foliage,
weather, competence of personnel, and enemy offensive operations.

One challenge for U.S. planners is to identify ways to compel enemy
missile forces to operate in less congenial areas or ways.  For exam-
ple, a ground offensive might deny shorter-range missile forces a
preferred operating area, perhaps forcing them to operate in an area
with less natural coverage.  Similarly, air strikes against bridges and
other elements of the transportation infrastructure might isolate
TELs or force them to operate in areas with less protection or out of
range of their targets.

DEFEATING ELUSIVE MANEUVER FORCES

Surprisingly, elusive maneuver forces will be easier to defeat than
mobile missiles.  This is not to say that we think aerospace forces can
directly stop “ethnic cleansing,” for example, but rather that an abil-
ity to detect and attack enemy forces in Kosovo-like situations is
more likely to have a strategic effect, for several reasons.

First, in situations in which U.S. forces wish to stop crimes against
humanity (e.g., Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Kosovo), the aggressors are

______________ 
1This massing was only possible because U.S. forces had withdrawn.  If U.S. air power
had been available, these massed forces would have been destroyed.
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typically exploiting a situation for which there is no significant op-
position.  Their aggressiveness and enthusiasm for atrocities is in-
versely proportional to the probability that their forces will suffer se-
rious losses.  A U.S. capability that put their forces at risk when
moving or firing, for example, would likely profoundly dampen
morale and willingness to conduct active operations.

Second, as observed in Chapter Three, an ability to detect and
destroy armor, other military vehicles, or heavy weapons could level
the playing field in such operations, making enemy forces much
more vulnerable to attack by less well-armed opponents.

Third, air attacks on enemy forces, transportation, and other key
nodes could shift the balance sufficiently that it might be feasible to
introduce relatively small or lighter U.S. or allied ground forces.

Ultimately, the most effective way to attack elusive maneuver forces
is a joint air-land team.  A well-integrated effort using a mix of UAVs,
unattended ground sensors, ground patrols, and airborne firepower
could stop most organized enemy operations in a future Kosovo,
forcing the aggressors to go into hiding or to operate in such small
groups that they conduct little more than harassment operations.

Even fairly low-tech improvements, such as air-launched UAVs and
the MILVAW, could significantly enhance the effectiveness of
aerospace forces in the next Kosovo.  If ground moving-target indica-
tor (GMTI) automatic target recognition (ATR) comes to fruition, so
much the better.  However, its absence will not be the showstopper
that it could be for offensive operations against TELs.

DEFEATING MOBILE MISSILE FORCES

Currently deployed conventional mobile missile forces lack the accu-
racy and munitions to be militarily significant against U.S. forces.
Although a nuisance and potentially important politically (as Iraqi
SCUD attacks on Israel proved to be), this threat is not serious
enough to warrant a major investment in new programs.  If, however,
accurate long-range missiles, either ballistic or cruise, with effective
munitions are fielded in large numbers, allied ports, airfields, head-
quarters, and troop concentrations could suffer potentially devastat-
ing attacks.
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The Department of Defense is moving to address this threat through
the development of active defenses such as those found in the
Airborne Laser (ABL) and Theater High-Altitude Air Defense
(THAAD) programs.  Some combination of active and passive de-
fenses (e.g., aircraft shelters, camouflage, deception) may be suffi-
cient to protect allied facilities from these attacks.  Passive defenses
can be effective, assuming that the time and money are available for
hardening or otherwise preparing fixed facilities.  Yet, many targets
are difficult or impossible to protect in this way.  For example, large-
bodied aircraft parked at airfields (e.g., tankers, Joint STARS, and
cargo aircraft), major fuel or supply depots, and ships in port are im-
possible to shelter.  Thus, for many targets, particularly for opera-
tions in unprepared theaters, passive defenses will play a limited
role.  This limitation puts the burden on active defenses or offensive
operations.

Active defenses may ultimately prove sufficiently reliable to defend
against most threats, but they are a long way from being combat-
proven.  Decoys, massed attacks, and other countermeasures may
also be employed to degrade such defenses.  In some scenarios, there
may be fear that incoming warheads carrying WMD will leak through
the defenses.  Finally, military leaders have historically been reluc-
tant to cede the initiative to the enemy.  Rather than rely exclusively
on defenses, a more balanced approach would seek out offensive op-
tions against mobile missile forces.

In this study, we explored new concepts to detect and attack mobile
missiles.  For such offensive operations to matter operationally and
strategically, they would have to be routinely successful in destroying
TELs, missile re-supply vehicles, or storage areas.  Although the most
efficient approach would destroy the missiles in storage, we know of
no way to reliably detect such sites.  Thus, we focused on detecting
and destroying TELs shortly after launch, while moving, or in hiding.
From this analysis, we conclude that it may be possible to detect and
destroy TELs after missile launch or while moving in more remote
areas of countries such as China, Iraq, and Iran.  It is unlikely
that missiles will be routinely detected in hiding, although hyper-
spectral imaging, pattern analysis by supercomputers, and inspired
sleuthing by intelligence analysts may offer hope yet.  Finally, it is
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near impossible—at least with projected systems—to detect, recog-
nize, and target TELs if they operate in more built-up areas, where
they can hide in heavy vehicle traffic.

We should not, however, overgeneralize from the Chinese case.
There are other important places where offensive operations against
ballistic or cruise missiles may be more feasible.  For example, the
terrain and likely air defense threat in Southwest Asia should allow
for stealthy UAVs with GMTI to provide near-continuous coverage of
launch areas at a fraction of the cost of continuous-coverage satel-
lite-based GMTI.  Strike aircraft or unmanned combat air vehicles
might orbit near enemy operating areas or use standoff weapons.  In
either case, the shorter fly-out times for weapons would increase op-
tions and might allow supersonic or subsonic weapons to be effec-
tive.

NEXT STEPS

For aerospace forces to detect and destroy elusive forces systemati-
cally, they will need to be able to do four things quite rapidly:

• Conduct wide-area surveillance of enemy operating areas.

• Automatically filter out a high percentage of false targets.

• Get a high-resolution picture of remaining suspected targets into
the hands of a controller with the authority to order strikes.

• Put fires on the targets before those targets evade observation.

The U.S. military cannot do any of these operations today, at least
not routinely or rapidly.  New sensors, platforms, and weapons,
along with streamlined control processes, will be required before
such capabilities are realized.  Also, a sustained effort to identify key
collection requirements, develop pattern analysis tools, and train
analysts in searching for these targets is a key component of any
broader initiative to defeat elusive targets.

We recommend that the USAF take the following steps to prepare for
future operations against elusive forces.
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Field a Limited Capability in the Near Term

The following steps could significantly improve U.S. capabilities
against elusive maneuver forces in the near term and offer some
modest improvement against mobile missile forces:

• Fund the Multi-Platform Radar Technology Improvement Pro-
gram adding higher-resolution GMTI, and SAR-ISAR with ATR
processing for Joint STARS and/or advanced UAVs.

• Develop FoPen radars for Global Hawk.

• Add Joint Direct Attack Munition (JDAM)-like GPS guidance to
the Advanced Remote Ground Unattended Sensor (ARGUS)
ground sensor program and produce a limited number for fur-
ther testing and operational use.

• Develop and test small UAV based on Miniature Air-Launched
Decoy (MALD) or LOCAAS designs that is releasable from aircraft
or larger UAVs.

• Deploy MILVAW-like autonomous weapons.

• Continue R&D on micro–air vehicles to provide imagery in
woods.

• Work with other services, DoD, the Joint Staff, and national intel-
ligence organizations to develop an improved IPB process
against elusive targets.

• Continue USAF initiatives to streamline real-time control and
redirection of reconnaissance and strike assets for use against
time-urgent targets.

Field a More Robust Capability by 2020

Programs to defeat elusive maneuver forces are generally less techni-
cally ambitious and costly than those directed against mobile mis-
siles.  For these reasons, programs such as the miniature UAVs are
likely to significantly improve U.S. capabilities that can be enhanced
further in a more evolutionary way over the next two decades.  A ro-
bust capability against elusive maneuver forces might include the
following:
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• Enduring UAVs with GMTI-SAR-ISAR and FoPen radars

• A large stockpile of air-dropped UAVs (LOCAAS- or MALD-based
and micro-sized)

• Seismic/acoustic ground sensor networks

• LOCASS-type weapons.

In contrast, there are too many uncertainties about the mobile mis-
sile threat and potential solutions to recommend specific programs
at this point.  Rather, the USAF needs to continue to expand efforts to
bring key technologies (e.g., ATR, supersonic combustion ramjet
[scramjet] engines [see Appendix A]) to maturity and evolve proven
technologies, such as GMTI and ISAR, into more capable systems.

Nevertheless, the following steps begun today can help lay a founda-
tion for fielding decisions in the 2010–2020 time frame:

• Continue R&D on satellite-based GMTI-SAR-ISAR.  Build and
launch prototypes if appropriate.

• Strengthen and expand ATR software development programs.

• Conduct analyses to determine optimum mix of radar-equipped
UAVs and satellites for different missions.

• Continue R&D on advanced air-inserted ground sensors, in-
cluding micro sensors and advanced networks.

• Increase funding for hypersonic weapon development, including
platform integration and flight test.

• Develop concepts of operation for hypersonic weapon use.

• Design, develop new procedures for, and deploy engagement
control element to provide streamlined control over key ISR and
strike assets.
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FINAL THOUGHTS

The Defense Department and services face a dilemma in force plan-
ning over the next decade as the transition continues from the Cold
War era to the new security environment of the twenty-first century.
During this transition, and perhaps for many years beyond, the
United States must have the capacity to defeat traditional conven-
tional aggression.  Threats posed by such aggression are not cheap to
counter and require substantial force structure, as well as invest-
ments in readiness, modernization, and training.  As it is, some sig-
nificant shortfalls have developed, requiring additional funding in
key modernization and readiness programs.  Yet, these threats repre-
sent only one set of challenges facing the nation.  Recent operations
in the Balkans are a reminder that the U.S. military can be called
upon at any time to conduct a variety of operations for which con-
ventional heavy forces are not optimized.  To enhance U.S. capabili-
ties against elusive maneuver forces will require modest investments
in sensor and weapon technologies similar to those discussed in
Chapter Three.  Although generally much cheaper than main battle
tanks and front-line fighters, such systems nonetheless require the
diversion of scarce resources from already-strained programs.

The mobile missile threat represents an even greater dilemma than
maneuver forces because of the enormity of the task and investment
required.  There is simply no way that the USAF can support a major
new program in this area without overall defense spending being in-
creased or a major reallocation within the department.  Neither of
these will occur until the George W. Bush administration decides
whether to emphasize offensive or defensive options against the
missile threat.  It may take a few years before these programmatic
details are sorted out.

In the meantime, the USAF can make important contributions in two
ways.  First, airmen are best prepared to appreciate, analyze, and ar-
ticulate how an adversary might use an advanced missile force to
conduct an air campaign.  Thus, the USAF can help educate the
broader defense community about this potential threat and, in the
process, build support for programs to counter it.  Second, the USAF
can take the lead in identifying and funding key enabling technolo-
gies.  Robustly funded efforts in stealthy UAVs, space-based radar,
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ATR, and hypersonic weapons will help prepare the way for eventual
deployment decisions.

U.S. leaders and regional CINCs are routinely turning to aerospace
forces to accomplish missions that previously would have been con-
sidered impossible.  The challenge for the USAF is not so much the
intrinsic difficulty of the missions but, rather, volume.  The oppor-
tunities for aerospace forces to contribute to such missions are ex-
panding rapidly.  Meanwhile, the R&D community is developing new
sensors, platforms, and weapons that vastly improve the ability of
aerospace forces to detect, recognize, and strike targets in a host of
different environments.  In turn, the services and analytic commu-
nity are suggesting new concepts of operation that exploit these
technologies to accomplish key operational tasks.

Whether the USAF takes the lead against the targets discussed in this
report or other services step up to these particular challenges, the
technologies and concepts presented here are broadly representative
of the kinds of aerospace capabilities the nation will require over the
next several decades.  Satellites and UAVs will provide broad situa-
tional awareness; disposable captive-carry UAVs will provide, on
demand, high-resolution imagery for target recognition and battle
damage assessment; ATR software will help filter out some false tar-
gets; air-inserted ground sensor networks will provide enduring in-
telligence in areas difficult to monitor from the air; autonomous
weapons will search for high-value mobile targets; and the combina-
tion of streamlined control procedures and high-speed weapons will
vastly shorten the targeting cycle.  Aerospace forces with the capabil-
ities to perform such operations will be relevant—indeed essential—
to joint operations across the spectrum of conflict.
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Appendix A

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES AND SYSTEMS

Chapters Three and Four presented alternative concepts for finding,
recognizing, and defeating elusive maneuver or mobile missile
forces.  This appendix discusses the technological advances that will
be necessary before these concepts can be implemented and de-
scribes the current state of the art in deployed systems, ongoing R&D
efforts, and major technical challenges to be overcome.

Starting from the ground and moving up, we discuss unattended
ground sensors (UGS); automatic target recognition (ATR); micro,
small, and large unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs); advanced radars;
hyperspectral image processing; and hypersonic weapons.

UNATTENDED GROUND SENSORS

In principle, unattended ground sensors are simpler and more af-
fordable than most of the other sensors and sensor platforms of in-
terest to the U.S. Air Force (USAF).  However, because its focus is on
aerospace operations, the USAF’s recent practice has been to use
UGS primarily for force protection—for example, the Tactical Au-
tomated Security System (TASS), used for air-base perimeter and
flight-line protection.  (A very notable historical exception was the
Igloo White program, which was a major Air Force operation to de-
tect enemy activity along the Ho Chi Minh Trail during the Vietnam
War.1)  Nevertheless, UGS have the potential to be an excellent

______________ 
1Eric D. Haider, “Unattended Ground Sensors and Precision Engagement,” Naval
Postgraduate School Thesis, Monterey, Calif., December 1998.
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complement to airborne and spaceborne sensors, especially during
operations against elusive enemy ground forces operating in the ab-
sence of friendly ground forces.

UGS can employ one or more sensing phenomenologies, including,
but not limited to, acoustic, seismic, magnetic, electro-optical (EO)
imaging, imaging infrared (IIR), pressure, radio-frequency (RF) reso-
nance, chemical/biological/nuclear, olfactory, mechanical and in-
frared (IR) tripwire, and weather.  This book focused primarily on in-
tegrated acoustic-seismic UGS, since the technology base is fairly
mature and these sensors promise useful capabilities against elusive
enemy ground forces.  While more complex to build and employ,
imaging UGS also may be useful to aerospace forces and are dis-
cussed briefly.  In addition, the U.S. government is conducting ex-
tensive research on the development of sensors to detect, recognize,
and alert friendly forces of chemical and biological weapons attacks,
remotely monitor weather patterns, and protect U.S. facilities.  Such
applications are not the focus of this study, and their associated
technologies will not be addressed in this appendix.2

UGS have many attributes that make them natural complements to
airborne and spaceborne sensors.  With the possible exception of
Low Probability of Intercept (LPI) detection alert and status report
transmissions, most UGS will operate passively (receiving only), re-
sulting in low power requirements and reducing their likelihood of
detection.  Modern battery technology enables most designs to oper-
ate autonomously for months.  UGS affordability should make it fea-
sible to deploy vast networks of UGS.  Further, while various envi-
ronmental conditions will affect the performance of some UGS,
generally they would continue to operate in most weather conditions
and would be virtually unaffected by the low cloud ceilings that fre-
quently preclude visual and IR-band imaging from medium- and
high-altitude UAVs, manned aircraft, and satellites.  Finally, their
small size and fixed locations make UGS difficult to detect visually.

______________ 
2For a survey of fielded and developmental UGS systems see Mark Hewish, “Silent
Sentinels Lie in Wait:  Unattended Ground Sensors,” International Defense Review,
Vol. 31, Issue 1, January 1, 1998, pp. 48 and following.
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In the next several pages, we discuss acoustic UGS, seismic UGS, ad-
vantages associated with combined acoustic-seismic UGS, and
imaging UGS.

Integrated Acoustic and Seismic UGS

Acoustic and seismic sensors have been used for many years for
civilian and military purposes.  Used as unattended sensors, both
phenomenologies are passive, and neither is dependent upon direct
line of sight to the target being sensed.  These attributes contribute to
the sensor’s covertness and low power requirements, and relax re-
quirements for sensor placement.  In addition, since neither acoustic
nor seismic sensors need light to operate, they are fully effective at
night, providing a good complement to visual-band imagers.

Acoustic Sensors.  Multiple-microphone acoustic UGS can usually
provide a rough indication of the bearing to a detected target.
However, because UGS are passive devices, data from an individual
sensor does not reveal the range.  Assuming the target is traveling
along a road, fusing a sensor’s bearing data with the road’s known
location can define the approximate target location.  Further, if an
array of acoustic UGS is deployed with overlapping coverage, beam-
forming3 can enhance the network’s detection, recognition, and lo-
cation-estimating performance; triangulation in addition to beam-
forming or even instead of it can reveal target location, potentially to
within targeting accuracy.  However, if multiple vehicles are present,
their combined signals and the timing of the signals arriving at sepa-
rated receiver locations will complicate attempts to localize individ-
ual targets.  Unresolved ambiguities can arise when there is moder-
ate to heavy traffic.

Beamforming can help to resolve these ambiguities in the following
way.  Once one sensor detects a target, the array would scan a section

______________ 
3Beamforming  is a process used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the
directionality of an array of sensors.  Fundamentally, beamforming is accomplished by
collecting the signals from all the array’s elements that are capable of sensing in the
direction of interest, delaying the signals of individual sensors to correct for the vary-
ing lengths of time required for the sound to travel from a target source, and summing
the synchronized signals.  Greg Allen provides an illustrated tutorial on beamforming
techniques, as well as a short list of related references, at “What Is Beamforming,”
http://www.ece.utexas.edu/~allen/Beamforming/, last visited August 22, 2000.
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of road by picking one point on the road at a time and thereby
knowing the distance from the point to each sensor involved.  The
UGS would send their signals to a central processor (possibly in one
of the UGS that is acting as the central node at a given time).  The
processor would consider acoustic data from the microphones of ap-
propriate UGS, which are listening in the direction of the point on
the road being considered.  The processor would use an algorithm to
synchronize the signals by delaying the employed microphones’ data
by the time it would take for the signals to travel from the point in
question to each sensor.  The processor could systematically march
along the road (or across an area) by repeating this process, sequen-
tially considering several discrete points along the road being sur-
veyed.  One clear drawback to this approach is the need to transmit
signals, which would use battery power and would emit a signal that
the enemy might be able to detect.  Of course, the data for a short
period of time need only be transmitted once; for each point consid-
ered, the processor can select the appropriate microphone’s data
and timing.

The effective target-detection range of acoustic sensors is typically
on the order of one kilometer (1 km) when the target is a large mov-
ing vehicle; when the target is a pedestrian, it is tens of meters to 100
meters (m).  The primary range-limiting effect is the spherical
spreading of the sound waves, which causes the signal strength to
attenuate in proportion to the square of the range to the target.
However, acoustic sensor ranges also vary greatly as a function of
environmental conditions, sensor placement within the terrain, and
target activity.  For example, wind distorts and turns sound waves,
reducing the sensing range for targets downwind of the sensor and
possibly increasing the sensing range for upwind targets.  Similarly,
thermal gradients in the atmosphere will refract the sound waves
upward for normal atmospheric thermal gradients, where the air
temperature drops with altitude; they will refract sound waves
downward for thermal inversions.  Thus, at night, when thermal in-
versions are fairly common, acoustic ground sensors tend to have
greater effective ranges.  While acoustic sensors do not require line of
sight to a target, placing them out of a direct path for sound waves,
such as behind a building, in a ravine, or behind a hill, can reduce
the signal strength reaching the sensor to such an extent that the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is below the sensor’s operating limits.
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Seismic Sensors.  Seismic sensors generally have less effective range
than acoustic sensors.  Erteza et al. have demonstrated that the char-
acteristics of the ground between the target and the UGS will affect
the geophone’s performance.  For example, igneous rocks have
about ten times the propensity to transmit seismic waves as do un-
consolidated sediments.4  However, seismic sensors do not exhibit as
much range variability with changing weather conditions as do
acoustic sensors.  As Wellman et al. have pointed out, seismic signa-
tures can be used to detect and sometimes to classify and recognize
vehicles, especially tracked vehicles.5  However, seismic sensors are
generally not useful for determining range or bearing to a target, and
for the near term probably should be trusted with the roles of detec-
tion and very basic classification.

Integrated Acoustic-Seismic Sensors.  The combination of acoustic
and seismic sensors is a good choice for detecting moving vehicles.
Acoustic sensors have a greater range than seismic sensors.
Assuming acceptable SNRs for each sensor, the acoustic signal would
contain more usable information than would the seismic signal.
Therefore, the advantage of integrating acoustic and seismic sensors
is primarily twofold.

First, seismic signals provide confirmation of acoustic detections and
recognitions.  Since acoustic and seismic phenomenologies are in-
dependent, spurious simultaneous detection alarms are unlikely to
occur coincidentally or as a result of activity by entities that are dis-
similar from valid targets.  This confirming function would help re-
duce acoustic false alarms caused by natural events or by small
civilian vehicles.  In addition, the combination of phenomenologies
complicates enemy deception efforts.  For example, playing back a
high-quality tape recording of a transporter-erector-launcher (TEL)
or tank that contained all relevant portions of the acoustic spectrum
would not produce the corresponding seismic signature.

______________ 
4Ireena Erteza et al., Case Study:  Unattended Ground Sensor Phenomenology and
Signal Processing, Albuquerque, N.M.:  Sandia National Laboratories, National
Technical Information Service document DE97004441, 1996.

5Mark C. Wellman, Nassy Srour, and David B. Hillis, “Feature Extraction and Fusion of
Acoustic and Seismic Sensors for Target Identification,” Proceedings of SPIE, Vol. 3081,
Peace and Wartime Applications and Technical Issues for Unattended Ground Sensors,
Gerold Yonas, ed., April 22–23, 1997, p. 144.
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Second, if the acoustic-detection range is severely limited by the
UGS’s landing in a crevasse, or being covered by snow, or landing
upwind of the target, the seismic geophone may have significantly
greater detection range than the acoustic microphones.

One limitation common to acoustic and seismic UGS is their general
inability to assess the potential for collateral damage in the vicinity
of a detected target.  Therefore, depending upon the rules of en-
gagement (ROE), the nature of the region being monitored, and the
conflict, an engagement controller may need to call for EO or IR
imagery prior to directing a strike.

Description of an Acoustic-Seismic UGS System.  An effective air-
deployed acoustic-seismic UGS would consist of microphones, geo-
phones, a GPS receiver, a communications system, a clock, a com-
puter processor, a hardened ground-penetrating and aerodynamic
body, aerodynamic control surfaces, aircraft pylon attachment lugs
and/or electrical connector, batteries, and a camouflage scheme,
along with flight control, ATR, and diagnostic and communications
software.  The flight control subsystems are recommended for keep-
ing the circular error probable (CEP) well within the minimum effec-
tive radii of the seismic and acoustic sensor ranges.  Since the CEP
requirements would be similar, the UGS’s flight control software,
actuators, and control surfaces could reasonably be a miniaturized
adaptation of the Joint Direct Attack Munition’s (JDAM’s) flight con-
trol system.  The integrated sensor network would also require re-
mote ground control and communications relay systems, as well as
synthesis systems to integrate and analyze reports from multiple
UGS and to fuse processed UGS network data with other intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) and intelligence preparation
of the battlespace (IPB) data.

The DoD continues to develop and test UGS technologies and sys-
tems.  Recent Advanced Concept Technology Demonstrations in-
clude the Rapid Force Projection Initiative, which investigated the
use of Textron Systems Corporation’s Air Deliverable Acoustic Sensor
(ADAS) UGS,6 and the Unattended Ground Sensors, which demon-

______________ 
6John D. Pinder and John Matsumura, “Ground-Based Acoustic Sensor Networks:  An
Analysis of Military Utility Based on Modeling and Simulation,” RAND briefing at
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strated the Sandia National Laboratory–designed “Steel Eagle.”  The
Air Force has transitioned the Steel Eagle, which is an air-deployable
acoustic and seismic UGS, to a development program entitled Ad-
vanced Remote Ground Unattended Sensor (ARGUS).7  With the Ini-
tial Operational Concept (IOC) scheduled for 2003, plans for ARGUS
are to continue to improve the system’s capability and add other
sensor phenomenologies as new technologies mature after the initial
design freeze and fielding.

This UGS is being developed for F-15, F-16, and A-10 carriage and
deployment, and the Electronic Systems Center’s ARGUS program
office is considering extending the list of delivery platforms to in-
clude medium- and high-altitude UAVs.  ARGUS’s minimum perfor-
mance specifications require finding, fixing, and tracking targets
within 500 m of the sensor and recognizing them within 200 m, and
set desired objectives for these tasks at 2,000 m and 500 m, respec-
tively.8  The tested prototype design weighs 84 pounds (lb).  For pro-
duction, this weight is being reduced by integrating advanced batter-
ies and miniaturized electronics into a smaller body.9  Another
noteworthy characteristic of the ARGUS is its capability for updating
the target signature database after deployment, which should allow
operators to remotely enhance ATR performance after new targets
are sensed by the UGS and analyzed by intelligence analysts.
Assuming affordable production costs, good fusion with other ISR
data, and strong ATR performance including a low probability of
false alarm, the ARGUS could provide a good complement to air-
borne and spaceborne sensors.  A very useful enhancement would be
the integration of an onboard Global Positioning System and Inertial
Navigation System (GPS-INS)-guided flight control system to ensure
CEPs are limited to tens of meters.  Figure A.1 shows the configura-
tion of the baseline ARGUS UGS.

______________________________________________________________ 
NATO/IRIS Joint Symposium, Quebec City, Quebec, Canada, October 20, 1998 (not
available to the public).

7David Castellon, “New Toys, ‘Lawn Dart’ Sensor Among Wares on Display at High-
Tech Demo,” Air Force Times, August 21, 2000, p. 28.

8U.S. Air Force, Advanced Remote Ground Unattended Sensor (ARGUS), Washington,
D.C.:  Air Force Operational Requirements Document (ORD) AC2ISRC ORD 001-99-
I/II, May 15, 2000a.

9Personal interview with 2nd Lt Shelly Reade, ARGUS Program Manager, June 7, 2000.
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Photograph courtesy of 2nd Lt Shelly Reade, USAF, ARGUS Program Manager.

Figure A.1—Baseline Advanced Remote Unattended Ground Sensor

(ARGUS) Configuration

Distribution of Integrated Systems.  Acoustic-seismic UGS could be
arrayed in various configurations, including individually, in a uni-
form grid over the entire area that the commander’s IPB indicates is
trafficable, or in clusters.

A uniform array could be used to monitor all traffic and track targets
in a region, both on roads and off, assuming the signal processing
could distinguish between the valid targets and any other vehicles in
the region.  The extreme weather-dependent variation in the effec-
tive range of each acoustic sensor could make selecting the UGS’s
uniform grid spacing a challenge.  However, our analysis of target-
detection rates as a function of varying sensor effective ranges shows
that a uniform array’s effectiveness will degrade slowly and grace-
fully, even when sensor ranges drop significantly.  Figure A.2 shows
the results of an analysis of a grid of 100 acoustic sensors configured
as a hexagonally arrayed 10 × 10 grid.  For this analysis, targets
moved through this grid along 210 representative straight paths; on
successive runs, acoustic-sensor effective ranges were incrementally
decreased.  As illustrated, even when the ratio of the sensors’ effec-
tive ranges to grid sensor characteristic spacing drops to 30 percent
of the range required to provide 100-percent coverage within the
grid, over 80 percent of the representative targets were detected by at
least three of the UGS.  In fact, to avoid detection, the target must
travel very nearly parallel to, and directly between, rows of UGS in
the grid, which is unlikely without prior knowledge of the grid’s
specific configuration.
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Figure A.2—Graceful Degradation of Unattended Ground Sensor Uniform

Grids with Reductions in Sensor Effective Range.  Sensor detections

are of targets moving on straight paths through a 10 ×××× 10

hexagonally arrayed UGS grid.

With a fraction of the number of UGS that would be required for a
uniform grid, these sensors could be distributed in clusters in incon-
spicuous locations along roads, yet where the enemy’s routing alter-
natives are few to nonexistent.  Such clustering would enable friendly
forces to remotely monitor traffic, “recognizing” those military tar-
gets that have been included in the UGS’s acoustic signature
database.  Deploying these clusters with overlapping coverage be-
tween individual UGS would allow beamforming, triangulation, and
redundancy.

In addition, requiring simultaneous consistent target recognitions by
multiple UGS in a cluster would provide a strong false-alarm filter.
False alarms, which are sensor reports of targets when no target, or a
different target, is present, have the potential to negate the effective-
ness of an UGS surveillance system.  Since civilian vehicles or
unimportant military vehicles often greatly outnumber more-
significant military targets, there is the potential for false alarms to
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overwhelm intelligence analysts, engagement controllers, and
imaging systems.  If the false-alarm frequency is high enough, the
alarms cannot all be investigated, and the engagement controllers
and intelligence analysts may choose to turn off the UGS network in
order to maintain their effectiveness and sanity.  Clearly, the allow-
able false-alarm rate for an UGS network will depend upon the ratio
of confusers to targets, the strictness of the ROE, the importance of
finding and striking the real targets, and the number of imaging sys-
tems and analysts available to respond to UGS reports.  It may be
possible to tighten the ATR algorithm’s requirements for issuing an
alarm, thereby limiting false alarms, at the expense of a lower prob-
ability of valid target recognition.

If the probability of false alarm for an UGS design cannot be kept
sufficiently low by developing very capable acoustic ATR algorithms,
alternative measures are available to manage the false-alarm rate.
For example, the UGS network’s fusion software can be designed so
that alarms are sounded only when a designated number of UGS in a
cluster are simultaneously or sequentially issuing consistent recog-
nition reports and/or when seismic geophones confirm vehicular
traffic.  If seismic confirmation is employed, the UGS must be placed
several tens of meters away from the road to keep the sensors within
the effective geophone range and yet far enough from the road to
avoid easy visual detection.

This approach reinforces the argument for an integrated GPS-INS–
guided delivery system to keep UGS delivery CEPs low.  If, for exam-
ple, clusters of UGS were placed along a major highway, they might
be implanted 50 m from the road to provide high probability of target
vehicle detection by a seismic sensor and yet low probability of visual
detection of the sensor by enemy personnel in vehicles traveling
along the road.  A delivery CEP of 10 m would place the majority of
the sensors in the band between 40 and 60 m from the road, which
should provide near-optimal performance.  Alternatively, reasonable
ballistic drop CEPs of around 200 m would likely place some sensors
out of seismic range on both sides of the road and some within easy
visual detection, including on the road.

It is reasonable to assume that if even one UGS lands on or near the
road, the entire cluster will be compromised when the enemy finds
that wayward sensor and as a result combs the area for the entire
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cluster.  Furthermore, wind could greatly increase an uncontrolled
UGS’s CEP, causing it to drift far from the intended delivery point if it
were dropped from medium altitudes (above the MANPADS threat)
or from a high-altitude endurance (HAE) UAV at 65,000 feet (ft).  This
problem would be eliminated by including a GPS-INS–guided deliv-
ery system.

Imaging UGS

Electro-optic or imaging infrared (IIR)-based UGS would have sev-
eral advantages over their acoustic-seismic counterparts in providing
enduring surveillance of key enemy lines of communication (LOCs),
troop concentrations, or other key targets.  For example, beyond
recognition of targets, engagement controllers and intelligence ana-
lysts could use imaging systems to assess collateral-damage poten-
tial.  Except during periods of inclement weather, well-placed, com-
pact, ground-based imaging systems can be effective at ranges of
hundreds or thousands of meters, which would permit fairly wide-
area surveillance by each sensor, greater standoff ranges to avoid de-
tection, and fewer restrictions on each UGS’s size and cost than on
acoustic-seismic UGS.  Furthermore, when used in conjunction with
acoustic-seismic UGS, these systems can make it more difficult for
the enemy to counter U.S. sensors.  However, the development and
employment of these systems would be significantly more compli-
cated than for acoustic-seismic UGS.

Development.  For example, the imaging UGS would have to be posi-
tioned within the line of sight to the areas to be surveyed—a difficult
proposition in most environments:  A bush, rock, mound, or building
could limit or negate an imaging UGS’s effectiveness.  Because the
imaging UGS needs a lens with unobstructed views of the potential
target locations, the system’s optics and associated support hard-
ware may be more easily detected by the human eye than by its
acoustic-seismic cousin.  Designs would have to balance the need for
light weight and low power with the requirement for optics of suffi-
cient size to provide adequate resolution for distinguishing targets.
In addition, hardening imaging sensors to survive the impact of air-
drop could be quite challenging.  Moreover, to be useful at night, vi-
sual-band sensors would have to incorporate image intensifiers on
video cameras or low-light-level (LLL) charge-coupled devices.  The
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limitations of onboard power supplies would mean that enduring IIR
UGS would have to use uncooled detector arrays, and both IIR and
EO imaging UGS may have to be cued by a remote engagement con-
troller or by another sensor (e.g., acoustic UGS) to operate only when
a suspected target is sensed.  Because imaging UGS have a relatively
narrow optical beamwidth, these external cues would have to in-
clude target-location data so that the imaging UGS could point at the
suspected targets.  Therefore, the imaging UGS design would need to
include a two-axis rotational capability for the optics.

Deployment.  One means to deploy imaging UGS would involve a
rotary-wing miniature air vehicle with hovering capability.  A remote
“UGS pilot” could use the onboard imaging system to guide the
sensor platform to an acceptable observation site, free of visual
obstruction and away from likely detection.  The hovering systems
could also land the UGS gently, precluding the requirement for
highly ruggedized optics and sensors.  This self-deployed UGS could
be large enough to include imaging sensors, flight control, lift/
propulsion, batteries, and solar panel subsystems, without being
readily detectable.  Clearly, the alternative of having friendly ground
forces place the imaging UGS would permit simpler designs, but this
alternative may not be available in some future operations.

As for acoustic-seismic sensor systems, robust automatic target
recognition systems will be critical to the application of acoustic
UGS.  They will be needed for judiciously cuing imaging UGS, other
sensor systems, and engagement controllers.  The following section
describes how ATR software works and considers some of the techni-
cal challenges.

AUTOMATIC TARGET RECOGNITION

Faster and more-capable computers, communications, and weapon
systems contribute to the faster pace in the battlespace and to the
requirements for more-rapid decisionmaking.  The proliferation of
battlefield sensors provides the opportunity to create a detailed, in-
tegrated picture of the battlespace that could enhance and accelerate
combat decisionmaking at all levels of command.  However,
throughout the history of warfare, human senses and reasoning have
been the predominant tools used to discriminate friendly forces from
targets, and to prioritize and direct strikes against the targets.
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Even as collection platforms and bandwidth have multiplied, the
human remains the key link in the targeting and target-approval pro-
cess:  The human aims the gun, remotely guides the EO weapon to
the target, picks the target to designate with a laser, studies imagery
to single out the military targets, and selects and/or confirms the GPS
coordinates for the JDAM.  Yet, the ever-accelerating pace of warfare
and the burgeoning proliferation of sensors—especially imaging sen-
sors—are bringing U.S. forces to a crossroads.  With the volume of
ISR data threatening to overwhelm both the intelligence analyst and
the engagement controller, some relief or assistance is needed to
screen data, thereby reducing the requirement for humans to ana-
lyze data and make decisions.

Automatic target recognition, or ATR, appears to offer the unique po-
tential for exploiting the snowballing volume of military sensor data
by computationally discriminating between detected signatures be-
fore a human intervenes.  Ideally, ATR algorithms, integrated with
high-resolution sensor data and appropriate communications links,
would provide engagement controllers with a continuously updated
digital list of recognized targets, along with sufficient data to access
the associated fratricide and collateral-damage potential.  These en-
gagement controllers could then integrate and prioritize targets
within their tactical planning process and task strike aircraft imme-
diately or at a later time, as appropriate.

Development of ATR Algorithms

However, in reality the development of robust ATR algorithms is an
extraordinarily difficult challenge.  The ATR development commu-
nity generally acknowledges three levels of target categorization:
classification, recognition, and identification.  Classification groups
targets into categories, such as tanks, TELs, and trucks.  Recognition
refines this grouping to distinguish between specific types or models
within each classification, such as T-62, T-72, and M-1A tanks.
Identification extends the fidelity a major step further by identifying
which M-1A by serial number, license-plate number, or other cata-
loging scheme.  While often inadequate for targeting purposes,
classification can perform the critical function of filtering large vol-
umes of civilian traffic from military vehicles.  For military targeting
purposes, high-confidence target recognition is usually necessary,
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with specific identification seldom adding any value.  Despite the
distinction between recognition and identification, the literature of-
ten uses these terms interchangeably.

ATR algorithms can be developed to exploit various sensor phe-
nomenologies or combinations of phenomenologies.  For example,
U.S. and international researchers are developing ATR algorithms for
EO, IR, millimeter-wave, and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging;
hyperspectral imaging (HSI); acoustic; and chemical/biological sen-
sor data.  Although each of these phenomenologies has unique po-
tential, challenges, and limitations, virtually all ATR algorithms refer-
ence appropriate databases of target signatures or characteristics.

Acoustic ATR

Acoustic ATR schemes analyze the acoustic spectra of aircraft and
vehicles, “looking” for the unique sound-wave signatures of specific
systems. For example, the exhaust of all vehicles and the rear cog-
wheels of tracked vehicles produce sounds unique to individual ve-
hicle designs, permitting recognition of specific vehicle types, such
as a T-72 tank.  One clear advantage of acoustic ATR is its capability
to recognize targets without sensor line of sight to the target.

However, acoustic ATR development also has many obstacles.  The
ability of sound waves to propagate to, and reflect from, areas out of
the sensor’s line of sight of the target can lead to multipath complex-
ities.  Multipath complexities are created when sound waves and
echoes from earlier sound waves arrive at the sensor at approxi-
mately the same time and from different directions.  Similarly, wind,
atmospheric thermal gradients, and other weather effects can turn,
attenuate, and shift the frequency of sound waves.  Multiple audible
targets (e.g., from a military convoy) traveling together will also
complicate ATR processing.

While challenging, acoustic ATR is probably the most mature ATR
approach today.  Installing the ATR algorithms onboard Air Force
UGS will likely reduce required communications bandwidths, since,
usually only target vehicle location (bearing or approximate location,
if determined), type, and quantity would need to be transmitted to
the engagement control element, as opposed to relaying all sensed
acoustic data.
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Imaging ATR

The challenges associated with imaging ATR are, in most respects,
more difficult than with acoustic methods, because an infinite vari-
ety of images may be encountered from any target.  For example, a
sensor may capture an image of a target from any azimuth, elevation,
and range, relative to the target.  Further, the articulation of major
components—such as turret rotation, gun elevation, missile rail
erection, and radar antenna look angle—may cause the appearance
of some targets to vary.  Smaller differences, such as hatch openings,
paint colors, and cleanliness of the target, along with the addition of
fuel barrels, ammunition, or equipment strapped onto vehicle exte-
riors, are usually referred to as target image variation.  Similarly, the
infinite combinations of terrain, foliage, man-made structures,
weather, and lightning/illumination effects on the image, including
partial or complete obscuration, make up the environmental varia-
tion in the target image.  Finally, the enemy can and likely will use
camouflage, concealment, and deception to intentionally complicate
this already-daunting ATR challenge.  Therefore, it is unrealistic to
attempt to create databases of all possible images, which would
permit precise image (or silhouette) matching, and a more creative
and robust approach must be pursued.

Artificial Neural Networks

Much of ATR research and development is focused on the applica-
tion of artificial neural network (ANN) algorithms that can recognize
distinctive physical features of known targets, thereby automatically
recognizing these targets.  In addition, corresponding databases of
targets are being assembled within the United States,10 foreign na-
tions, and collaboratively among the NATO nations.

Artificial neural networks are based on the construct of biological
neural networks and are able to learn, remember, and associate new
information.  Like their more complicated biological counterparts,
these systems are collections of individual, but interconnected,
neurons.  Some neurons receive input stimuli from the environment

______________ 
10Armada International, “Changing Configuration Is the Problem,” http://www.
armada.ch/e/3-98/001a.htm, last visited September 5, 2000.
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and give output to other neurons; some are stimulated by other
neurons and provide output to the environment; still others are
isolated from the environment and interact only with other neurons.
ANNs are trained to provide appropriate responses to stimuli by
adjusting the individual neuron’s positively or negatively weighted
responses to input from each other.

Klerfors11 provides a more detailed tutorial on ANNs and their po-
tential applications, pointing out that the most successful applica-
tions of artificial neural networks are in categorization and pattern
recognition.  Dudgeon12 contends that the inclusion of contextual
data, including terrain maps and target TTP (tactics, techniques, and
procedures), in ATR processing would add complexity to the ATR al-
gorithm, but has the potential to improve recognition performance.
For example, knowing the location of roads and other geographic
features, and that the desired targets’ operations are limited to cer-
tain types of terrain, could be used to focus a search or eliminate
false alarms.

Radar ATR

The USAF is also developing ATR technologies for use with advanced
airborne radar (see the “Space-Based Surveillance” section of this
appendix for a brief tutorial on radar).  The Radar Technology
Improvement Program (RTIP) was originally planned as an upgrade
to the Air Force’s E-8 Joint Surveillance and Target Attack Radar
System (Joint STARS).  However, the USAF has recently redirected
this effort.  The new Multi-Platform RTIP (MP-RTIP) will be capable
of being scaled and integrated on airborne platforms, including Joint
STARS, Global Hawk, and other systems; however, at this time, which
USAF platforms will receive the upgrade has yet to be decided.13

This system will have the potential to employ ATR to filter detections

______________ 
11Daniel Klerfors, “Artificial Neural Networks,” St. Louis, Mo.:  St. Louis University,
November 1998, http://www.hj.se/~de96klda/NeuralNetworks.htm, last visited
August 31, 2000.

12D. E. Dudgeon, ATR Performance Modeling and Estimation, Cambridge, Mass.:
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lincoln Laboratory Technical Report 1051,
December 7, 2000, p. 7.

13Interview with Dr. Chris Bowie, Northrop-Grumman Corporation, Rosslyn, Va.,
November 30, 2000.
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and more selectively cue engagement controllers to task additional
sensors or weapons.  MP-RTIP’s high range resolution (HRR) ground
moving-target indicator (GMTI) radar will have sufficient resolution
to distinguish large (TEL-sized) vehicles from smaller vehicles.  These
TEL-sized target detections would serve as cues to the new inverse
synthetic aperture radar (ISAR), which has the ability to image mov-
ing targets.  Similarly, when GMTI indicates a target has stopped, the
upgraded SAR can be used to image the target.  The resulting SAR
and ISAR images of recognized targets could be automatically
handed off to engagement controllers for target confirmation and
possible prosecution.14

ATR and Smart Weapons

ATR systems are also being developed for various precision weapons
and could be employed autonomously in the near term, in situations
in which the ROE are sufficiently relaxed.15  A discussion of LOCAAS
is included later in this chapter because of its strong potential to
conduct low-level surveillance as an expendable unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV) and/or to attack moving or stationary enemy forces.

Realizing the Benefits of ATR

The difficulties associated with the implementation of ATR in U.S.
weapon systems, as well as the reluctance to eliminate human inter-
vention in target selection and strike decisions, will likely result in
ATR algorithms being used to screen detections, rather than to au-
tomatically direct strikes against recognized targets.  While not
achieving the full potential of ATR, this mode of operations will allow
large amounts of sensor data to be exploited and will make con-
trollers more efficient and responsive by eliminating the need to scan
massive quantities of data.

______________ 
14David Fulghum, “New Radar Would Meld AWACS, J-STARS Roles,” Aviation Week &
Space Technology, June 12, 2000, pp. 29–30.

15For brief descriptions of ATR algorithms being developed for Low Cost Autonomous
Attack Systems (LOCAAS), SLAM ER, Storm Shadow, Hellfire, and other weapon
systems and development programs, along with their respective conops, see the
Armada International Web site at http://www.armada.ch/e/3-98/001outline.htm, last
visited September 5, 2000.
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UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES

UAVs are gaining wide acceptance and are playing an increasing role
in USAF operations.  Kosovo became an excellent proving ground for
the USAF’s Predator medium-altitude endurance (MAE) UAV, which
provided valuable imagery during its 24-hour missions.  The USAF is
addressing weaknesses identified in this new, first-generation UAV
and has several enhancements in progress, including adding a laser
to conduct range finding and target designation.  The Global Hawk
high-altitude endurance (HAE) UAV, currently an Advanced Concept
Technology Demonstration, is expected to enter service in the next
few years.16  MAE and HAE UAVs are suitable platforms for EO, IR,
and radar systems, including the FoPen17 and HSI systems described
later.  In addition, UAVs can be used to carry SIGINT collection sys-
tems and communications relay devices.  As an extension of these
capabilities, either type of UAV could be adapted to carry and deploy
GPS-guided UGS, small UAVs, and/or miniature munitions.  Ex-
amples of miniature munitions include 100- or 250-lb GPS-INS–
guided Small Smart Bombs (SSB), or the LOCAAS.  The Air Force
Research Laboratory’s (AFRL’s) Munitions Directorate is working
with industry to develop these and other miniature munitions and
their associated technologies.

The medium- and high-altitude UAVs, combined with manned ISR
aircraft and constellations of space-based collectors, will provide the
USAF’s suite of sensing capabilities at the altitudes above the prolif-
erating Man-Portable Air Defense (MANPAD) threat.  However, even
with the enhanced airborne and space-based systems described in
this book, it is still often necessary to get under the weather and up
close to a target to obtain sufficient situational awareness to
authorize a strike.  This is especially true in an environment of strict
ROE and in the absence of friendly ground forces.

Figure A.3 illustrates the weather challenge with weather data from
the Prizren region of Kosovo.  Ceilings vary with the season.  On

______________ 
16David A. Fulghum and Robert Wall, “Global Hawk Snares Big Break,” Aviation Week
& Space Technology, October 23, 2000, p. 55.

17A VHF-band FoPen radar antenna would be quite large and therefore difficult to in-
tegrate into a Predator-size UAV.
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average, a surveillance platform would have to fly below 4,000 ft to
have an 80-percent chance of having a cloud-free view of the ground.
Air-deployed unattended ground sensors and smaller, expendable
UAVs can fill this gap, to form a seamless web of collection
capabilities from the ground through space.

Micro–Air Vehicles

The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is devel-
oping micro–air vehicles (MAVs), which it defines as UAVs with
maximum physical dimensions under 15 centimeters (cm).18  At this
tiny scale, MAVs have the advantages of being man-portable and
may eventually be able to navigate in confined areas, such as under
forest canopies, in urban canyons, and inside buildings.  However,
their small size will limit MAVs to fairly short-range and endurance
missions, very small sensor apertures, and low-power transmissions.
In addition, with typical flight speeds of 5 to 10 meters per second
(mps), moderate winds will greatly affect their range, ground speeds,
and maneuvering capability.  Despite these limitations, MAVs will fill
an important void in the U.S. military capability to find enemy forces
hiding under trees or in buildings and to conduct immediate BDA or
tag targets in these environments.19

MAV systems will require the application of several existing tech-
nologies and some new technologies.  For example, these small air
vehicles operate beneath the envelope of most USAF flight experi-
ence.  Therefore, DARPA’s MAV program includes research in the
field of low-Reynolds-number20 aerodynamics for fixed- and rotary-

______________ 
18James McMichael, “Micro Air Vehicles,” DARPA briefing at the Deputy Under
Secretary of Defense for Science and Technology (DUSD (S&T)) Seminar on Emerging
Technologies:  Micro Air Vehicles, Alexandria, Va., December 11, 1998, http://www.
dtic.mil/dusdst/docs/Dec98/microairvehicles.pdf, viewed September 25, 2000; and
Sam Wilson, “Micro Air Vehicles (MAV),” http://www.darpa.mil/tto/programs/mav.
html, last viewed September 7, 2000.

19Mark Hewish, “A Bird in the Hand:  Miniature and Micro Air Vehicles Challenge
Conventional Thinking,” Jane’s International Defence Review, November 1999,
pp. 22–28.

20The Reynolds number (Re) is a dimensionless parameter for characterizing the flow
over a vehicle moving through the air or water.  For our purposes, we focus on flows
over aircraft.  It is defined as Re = ρVL/μ, where ρ is the air density, V is the velocity of
the air flowing past the aircraft (essentially the flight speed), L is a characteristic length
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wing MAVs.  In addition, volume and weight limitations make pro-
pulsive efficiency a prime design consideration.  DARPA is studying
battery-powered, propeller-driven MAVs, as well as miniature jet and
rocket engines.  Miniaturized guidance systems, sensors, communi-
cations systems, aerodynamic control surfaces, and actuators are
also being developed and integrated.  Although MAVs’ small sizes
will contribute to covertness, maneuverability, and transportability,
design trades may drive production MAVs to be somewhat larger
than DARPA’s goal of 15 cm.

Deployment.  To employ MAVs as a means of finding hiders in
forests or in urban environments, the USAF must have a way of in-
serting these sensor platforms into the vicinity of the target to be
sensed and must have a datalink to the engagement controller.  Large
UAVs or manned aircraft flying above the surface-to-air threat could
facilitate both of these actions in many scenarios.  An individual MAV
or clusters of MAVs can be carried and dropped from these larger air
vehicles in a pod or missile, which would fly to the area of interest
and then slow to the MAV’s flight regime before releasing them.
Commands from the engagement controller and sensor data from
the MAV could then be relayed through the launch aircraft or UAV.  If
the insertion point is at long range, the MAV may be able to use a
satellite’s datalink, or the delivery missile could deploy a separate
datalink on a small UAV.

Designing for Obstacle Avoidance.  The operating requirements
associated with flight under forest canopies and in buildings will
drive the designs of MAVs intended for those purposes.  At this point,
battery-powered, shrouded rotary-wing designs appear best suited
for flight and imaging in these confined and complex environments.
Further, these MAVs’ guidance packages must include search
algorithms with obstacle-avoidance subroutines and the system’s
sensors will have the additional duty of detecting obstacles that must
be avoided.  Passive imaging sensors may be the MAV’s primary

______________________________________________________________ 
(e.g., the chord of the wing measured from the leading edge to the trailing edge), and μ
is the viscosity of the flowing fluid (e.g., air is less viscous than honey or motor oil).
Since ρ and μ are approximately the same for all aircraft at a given altitude, the MAV’s
uniquely low Reynolds numbers stem from their slow flight speeds and small physical
dimensions.  Assuming the maximum MAV dimension of 15 cm for L and a flight
speed of 6 mps, a MAV’s Re would be approximately 1/1,000 of a small private aircraft
and 1/10,000 of a large cargo aircraft or airliner.
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means for target detection/recognition and for fratricide/collateral-
damage prognosis, but small radar or bat-like ultrasonic echo-
locating sensors may be needed to provide target and obstacle
proximity data.  Alternatively, a single active sensor, such as a small
imaging laser radar, may accomplish both tasks.  The guidance
systems should be capable of either autonomous searches or
remote-controlled flight.  Automatic target recognition algorithms
will have the challenging task of recognizing targets, as well as
natural and man-made obstacles, in these complex environments.
For these reasons, these obstacle-avoidance MAV variants will
probably lag the simpler remotely piloted MAVs by many years.
However, Draper Laboratory is working on a hovering MAV called
the Kolibri, which is to include the obstacle-avoidance algorithms,
autonomous and datalinked remote-control systems, miniaturized
INS-GPS, and sensors.21  The Kolibri weighs 320 grams (0.7 lb), is
propelled by a miniature diesel engine, and promises an impressive
30 min of endurance.22  Figure A.4 illustrates two shrouded rotary-
wing MAVs flying and hovering beneath a forest canopy to image a
hiding TEL.

DARPA is also working on an extension to MAV capabilities in their
Controlled Biological and Biomimetic Systems program.  Studying
biological organisms to understand and exploit their means of loco-
motion, navigation, sensory fusion, and target recognition, this
program is developing insect-like sentinels that could be deployed to
gather information for the warfighter.23

Small UAVs

Filling the capability gap between MAE UAVs and MAVs, small USAF
UAVs will fly close to the enemy, as do MAVs, making them vulnera-

______________ 
21Neil Adams, “MAV Autonomous Operations,” Draper Laboratory briefing given at
the DUSD (S&T) Seminar on Emerging Technologies:  Micro Air Vehicles, Alexandria,
Va., December 11, 1998, http://www.dtic.mil/dusdst/docs/Dec98/microairvehicles.
pdf, last viewed September 25, 2000.

22Hunter Keeter, “DARPA Says MAV Acquisition Schedule Driven by Technology,”
Defense Daily, July 29, 1999.

23Alan Rudolph, “Controlled Biological and Biomimetic Systems,” http://www.
darpa.mil/dso/, last visited October 3, 2000.
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RAND MR1398-A.4

Figure A.4—Micro–Air Vehicles Flying Below the Forest Canopy to

Image a Hiding TEL

ble to attack by ground forces.  And they will have relatively short
ranges.  In the absence of friendly ground forces to launch them, they
will need to be inexpensive one-time-use vehicles and will have to be
delivered to the target vicinity by a manned aircraft, larger UAV, ar-
tillery round, or missile.  Even so, by flying at several tens or even
hundreds of kilometers per hour, these air vehicles may be able to
search tens to hundreds of square kilometers during a mission.
Flying at hundreds of meters above the ground, they will operate un-
der most cloud cover but will generally not be small enough to ma-
neuver under forest canopies.

These systems will need to be able to transmit both images and the
GPS coordinates of targets.  Their onboard cameras will have to be
small and lightweight, have low power consumption, yet be able
to produce image quality at National Imagery Interpretability Rating
Scale (NIIRS)24 levels 7, 8 or 9, depending upon the mission and ROE.

______________ 
24Image analysts use NIIRS scales (0 to 9) to quantitatively assess an image’s quality,
or interpretability, which is a function of many factors, including illumination, sharp-
ness, contrast, and picture size.  NIIRS scales exist for the visible spectrum, as well as
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A small UAV may calculate a target’s location using an onboard
active sensor’s ranging capabilities and extrapolating from the small
UAV’s GPS coordinates, or it may solve this geometry problem using
an IPB-supplied digital terrain map of the region, along with its own
GPS coordinates and an onboard passive imaging sensor’s look an-
gle.  Many small UAVs have been designed and flown, and a wealth
of experience is available from the model-airplane industry, sister
services, and others.25

The U.S. Army defines small UAVs as having a range of 20 to 25 km,
an endurance of 1 to 2 hr, a maximum wingspan of 4 ft, and a maxi-
mum weight of 25 lb.26  However, many small-UAV designs vary in
some aspects of this description.  AeroVironment’s Pointer D-2 is an
example of a very lightweight small UAV.  This 8-lb platform can op-
erate for 1.25 hr using a lithium battery, has a 9-ft wingspan, and can
carry LLL TV, forward-looking infrared, or chemical sensors.
However, lightweight airframes such as the Pointer D-2 are designed
to be hand-launched and are too fragile for captive carriage under
the wing of a combat aircraft.  Small-UAV designs can be strength-
ened and designed with pop-out wings to permit low-drag carriage
and deployment from larger air vehicles.

It is possible to design a completely new small UAV for USAF use;
however, it might be faster, cheaper, and lower risk to adapt existing
small air vehicles, such as DARPA’s Miniature Air-Launched Decoy
(MALD)27 or the USAF’s LOCAAS, both of which can be captive-

______________________________________________________________ 
for radar, infrared, and multispectral images.  On the visual scale, a NIIRS 1 image
would allow an analyst to distinguish between a runway and adjacent taxiways.  A
NIIRS 7 image would permit individual railroad ties under a railroad track to be recog-
nized.  A NIIRS 9 image would allow an analyst to differentiate cross-slot from single-
slot heads on aircraft panel fasteners.

The Federation of American Scientists has developed a tutorial on imagery intelli-
gence, including descriptions of the four NIIRS scales mentioned above:  “National
Imagery Interpretability Rating Scales,” http://www.fas.org/irp/imint/niirs/htm, vis-
ited September 1, 2000.

25“Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs),” http://www.writersg.com/milnet/pentagon/
uavs/uavtab.htm, last visited September 29, 2000.

26William Knarr, “A Family of UAVs—Providing Integrated, Responsive Support to the
Commander at Every Echelon,” http://huachuca-usaic.army.mil/mipb/html%
20Oct-Dec98/knarr/knarr.htm, viewed September 7, 2000.

27Robert Wall, “Testing Expands Interest in MALD,” Aviation Week & Space
Technology, November 15, 1999b, pp. 84–85.
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carried and deployed from larger air vehicles, and are designed to
cost approximately $30,000.  The MALD has a flight speed of Mach
0.9 and a range of over 550 km.28

The LOCAAS’ speed and range are lower than those of the MALD, but
it already has a capable imaging and ranging sensor integrated with
an ATR, and high speed may not be necessary or desired when col-
lecting imagery at fairly close range.  Therefore, we have chosen to
employ LOCAAS and variants of LOCAAS for our concepts of en-
gagement, extending this system’s search and strike capability to ac-
complish the dual roles of attack and surveillance.

Low-Cost Autonomous Attack System

The Low-Cost Autonomous Attack System, or LOCAAS, is a one-
time-use folding-wing air-launched miniature cruise missile that
can be deployed from aircraft, UAVs, missiles, or munitions canis-
ters.  As represented in Figure A.5, it has a 4-ft wingspan, weighs 85
lb, and is propelled by a miniature turbojet engine.29  LOCAAS
searches or cruises at 120 mps (Mach 0.35) for 30 min, giving it a
range of 185 km, a search area capability of 50 sq km, or some com-
bination of the two.  AFRL has developed LOCAAS to autonomously
search for, detect, recognize, and kill critical mobile targets such as
tanks, TELs, and mobile SAM launchers.  Using a laser radar (Ladar)
seeker, it sweeps the search area with an infrared-wavelength laser
beam, sensing the reflected light to detect, image, and range targets.

The Ladar produces imagery with sufficient resolution for ATR pro-
cessing.  The system’s ATR compares the Ladar image of the sus-
pected target to its target database in an attempt to recognize the
vehicle.  This capability includes some target-variation robustness,
including turret and gun articulation.  However, clouds and precipi-
tation rapidly attenuate IR wavelengths.  Although its search altitude
of 225 m AGL will usually keep LOCAAS flying beneath the cloud

______________ 
28“Miniature Air-Launched Decoy (MALD),” http://www.darpa.mil/tto/Programs/
mald.html, last visited September 29, 2000.

29James Moore, “Powered Low Cost Autonomous Attack System,” Air Force Research
Laboratory Public Release briefing, March 24, 1999; and Raymond Lopez, “USAF
Chooses LOCAAS Power,” Flight International, December 15, 1999, p. 18.
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Figure A.5—Powered LOCAAS in Its Flight Configuration and Folded

for Captive Carriage

layers, LOCAAS will likely have difficulty imaging targets while flying
through precipitation or fog.

LOCAAS Operation.  When LOCAAS detects and recognizes an object
as a valid target, it enters an engagement mode.  In this mode, it flies
a glideslope from its 225-m search altitude to a point directly over the
target.  As it passes over the target, it fires a self-forging warhead in
one of three modes.  For hard targets, it fires in the “stretching rod”
mode, which is optimized to penetrate a tank’s turret.  If the weapon
is fired from a greater height above the tank, the warhead forms an
“aerostable slug,” which is designed to maintain its integrity for these
longer ranges and still penetrate the armored turret.  If the target is
softer, such as a TEL, the warhead will fire a directed fragmentation-
blast pattern.
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This multi-mode device not only provides a robust killing capability
but also greatly limits the potential for collateral damage by restrict-
ing the strike to the target—a stark contrast from the potential effects
of most gravity bombs and cluster munitions.

LOCAAS Plus:  Adding a Datalink.  A LOCAAS-like weapon would of-
fer a strong addition to the USAF’s capability to defeat critical mobile
targets.  However, a modest design enhancement on some of the
LOCAAS weapons may provide much more robust capabilities and
flexibility against elusive targets than are now planned.  Specifically,
we recommend adding a two-way datalink from the LOCAAS to the
strike aircraft and airborne command element, and adding a LLL
visual-spectrum motion-picture camera, slaved to the LOCAAS
Ladar’s field of view.  Rather than eliminating the system’s au-
tonomous capability, these modifications would complement it by
providing for optional remote interaction.  The datalink would
transmit visual imagery to an engagement controller and remote-
control commands to the LOCAAS, enabling many new concepts of
operation with this hybrid small UAV–cruise missile.

For example, when a LOCAAS has detected and recognized a target
and is closing in for the kill, the engagement controller can view the
imagery to determine whether to proceed with the attack or termi-
nate it.  Unlike a terminal-phase no-go decision for an AGM-130, the
LOCAAS would not be lost.  It would simply revert to its search pat-
tern, go around for another pass, or respond to other commands
from the engagement controller.  The datalink could also provide a
variety of other capabilities.  When the appropriate search pattern is
not clear, one or a few LOCAAS could be remotely piloted to hunt for
a target and then could be returned to autonomous operation for the
final strike sequence against the designated target.  Similarly, a re-
mote operator could observe the imagery during a standard au-
tonomous search pattern, but alter the search pattern if she notices
suspicious activity, such as a distinct vehicle trail, dust cloud, target
being covered by netting, or a new target of opportunity.  If one
LOCAAS has just fired at the desired target with unknown results or if
the engagement controller has confirmation of a camouflaged target
at a specific GPS coordinate, she could direct one or several LOCAAS
to abandon their searches, fly directly to the target, and either re-
acquire and strike, or simply strike the target’s GPS coordinates using
a specified warhead mode.  In this case, as each LOCAAS approaches
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the target area, its imagery could permit BDA of preceding LOCAAS
strikes.

The flexibility provided by this range of operating modes would make
the LOCAAS much more robust against a variety of targets.  It would
also add significantly to the enemy’s challenge of countering the
system, since its operation would be much less predictable and since
options for counter-counter measures would be more plentiful.
Further, this capability could free the LOCAAS to be used with su-
pervision in situations that ROE would otherwise make off-limits.  An
example of this added engagement freedom might be striking a tank
in a convoy for which intermingling of civilians had not otherwise
been ruled out.  Similarly, the visual-band sensor would provide suf-
ficient resolution to allow the engagement controller to recognize
personnel and thereby gain confidence that groups of individuals are
enemy soldiers, rather than friendly soldiers, human shields, or oth-
erwise intermingled civilians.  One uncertainty that may limit such
movement to a man-in-the-loop LOCAAS is cost, which could be
driven up substantially by putting a stabilized TV or IR sensor on
LOCAAS.  If so, then perhaps only a small percentage of LOCAAS
would have that feature for situations where it was essential.

Another alternative would be to produce a reconnaissance version of
LOCAAS whose sole purpose would be ISR and BDA.  By replacing
the warhead with additional fuel, this configuration would form a
small, expendable UAV, which could have hours of on-station en-
durance.  This system could provide continuous imagery surveillance
under cloud cover and/or at night to help fill the gap between en-
durance UAVs and ground sensors.  It could also be used to search
for targets, provide target images with GPS coordinates, and then
provide BDA imagery immediately after conventional LOCAAS
or other weapons have attacked the target.30  In addition, if the
LOCAAS’ datalink transmissions are not sufficiently powerful to
reach the launch platform, an appropriate communications satellite,
or the Airborne Command Element, it may be necessary to use this
ISR LOCAAS or another LOCAAS to relay the data.

______________ 
30Wall and Fulghum (2000, p. 78) recommend a similar design modification, replacing
the warhead with a camera.
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ADVANCED RADAR

Radar is an active sensor methodology that can exploit many por-
tions of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum.  Most radar systems are
designed to use portions of the EM spectrum from UHF through Ka
band (300–40,000 MHz).  Some systems—including LOCAAS’ higher-
frequency IR-band Ladar and the lower-frequency VHF Foliage-
Penetrating (FoPen) radar system (described below)—operate out-
side this range to exploit the unusual attributes of higher or lower
frequencies. Because most weather is transparent to the commonly
used frequencies and because radar provides its own illumination,
radars can be designed to be effective in nearly all weather condi-
tions and at night.

In principle, a radar is a device that actively illuminates objects with
EM radiation and measures the frequency, amplitude, and timing of
the reflected radiation to determine the ranges and attributes of ob-
jects.  By also recording the precise angle from the radar to the ob-
jects, the radar can be used to determine the relative positions of the
objects.  As with other active sensors, radars require power for gener-
ating their illuminating pulses, and these pulses can reveal their own
presence and location.  Very high-payoff capabilities for reconnais-
sance and surveillance radar systems include moving-target indica-
tor (MTI) and synthetic aperture radar (SAR), and in some cases,
FoPen radar.

Moving-Target Indicator Radar

Moving-target indicator radar systems can be designed to detect and
track moving airborne (AMTI) or ground (GMTI) targets.  The fun-
damental difference between these two systems’ functions is the
speed of the targets.  As a radar pulse reflects off of a moving target,
its frequency shifts slightly, by a magnitude related to the velocity of
the target.  MTI systems use this Doppler shift in frequency to distin-
guish moving objects from their stationary surroundings.  Emerging
GMTI radar capabilities should provide waveforms that can permit
some degree of classification of detected targets.  Assuming that the
desired targets are vehicles with distinct characteristics, this classifi-
cation process may be able to filter out the vast majority of civilian
traffic from consideration.  The GMTI system can then cue a SAR to
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image the remaining targets in order to continue the filtering and
recognition process.

Synthetic Aperture Radar

Synthetic aperture radar exploits its own platform’s forward motion
to permit the radar’s antenna to collect reflected radiation over a
predetermined distance along the platform’s flight path, as if it had
an antenna that was as long as that distance.  The data collected by
this large virtual, or synthetic, aperture is then processed to create an
image of the area or objects being illuminated.  A SAR can be used to
create a digital terrain map of a region, survey a large area, or, in a
“spotlight” mode, to scrutinize an area with higher resolution by
employing a larger synthetic aperture.

Digital terrain maps are useful for IPB development, mission plan-
ning, precision targeting, placing ground sensors and interpreting
their results, and providing a baseline for change-detection pro-
cesses.  A SAR variation called interferometric SAR (IFSAR) signifi-
cantly improves terrain height measurements.  A single-pass IFSAR
employs two antennas in proximity but offset slightly on the cross-
track plane (perpendicular to the direction to the target), resulting in
very slight differences in distance from the target to each antenna.
By comparing the phase differences of the signals received by each
antenna and resolving the associated geometry, terrain heights can
be measured with a precision approaching the wavelength of mi-
crowaves.31

SAR imaging complements GMTI by providing a higher-resolution
image of the area of interest, but it can only image stationary targets.
A variation, called inverse SAR (ISAR), exploits a target’s motion to
image it.  ISAR is a set of techniques for forming a SAR image of a
moving target, in which the motions of both the radar and the vehi-
cle are compensated to cohere the synthetic aperture.  The relative
motion (not just the sensor platform motion) is employed to sweep
out the aperture.  To cohere is to adjust the target-to-radar phase
relationships from pulse to pulse along the synthetic array to match

______________ 
31George Stimson, Introduction to Airborne Radar, 2nd ed., Mendham, N.J.:  SciTech
Publishing, 1998, pp. 515–518.
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those that prevail along the usual kind of static phased array.  As with
a static phased array, the deviations cannot exceed a fraction of a
wavelength without degrading the resolution and blurring the image.
At X-band, this would require compensating for platform and target
motion down to less than a centimeter.  On the platform, modern in-
ertial navigation systems are adequate, even if imaging is done at 0.3-
m resolution (requiring about 14 sec for a satellite to traverse a 100-
km aperture at 2,000-km range).

Target-motion compensation is more problematic.  Conceptually, a
vehicle is tracked in an attempt to develop a rough motion estimate,
then an image is formed at low resolution (where there is likely to be
less smearing) to localize one or more large scattering centers.  Next,
a simple parametric model of the vehicle dynamics may be devel-
oped to try to solve for the model’s free parameters by adjusting the
phase corrections until the strong scattering centers are well re-
solved.  Objective measures of goodness for the image can be de-
fined, and these may be used to automate this “autofocus” opera-
tion.  More-sophisticated versions of this conceptual scheme exist, of
course, but they share a fundamental inability to fully compensate
for random motions from pulse to pulse.  Substantial image degra-
dation should be expected on unpaved rural roads, such as those
that mobile missiles might use in rural China.

So far, we have discussed the ISAR case, in which the radar platform
supplies the motion used to sweep out the synthetic aperture.  If the
target moves along a curved portion of roadway, such that the target
aspect changes rapidly by several degrees, then the synthetic aper-
ture can be formed much more rapidly.  This may help with the
problem of road roughness, since it is more likely a short stretch of
smooth road can be found than a long stretch.  For example, if the
several-degree turn takes 2 sec at 40 knots, only 40 m of smooth road
is required.

The Joint STARS program has looked extensively at this question and
has used maps of road networks to identify appropriately curved
portions of roads where ISAR could be performed more effectively.
Presumably, if IPB data were to be collected over an extended pe-
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riod,32 ISAR techniques could be tested on vehicles traversing these
stretches to determine which were sufficiently smooth to produce
good images.  Then, if targets are tracked for long intervals during a
conflict, eventually they will pass over these smooth stretches or stop
somewhere and can be imaged at high resolution with ISAR or SAR.33

Foliage-Penetrating Radar and the Change-Detection Process

In many parts of the world, foliage is one of the most abundant and
most effective concealment resources available to military forces.
Forests (both tropical and temperate) allowed U.S. adversaries in
Vietnam and Kosovo to conduct substantive military combat and re-
supply operations, despite extraordinary efforts to stop them.  One
potential solution to the problem of finding forces hiding under for-
est canopies is to have sensors that can peer through these canopies
to detect and distinguish military targets.  Although foliage is fairly
transparent to some sensors, physics presents a number of chal-
lenges to practical implementation.

For example, campers in a thick forest would not expect direct sun-
light in their camp, but they would expect their radios to work, as-
suming that the campsite was within range of a transmitter:  AM and
FM radio transmissions, which lie in the UHF, VHF, and lower-
frequency bands of the EM spectrum, penetrate foliage with rela-
tively little attenuation,34 as Figure A.6 indicates.  It is possible to
design radar systems to sense these relatively long wavelengths
through forest canopies.  As an added benefit, these wavelengths also
defeat most camouflage netting, including netting designed to
counter the more common, higher-frequency radar transmissions.
Using 1- to 10-meter-long EM waves of the very high-frequency
(VHF) band, foliage penetration is good and the antenna sizes are

______________ 
32Ideally, this IPB would be done during peacetime.  Standoff airborne platforms
could do some IPB.  However, for really large denied areas, such as interior China, a
space-based system would be needed.

33We are indebted to RAND colleague Joel Kvitky for providing this technical discus-
sion of ISAR.

34VHF = 30–300 MHz; UHF = 300–3,000 MHz; AM radio = 0.55–1.72 MHz;  FM radio =
88–108 MHz; television = 45–890 MHz.
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manageable aboard aircraft.  However, the resolution possible from
VHF radar is typically no better than a few meters.  In contrast,
excellent sensor resolution is available by using very short
wavelengths, such as the visual (electro-optical [EO]) or infrared (IR)
bands of the EM spectrum.  However, these wavelengths are almost
completely absorbed or reflected by foliage.  The ultra-high-
frequency (UHF) band provides some foliage penetration while
offering somewhat better resolution than VHF frequencies.

Developing FoPen Technologies.  Technologies for detecting large
vehicles under forest canopies are the goal of a program the AFRL
Sensors Directorate is teamed on with the Army, DARPA, and
Lockheed-Martin, entitled “FoPen SAR for Global Hawk.”  Such
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technologies would have a probability of detection of at least 80 per-
cent and a maximum false-alarm rate of 0.1 per square kilometer.35

In the program, a VHF FoPen SAR (25–88 MHz) is used to detect large
objects under trees.  Unfortunately, the VHF SAR’s coarse, 2–3-m,
resolution makes it impossible to recognize targets from these
radars’ returns; even classification is limited to the general character-
istics of large man-made metallic objects.  The VHF FoPen detections
will likely also include many false alarms, since other man-made ob-
jects, some configurations of clustered trees, and a variety of terrain
features can produce target-like radar returns.  Therefore, these VHF-
detected potential targets act as cues for a wider-band UHF SAR
(150–572 MHz), which filters out many false alarms by conducting
localized searches in the immediate vicinity of the cues.  The UHF
SAR will have poorer foliage-penetration capabilities than the VHF
SAR; however, it should be adequate for localized searches, and the
UHF’s sub-meter resolution should permit the discrimination of in-
dividual trees, as well as the scattering centers that are typical of
man-made objects.  This system will transmit UHF SAR images of the
35 × 35 meter areas around suspected targets to an engagement con-
troller and his support team for further filtering and tasking of
higher-resolution sensors.

AFRL’s employment concept includes substituting Global Hawk’s
planned X-band (8,000–12,500 MHz) SAR with FoPen VHF and UHF
SARs.  Their current design is already 85-percent form-fit-function–
compatible with the Global Hawk.36  This Global Hawk–based VHF
SAR will be able to search up to 1,400 sq km/hr.  Unlike some large-
area surveillance systems, such as Joint STARS, that can function ef-
fectively at single-digit look-down angles, FoPen systems must
maintain much greater look-down angles—30 to 60 degrees is the
ideal range—to avoid excessive interference by obstructions such as

______________ 
35Personal interviews with Ms. Laurie Fenstermacher, Mr. Ed Hamilton, Mr. Zdzislaw
Lewantowicz, Mr. Dennis Mukai, Mr. Steve Sawtelle, Lt Col Steve Suddarth, Mr.
Vincent Velten, and Mr. Edmund Zelnio at AFRL/SN, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio,
February 29, 2000.

36Since a FoPen’s long VHF wavelengths would be susceptible to refraction by the
ionosphere if the FoPen SARs were space-based, FoPen systems will be limited to air-
borne platforms until this technical challenge can be overcome.  Personal interview,
Mr. Dennis Mukai, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, July 5, 2000.
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tree trunks.  Therefore, airborne FoPen platforms will not be able to
stand off as far as Joint STARS does.

Change Detection.  Following Operation Allied Force, the Chief of
Staff of the Air Force asked AFRL to identify a near-term solution to
the problem of finding critical mobile targets hiding under forest
canopies.  In response, the Information, Munitions, and Sensors
Directorates are working together on a program entitled “Tanks
Under Trees” (TUT).  TUT exploits the capabilities of the VHF and
UHF FoPen systems described above in a process called change de-
tection.  At its current state of maturity, the VHF FoPen system may
generate many more false alarms than the number of actual targets.
Therefore, rather than attempting to determine the nature of every
detection, the change-detection process requires the VHF SAR sys-
tem to map the same areas periodically, and essentially subtracts a
previous digital map from the most recent map to reveal changes in
the returns from these large objects, using the rationale that vehicles
that have moved from one location to another may have caused the
detected changes.

Assuming that the change-detection process eliminates the majority
of the VHF SAR’s false alarms, the remaining detections serve as cues
for the UHF SAR.  In addition, the detected changes will cue searches
of other relevant sensor databases.  For example, a variety of ISR sys-
tems may have historical databases that could be reviewed to look
for clues about targets moving into or out of a location where a
change has been detected.  If an engagement controller determines
that a change was probably caused by enemy activity, he could task
various sensors to take a closer look.  For example, UAVs, manned
aircraft, or a satellite could image the target from various aspect an-
gles.  The controller might also task airborne or space-based GMTI
systems to monitor the vicinity for further indications of vehicles en-
tering or leaving their hides.

While TUT’s FoPen-based change-detection system will not provide
instantaneous detection and recognition, it appears to offer the
greatest near-term potential for detecting large military vehicles
hiding in forests and is a good complement to GMTI capabilities.
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HYPERSPECTRAL IMAGING

Offering strong and complementary capabilities to other current and
planned sensor systems, hyperspectral imaging (HSI) sensors pro-
duce images that normally include information from the visible as
well as the infrared spectrum, and they provide a spectral characteri-
zation of the electromagnetic radiation incident on each of the sen-
sor’s pixels.  Like other imaging systems that operate at these short
wavelengths, HSI systems detect EM radiation that is reflected or
emitted primarily from the surfaces of objects.37  Each surface mate-
rial has a unique spectral signature.  Given sufficient spatial and
spectral resolution, HSI systems can often reveal man-made
objects—even those that would be overlooked by an image analyst
scanning a high-resolution photograph.  HSI data can be used se-
quentially, first to detect and analyze suspicious (non-natural) spec-
tral fingerprints and then to provide images of the suspected target
and its surroundings to an engagement controller.

The visible and infrared portions of the EM spectrum are conven-
tionally divided into the visible (0.38–0.76 micrometers [μm]), very
near infrared (VNIR:  0.76–1.0 μm), near infrared (NIR:  1–3 μm),
middle infrared (MIR:  3–8 μm), longwave infrared (LWIR:  8–14 μm),
and far infrared (FIR:  14–50 μm) bands.  Hyperspectral imaging sen-
sors can be designed to use any of these wavelengths, and many ex-
ploit segments of the visible, VNIR, NIR, MIR and LWIR bands,38

dividing them into much smaller segments to obtain spectral resolu-
tion on the order of 10 nanometers (nm).39  Most current HSI designs
use tens to hundreds of small spectral bands.40  This detailed spectral
analysis of each image essentially multiplies the quantity of sensor
data relative to a comparable photograph, and the supporting

______________ 
37Dr. David Lewis points out that the next step in this lineage of sensing is ultraspec-
tral imaging, which will have sufficient resolution to detect emissions or absorption
from the atmosphere.  Clearly, this improvement goes beyond sensing emissions from
the surfaces of objects.  Personal communiqué with Dr. David Lewis, AFRL Space
Vehicles Directorate, Albuquerque, N.M., October 24, 2000.

38Nicholas M. Short et al., “The Remote Sensing Tutorial,” last updated June 2000,
http://rst.gsfc.nasa.gov/pdf/Sect13.pdf, pp. 62–65, viewed August 31, 2000.

39One meter = 103 mm = 106 μm = 109 nm.

40Similar devices that employ a few, much broader, frequency bands are called
multispectral imagers.
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datalink bandwidth and/or processing power requirements scale
proportionately.

Advantages of HSI Systems

Examining the spectral content within a given pixel, the HSI system
can detect distinctive spectral fingerprints that reveal specific ob-
jects, including camouflage nets and paint, and metal surfaces.  In
fact, a target that subtends a small fraction of a pixel can still be de-
tected, given sufficient SNR and spectral contrast.  In addition, be-
cause HSI analysis algorithms sense spectral signatures rather than
vehicle silhouettes or major features—as do most other imaging-
system ATR algorithms—partially obscured targets can be detected
and, under some conditions, distinctive spectral content in light
scattered by a forest canopy can reveal the presence of targets
beneath the canopy.

Another advantage of HSI ATR processing is that it requires
databases of one-dimensional spectral signatures, rather than the
two- or three-dimensional database elements used by some other
image ATR systems. This advantage would tend to offset the added
demands of having to examine every pixel.  Further, while the visual
and shorter-wavelength IR bands’ signatures are greatly reduced at
night, the MIR and LWIR bands remain effective.41  However, both
visible and IR bands are absorbed and/or scattered by clouds and
precipitation.

Components of HSI Systems

HSI sensor systems consist primarily of optics, a spectral dispersing
device (similar to a sophisticated prism to divide the light across the
spectrum), a sensing component, recording and transmitting de-
vices, a power supply, a processor, and processing algorithms.
Because the wavelengths are shorter than those of most radar sys-
tems, the aperture (optical lens) can be as small as a few inches for
a low-flying UAV.  Therefore, these sensor systems can fit on a

______________ 
41Personal interview with Mr. Mike Eismann at AFRL/SN, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio, February 29, 2000.
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LOCAAS-size UAV.  Most space-based HSI systems would have pro-
portionately larger lenses to retain resolution and SNR from orbital
ranges.  The high speed at which their sensing elements can be
charged and discharged to capture sequential images make charge-
coupled devices the sensing instruments of choice for most HSI sys-
tems.  A charge-coupled device, which is also the sensing instrument
in a digital camera, is an array of very small semi-conducting chips
that are charged by incident radiation.  Because HSI systems are
passive collectors, their power requirements are relatively low.

Operational Use

Operationally, HSI systems could be used independently to search
for targets along LOCs, or they could be cued by wide-area surveil-
lance systems to investigate suspected hiding areas.  For example,
when a FoPen radar detects a change in an area that IPB indicates is
a likely target operating area, the engagement controller could cue an
HSI system on a UAV or satellite to investigate the potential target.

SPACE-BASED SURVEILLANCE

Orbiting satellites are practical platforms for many types of sensors.
Space-based sensors can remain in orbit for years, are difficult to
attack, do not put U.S. warfighters in harm’s way, and do not require
extensive logistics support in the combat theater.  Moreover, their
altitude allows them to overfly any country without entering
sovereign airspace.  This altitude, combined with their velocity, re-
sults in greater and dynamic diversity of perspective and mitigates
some of the masking problems caused by terrain, trees, or buildings.
These attributes offer the potential for conducting detailed digital
mapping and photography for observing military training, prepara-
tions, massing, or other operations.

Most of the sensor phenomenologies that are effectively employed
by airborne sensors are also useful from space.  Infrared and electro-
optical systems, including hyperspectral imagers, SIGINT sensors,
and a variety of radar systems can all provide valuable data.  With the
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exception of HSI,42 the United States currently employs these phe-
nomenologies from space, but improved coverage is needed.

SBIRS Satellites

The Defense Support Program uses IR sensors in geosynchronous
orbit to detect and track missile launches and recognize missile
types.  Analyzing a missile’s trajectory reveals the approximate
launch location and destination.  This constellation is scheduled to
be replaced by the Space Based Infrared System (SBIRS),43 which will
provide similar, but enhanced, capabilities, including battlespace
characterization and tactical intelligence.  SBIRS will consist of four
satellites in geosynchronous orbit, two in highly elliptical orbits,
several in low earth orbits, and an integrated network of ground
stations.

Satellite Radar Systems

If they prove feasible, advanced space-based radar systems could
contribute immensely to the Air Force’s warfighting capabilities.  The
deployed constellations might include AMTI, GMTI, and SAR (con-
ventional SAR, ISAR, and IFSAR) capabilities, as described above.

Satellite constellation design factors include required coverage rates,
orbital altitudes and periods, solar radiation exposure, satel-
lite/sensor power requirements, and acquisition/launch costs.  One
less-obvious factor relates to the fields of regard of SAR and MTI
radar systems.  The background clutter directly below a satellite re-
duces the signal-to-interference ratio to unusable levels for MTI sys-
tems.  Therefore, spaceborne MTI radars are designed with a toroidal
(donut-shaped) field of regard, which excludes the region directly
below the radar.  Similarly, a SAR’s ground range resolution is in-

______________ 
42In July 2000, the Air Force Research Laboratory launched MightySat II.1 with an ex-
perimental HSI sensor and high-efficiency recognition algorithms onboard.  In addi-
tion, MightySat II.2 is planned to fly an ultraspectral imaging system sometime in
2002.  AFRL provides a summary of the MightySat II program at “MightySat II Satel-
lites,” http://www.vs.afrl.af.mil/factsheets/msat2.html, last visited October 6, 2000.

43SBIRS Program Office, “Space-Based Infrared System Brochure, Space and Missile
Systems Center,” 185 Discover Blvd., Suite 2512, El Segundo, Calif. 90245, http://
www.losangeles.af.mil/SMC/MT/sbirsarc.htm, last visited September 6, 2000.
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versely proportional to the cosine of the radar beam’s depression
angle, creating a region of very poor resolution near the nadir, the
line on the Earth’s surface directly below the radar’s flight path.  As
well, the azimuthal resolution in the forward and rear directions
relative to the aircraft’s flight path is degraded as a result of the di-
minished projection of the synthetic aperture baseline in those di-
rections.  Consequently, the SAR’s field of regard is in the shape of a
pair of unfolded butterfly’s wings.

Despite these complicating geometric considerations, satellite con-
stellations can be configured to provide any level of coverage desired,
from intermittent through redundant coverage, which reduces the
coverage problem to one of cost.  While it might seem that near-
continuous coverage would result in only a slight operational
compromise as compared with complete coverage, actual coverage
gaps are effectively extended by the time required to reacquire a
target’s track.  In the near term, it is unlikely that a robust system can
be developed to rapidly and reliably reacquire target tracks lost
during gaps in GMTI coverage.  Thus, continuous GMTI coverage
and complementary ISAR coverage are desirable, facilitating smooth
handoffs of target tracks from one satellite to the next and imaging
suspected targets rapidly, especially in an environment with heavy
civilian traffic, significant obscuration, or complex terrain.

We should note, however, that the cost of a GMTI constellation suffi-
ciently large to provide near-continuous coverage of China could be
huge:  over $40 billion by a recent RAND study’s estimates.  That
study concludes that high-altitude stealthy UAVs carrying GMTI
radars could actually be survivable against advanced SAMs, but
would be highly vulnerable to attacks from fighter aircraft.  If some
means were found to protect UAVs from fighter attack, they might
offer a cost-effective alternative, or complement, to space-based
GMTI.44

The USAF is developing advanced space-based radar technologies.
The Discover II program was a USAF, DARPA, and National Re-
connaissance Office program to develop and demonstrate affordable
space-based radar, including GMTI and SAR-ISAR capabilities.  As

______________ 
44Glenn Buchan et al., “Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) Force Mix
Study:  Summary Briefing,” Santa Monica, Calif.:  RAND.
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this report was being written, concerns over the maturity of the tech-
nology and questions about which service should steward the DoD’s
future large-constellation space-based radar system caused Congress
to eliminate funding for this program.45  However, applicable tech-
nology programs continue in government laboratories and industry.

HYPERSONIC MISSILES FOR RAPID RESPONSE STRIKES

Today’s cruise missiles can be launched from ground-, sea-, or air-
based platforms.  Most existing cruise missiles fly at subsonic speeds.
The Russian Sunburn and French ASMP are examples of ramjet-
powered supersonic cruise missiles.  In the 1960s and early 1970s, the
USAF inventories included ramjet-powered Mach 3+ BOMARC sur-
face-to-air missiles.  In the 1980s, the USAF successfully flight-tested
the prototype Mach 4+ Advanced Strategic Air-Launched Missile
(ASALM).

Hypersonic flight is usually defined as atmospheric flight at speeds
above Mach 5.  To date, the world’s experience with manned hyper-
sonic flight is limited to brief flights of rocket-powered test vehicles,
such as the X-15 and X-24, and transitory flight of space launch vehi-
cles ascending through, or spacecraft reentering through, the upper
atmosphere.  However, several nations are developing technologies
to permit sustained hypersonic flight.  The United States, Russia, and
France have the most mature technology bases.

Technology Challenge:  Air-Breathing Propulsion and Fuel
Systems

The integrated air-breathing propulsion and fuel system poses the
primary technology challenge for sustained hypersonic flight.  Air-
breathing engines, rather than rockets, will be used for sustained
(cruising) atmospheric flight, owing to their greater fuel efficiency.
By definition, rockets carry their fuel oxidizer onboard; air-breathing
engines use the atmosphere as their oxidizer source.  As a result,
rockets are a good choice when the flight vehicle’s design require-
ment is for short duration but very high thrust-to-weight-ratio

______________ 
45“Space Radar on Death Row, Appeal Pending,” Defense Week, June 19, 2000, p. 1.
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propulsion; air-breathers are appropriate for efficient, sustained ac-
celeration, and/or cruising flight.

The USAF, U.S. Navy, DARPA, and NASA46 are working with industry
to advance the technology base for supersonic combustion ramjet
(scramjet) engines.

Ramjets and scramjets differ from the more common turbojet and
turbofan air-breathing engines found in current U.S. civilian and
military aircraft and missiles in the way they compress air prior to
combustion.  Turbojets and turbofans use rotating turbomachinery
components called fans and compressors to compress air, and use
similar rotating components called turbines to drive the fans and
compressors.  In contrast, ramjets and scramjets use the ram effect
created by their high speed to compress the air needed by their com-
bustor, precluding the need for expensive rotating turbomachinery.
However, this compression process also limits ramjets and scramjets
to efficient operation at supersonic and hypersonic speeds, respec-
tively.  Therefore, these systems must be boosted to their operating
speeds by rockets or by combining these high-speed cycles with a
low-speed cycle to form a rocket-based combined cycle or a turbo-
ramjet or turboscramjet combined cycle.

A scramjet is similar to a ramjet in concept, except that the ramjet
engine slows the inlet air to subsonic speeds in preparation for the
combustion process.  Scramjets slow the inlet air from its initial hy-
personic speed to supersonic speeds prior to entering the engine’s
combustor, which is why the class of engines is called “supersonic
combustion ramjet.”  Keeping the flow through the combustor su-

______________ 
46NASA is conducting an independent, yet complementary, hypersonic technology
development and flight demonstration program focused on hydrogen-fueled vehicles.
NASA is scheduled to fly three X-43, Hyper-X, test vehicles at Mach 7 and 10, within
the next two years.  (The first of these test flights failed in 2001 when the boost vehicle
went out of control.)  The X-43 is a 12-ft, one-time-use flight-test vehicle with a
hydrogen-fueled scramjet engine.  Because this scramjet is not thermally protected, it
will operate for only a few seconds during its flight.  However, during that time, the
United States should learn valuable lessons regarding hypersonic aerodynamics, flight
control, propulsion, and flight testing.  A combined Langley Research Center–Dryden
Research Center team manages the Hyper-X program.  Langley is responsible for hy-
personic technology development, and Dryden is responsible for the program’s flight
testing.  MicroCraft Inc. is the X-43 prime contractor.  NASA has offered to integrate
the USAF Hypersonic Technology (HyTech) engine on its Hyper-X vehicle as the
follow-on X-43 test program.
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personic prevents the engine from melting and the generally un-
desirable high-temperature effects known as disassociation and ion-
ization are retarded.  However, leaving the flow above the speed of
sound during its entire transit time through the engine limits the
time available to slow the air, mix the air and fuel, burn the mixture,
and reaccelerate the combustion products, to around 1 millisecond.
Because the engine’s efficiency is heavily dependent upon the vehi-
cle’s ability to minimize shock-wave losses, hypersonic vehicle de-
signs are carefully integrated and typically use the airframe’s fore-
body to form the engine inlet and the aftbody to form the expansion
ramp for the engine’s propulsive nozzle.

The Air Force Research Laboratory’s Hypersonic Technology
(HyTech) program is developing a missile-sized scramjet engine,
which has growth potential for larger, reusable, and/or manned ve-
hicle applications.  This engine is designed to accelerate from Mach
4+ to any Mach number up to Mach 8, and then cruise for several
minutes.  It burns standard jet propellant (JP) fuels.  However, before
it is injected into the combustion chamber, the scramjet’s fuel flows
through the engine walls’ catalyst-lined cooling passages, thereby
cooling the engine and breaking down the fuel into hydrogen and
simple hydrocarbons, such as methane, ethane, propane, and ethy-
lene.  These heated, simpler constituents will burn much more read-
ily than will the complex hydrocarbon molecules in JP fuels.  A fuel-
cooled engine structure may seem too expensive for an expendable
missile; in fact, it should cost less than the turbine engines used in
subsonic cruise missiles.  DARPA estimates that the scramjet engine
will also cost significantly less than the simple solid rockets that
would boost a cruise missile to scramjet-takeover speeds.

The U.S. Navy, through its relationship with Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity’s Applied Physics Laboratory, is developing another missile-
sized, JP-fueled engine called the Dual-Combustor Ramjet.  This
engine employs a fuel-rich ramjet combustor flowing one-third of
the engine’s total inlet air as a pilot for the scramjet combustor.
Since neither the pilot nor the scramjet combustor is actively cooled,
the engine has a maximum Mach number limit of 6.5.47

______________ 
47For further background on the physics and engineering issues related to hypersonic
flight and propulsion, see William Heiser and David Pratt, Hypersonic Airbreathing
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Other Technology Challenges

The other key technology challenges for hypersonic cruise missiles
include flight-testing an integrated air-breathing hypersonic vehicle
and possibly improving high-temperature materials.

Thermal Protection.  The temperatures and thermal loads at these
flight speeds far exceed those experienced by current U.S. aircraft
and cruise missile airframes.  However, they are not as high over the
entire vehicle as one might think.  The stagnation temperature of a
flow increases as the square of the Mach number, with some relief
due to vibrational modes, dissociation, and ionization of the atmo-
sphere’s molecules at high Mach numbers.  However, if the flow is
not stagnated or slowed to subsonic speeds near the vehicle, the air’s
temperature will not rise to the stagnation temperature and will not
create the extreme heat loads on that portion of the vehicle.48  The
hottest regions on air-breathing Mach 8 flight vehicles will be un-
cooled portions of the engine combustor and nozzle, which could
reach 5,500°F; the inlet duct, at up to 4,000°F; and any unswept lead-
ing edges, which could reach 3,500°F.  Most other components
remain well below 2,000°F.49  By way of reference, the temperature
of the air and high-stress turbomachinery just upstream of the com-
bustor in a modern high-performance fighter engine is also between
1,000 and 2,000°F, and the combustor and downstream components
must be actively cooled and/or thermally isolated to keep these
components well below the temperature of the combustion prod-
ucts.  Similarly, cooling the hypersonic missile’s hottest components
will require active cooling techniques (cooling fluid flowing through
heat exchangers or a similar approach), ablatives, or high-tempera-
ture structures.

The U.S. space program has accumulated extensive experience with
thermally protecting structures:  regeneratively cooling rocket noz-

______________________________________________________________ 
Propulsion, AIAA Education Series, Washington, D.C.:  American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., 1994.

48Viscous flows will, of course, comply with the no-slip condition where the boundary
layer meets the air vehicle’s skin.  However, if the flow is at high speed just outside the
boundary layer, the static temperature in the boundary layer will be well below the
stagnation temperature and the heat loads on the vehicle will be much lower than
near stagnation regions.

49Johns Hopkins APL Technical Digest, Vol. 14, No. 1, 1993, p. 25.
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zles and adding a layer of ablative tiles to protect vehicle skins.  The
active-cooling techniques and thermal-barrier coatings used in con-
ventional jet engines, along with a variety of other cooled or ther-
mally protected devices, add to this experience base.  Therefore,
advances in materials technologies are not required to produce an
affordable, expendable, unmanned hypersonic missile, although
they could enhance the design and further reduce the cost.

Apart from the main airframe and engine structural components,
one potential application for advanced materials is high-temperature
apertures for sensors.  For example, today an EO sensor on a Mach 8
vehicle would probably require a sapphire window, whose cost may
now be acceptable for an expendable cruise missile application.  The
dual-use applicability of sapphire for high-temperature windows, as
well as for bar-code scanner apertures, fiber-optics, and transducers,
has brought down its costs.  Nonetheless, current missile concepts
employ GPS-INS guidance, and deploy lower-speed smart submuni-
tions if terminal sensing is required. 50

Flight Testing.  The requirements for hypersonic flight testing stem
primarily from unforeseen system and operational-level issues that
occur when new technologies are integrated into complex devices to
be operated in new environments.  These flight tests should reveal
remaining technical issues and help guide the field of hypersonics as
it moves from expendable missiles to larger, reusable, and manned
cruise and space launch vehicles.  Again, our nation’s space pro-
grams and previous flight-test programs, such as the rocket-powered
X-15, will provide a good foundation for scramjet-powered vehicle
flight tests.

DARPA’s Affordable Rapid Response Missile Demonstrator (ARRMD)
program may flight test a prototype hypersonic cruise missile in the
next few years.  ARRMD competitively selected the two JP-fueled en-

______________ 
50Operating concepts must also be carefully considered prior to committing the re-
sources to integrate an imaging sensor into a hypersonic weapon.  By the time a hy-
personic weapon is close enough to image a target with a useful resolution, the missile
will likely be within a few seconds of target impact—probably not sufficient time for
an imaging ATR or a human to analyze the image and provide heading corrections,
and for the aerodynamic control surfaces to accomplish terminal maneuvers prior to
impact.  However, offboard sensors could update GPS coordinate targeting informa-
tion earlier in the missile’s flight.
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gines described above, along with corresponding airframe configu-
rations, as parallel design paths.  Budget constraints caused DARPA
to make an early decision to focus solely on the Air Force mis-
sile/engine configuration.  Subsequently, further budget constraints
forced DARPA to put the program on hold, and the Office of the
Secretary of Defense has asked the services, DARPA, and NASA to de-
velop a National Hypersonics Plan to be completed in fiscal year
2001.  A revived ARRMD program is a potential near-term element of
this plan.

DARPA’s ARRM (USAF variant), at 168 in., is sized for carriage on
current USAF and U.S. Navy strike aircraft, including fighters and
bombers.51  Its strap-on rocket boosters accelerate the cruise missile
to around Mach 5, at which point the empty rocket cases jettison and
the JP-fueled scramjet takes over to propel the missile to its cruise
condition and on to the target.  DARPA specified a requirement for
cruise at Mach 6 for risk mitigation and competitive purposes, but
the missile’s design flight envelope extends through Mach 8.  The
missile will be GPS-INS–guided and is designed to deliver a variety of
payloads up to 250 lb.  These payloads include a unitary penetrator,
small-smart bomb, fléchettes, or two LOCAAS or BAT (Brilliant Anti-
Tank) smart submunitions.  The missile is designed to attack targets
at ranges up to and beyond 1,000 km.  Since the majority of the fuel
will be used to accelerate the missile to Mach 8, the cruise range
could readily be extended by increasing the fuel load slightly or by
cruising at a lower hypersonic Mach number.

Boeing is the airframe manufacturer and missile integrator; Pratt &
Whitney is developing the engine.  DARPA has established affordabil-
ity as ARRMD’s top priority and has set a cost goal of $200K per mis-
sile, assuming a production run of 3,000 missiles.  However, given the
current design’s maturity, DARPA believes the unit cost would be
nearly $250K.52  AFRL developed a preliminary design for a similar,
slightly larger missile called the Fast Reaction Standoff Weapon,
which would be capable of carrying larger payloads (e.g., four

______________ 
51DARPA has a second variant of ARRM designed with a tandem booster for launch
from ship-based canisters and vertical-launch tubes.

52Personal interview with Lt Col Walter Price, DARPA ARRMD Program Manager, July
31, 2000.
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LOCAAS).  Figure A.7 is an artist’s concept of an F-15 launching
AFRL’s Fast Reaction Standoff Weapon.  In the configuration shown,
this weapon integrates a piggyback booster to accelerate the missile
to its scramjet engine takeover speed of Mach 4.5.

Figure A.7—Mach 8, Fast Reaction Standoff Weapon Being Launched

from an F-15
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Appendix B

SUPPORTING CALCULATIONS FOR CHINA SCENARIO

In this appendix, we consider the China scenario in greater depth
than was possible in Chapter Four.  Specifically, we present an illus-
trative quantitative analysis of the process by which we might detect,
recognize, and attack theater ballistic missile transporter-erector-
launchers (TBM TELs) in the 2020 time frame.  Our calculations re-
veal that it may be possible to recognize TELs among civilian traffic,
even in a large country like China, if sequential sensing and a combi-
nation of automatic and human recognition capabilities are em-
ployed.  The analysis also illustrates some of the added benefits of an
effective intelligence preparation of the battlespace (IPB) process
and of the low-light-level video datalink enhancement to the Low-
Cost Autonomous Attack System (LOCAAS) that is introduced in
Chapter Three and described further in Appendix A.

Table B.1 summarizes our calculations for finding and destroying
moving TELs in the portion of China within mobile TBM striking
range of Taiwan.  As discussed in Chapter Four, our concept employs
ground moving-target indicator (GMTI) and synthetic aperture and
inverse synthetic aperture radars (SAR-ISAR) on satellites or
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for detection and recognition;
hypersonic missiles to deliver Man-In-the-Loop Variable-autonomy,
Anti-armor Weapon (MILVAW) to the target area; and MILVAW to
acquire, recognize, and strike these targets.

SCENARIO AND ASSUMPTIONS

The scenario is set in eastern China, where a force of 100 TBM TELs
is operating in rural areas.  We assume that these missiles have
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roughly the same range as Chinese surface-to-surface (CSS)-6 and
CSS-7 TBMs and therefore operate in an area no farther than 600
kilometers (km) from Taipei, Taiwan.

Table B.1

Attack on TELs in Rural Areas of Eastern China:

Summary of Baseline Calculations

Estimated Number of Vehicles in Region of Interest

Number of TELs operating in rural
region near Taiwan 100

Number of non-TELs in China 43,000,000

Type of Vehicle TELs

TEL-like
Non-TELs

(e.g.,trucks)

Non-TEL-like
Non-TELs

(cars)

Total numbers of vehicles in main-
land China 100 2,150,000 40,850,000

Numbers of each category of vehi-
cles within 600 km of Taiwan 100 271,580 5,160,000

Number of vehicles in rural areas
of this region 100 108,632 1,032,000

Vehicles in these rural areas that
are moving at any given time 10 54,316 206,400

Initiate Search and Recognition Calculations

Space-based GMTI ATR recognizes
some of these vehicles as TELs 8.0 8,147 10,320

ISAR ATR recognizes vehicles as
TELs 7.2 1,222 516

Human recognizes vehicles as TELs
based on ISAR images, comple-
mentary EO sensors, IPB 6.5 183.3 25.8

Initiate Hypersonic Weapon/LOCAAS Attacks

Commit 1 LOCAAS per presumed
target 216

Expended HW for this volley (4
LOCAAS per HW) 54

Results

Probability of killing each primary
presumed target 0.54 0.09 0.03

Number of each presumed target
destroyed 3.5 16.5 0.8

Percentage of types of targets de-
stroyed 17% 79% 4%

NOTE:  ATR = automatic target recognition; HW = hypersonic weapon.
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In addition, the calculations are based on the projection that China
will have 43 million cars, trucks, and buses by 2020.1  Our analysis as-
sumes the vehicles are distributed throughout China, but that the
eastern China region adjacent to Taiwan has a vehicle population
density four times China’s average.  Also, of the 43 million vehicles, 5
percent are assumed to be large (TEL-sized) trucks and similar vehi-
cles.

We made the following additional assumptions regarding the distri-
bution of vehicles in China:

• Of all of China’s large vehicles (e.g., trucks), 40 percent operate in
rural areas; only 20 percent of the cars are outside the cities.

• While they are in rural areas, trucks are on the move 50 percent
of the time; cars are on the move only 20 percent of the time.

• TELs hide 90 percent of the time.

The detection and recognition filtering processes consist of several
sequential steps:

A continuous-coverage constellation of space-based or stealthy UAV
GMTI radars detects moving vehicles and electronically tags vehicles
as potential targets if they are both TEL-sized and match those char-
acteristics of a TEL that are discernible to a GMTI system.  We as-
sumed that the GMTI’s ATR algorithms would correctly detect and
classify 80 percent of the moving TELs, and would incorrectly classify
15 percent of the moving trucks as TELs and 5 percent of the smaller
cars as TELs.2

______________ 
1This is the low projection from the International Energy Agency (cited in Chapter
One) and assumes a 9-percent growth rate for China, corresponding well to its recent
Gross Domestic Product growth rate of 7 to 9 percent annually.

2To limit confusion in this illustration and because, lacking actual system perfor-
mance data, we felt these numbers were reasonable for all four filtering steps, we
chose to set the false-alarm probability at 15 percent for moving trucks and 5 percent
for cars for the GMTI, ISAR, LOCAAS’s Ladar, and humans.  Each of these filtering
steps, and especially the human-in-the-loop filter, could be tightened to reduce false
alarms, at the expense of more real targets escaping.  The urgency of striking TELs,
rules of engagement (ROE), and constraints on weapon-use rate will determine the
level of acceptable false alarms and missed targets.
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Next, as the GMTI constellation continues to track these vehicles, it
automatically transmits their locations to SAR-ISAR on satellites or
UAVs.  The ISAR systems image the suspected targets while they are
moving and may be able to do so repeatedly from different per-
spectives.  To complement this imaging, the SAR systems image the
targets when the GMTI indicates that they have stopped.  For this il-
lustration, we assumed that the SAR-ISAR and its ATR algorithms
would image and correctly recognize 90 percent of the TELs as TELs,
and would falsely recognize 15 percent of the false-alarm trucks as
TELs and 5 percent of the smaller false-alarm cars as TELs.

The SAR-ISAR system would then automatically transmit the poten-
tial targets’ coordinates and SAR-ISAR images to the Engagement
Control Element, where engagement controllers would review the
images and other data in light of the broader IPB databases, to con-
tinue the filtering process.  We assumed that the controllers would be
able to recognize 90 percent of the remaining TELs as TELs, and
would falsely recognize 15 percent of the remaining false-alarm large
vehicles as TELs and 5 percent of the remaining false-alarm smaller
vehicles as TELs.3  This would leave approximately 6 or 7 real TELs
and 209 false alarms, against which the engagement controller would
direct attacks, in accordance with the ROE.

The engagement controller would initiate an attack by directing an
aircraft operating over the East China Sea to launch hypersonic
weapons, each carrying 4 LOCAAS, into the immediate vicinity of the
targets.  Considering the worst case, our analysis initially assumed
that the targets are spread evenly over the 300,000-sq-km region and
that we have no ability to prioritize targets.  Therefore, 54 HWs are
launched against the 216 presumed targets, essentially assigning one
LOCAAS to each target.  Even in the case of evenly distributed pre-
sumed targets, the targets are sufficiently dense that approximately
21 presumed targets are within each LOCAAS’s 100-km-radius foot-
print.  Therefore, each LOCAAS is assigned one target, with the op-

______________ 
3These assumptions are optimistic.  As discussed in Appendix A, quality ISAR images
may be difficult to collect from vehicles moving on rough roads.  To the extent that the
TELs operate on these roads, many of the 8,147 targets may not be imaged in a timely
fashion or at all before track is lost.  Even if they are on smooth roads, the sheer num-
ber of targets would require many tens of minutes to image.  Using a very robust satel-
lite GMTI system evaluated by a related RAND study, we calculate that it would take 45
min to image all these targets.
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tion to search for others if it finds its assigned target and determines
that it is not a TEL.

Next, we assumed that the four LOCAAS on each HW would be as-
signed to these targets nonpreferentially, but that only 95 percent of
the HWs arrived and successfully deployed their LOCAAS.  We also
assumed that 70 percent of the LOCAAS would find their assigned
targets and that there would be a 90-percent chance that the LOCAAS
ATR would correctly recognize a TEL as a TEL.  However, if the target
is a TEL-sized false alarm, LOCAAS would have a 15-percent chance
of incorrectly identifying it as a TEL and a 5-percent chance of identi-
fying a car-sized false alarm as a TEL.  Finally, we assumed that a
LOCAAS would attack any target it determined to be a TEL, and
would successfully destroy 90 percent of the vehicles attacked.  Since
30 percent of the LOCAAS did not find their targets, they are assumed
to continue searching until they run out of fuel.

INITIAL RESULTS AND FURTHER ANALYSIS

Based upon these assumptions, 3 or 4 TELs and approximately 17
trucks and cars are destroyed as a result of this volley of 54 HWs, as
shown in Table B.1.  However, according to our spreadsheet model,
124 other LOCAAS found their assigned targets and determined that
they were not valid targets.  Therefore, these LOCAAS were available
to be reassigned to targets that had not yet been found, that may
have appeared since the original targeting was accomplished, or that
had already been attacked.  The latter case could provide images
useful for battle damage assessment (BDA) of the previous attack
(assuming the LOCAAS has a video camera and datalink) and in-
crease the probability of kill of the target.  If a total of 4 TELs are
eventually killed by this initial volley of HWs, 96 remain to launch
TBMs.

The results just described apply to a single volley of HWs.  In reality,
the USAF would continue these volleys for as long as the Chinese
continued to launch missiles and move TELs.  In addition, the targets
would be flagged as targets until they were killed or were determined
to not be valid targets.  New presumed targets would be added as
they entered the regions being surveyed or as they began to move
and were recognized as targets.  Vehicles that were recognized as
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nonvalid targets would also be tracked and flagged accordingly, to
avoid having to constantly reacquire and reevaluate them.

Theorizing that the Chinese are conducting an aggressive missile
campaign, we estimated that they will continue to have 10 percent of
the TELs moving at all times, despite the U.S. anti-TEL campaign.  In
response, the USAF will continue to launch volleys of HWs at all pre-
sumed targets.  The number of HWs launched will continue to be
one-quarter the number of presumed targets, a number dominated
by the large quantity of false-alarm vehicles.  Therefore, our calcula-
tions determined that 54 HWs would be required for each volley in
order to assign a LOCAAS to each presumed target, despite the fact
that the number of actual moving TELs would decrease by attrition.
Therefore, to determine the number of HWs required to destroy half
of the Chinese TELs, the spreadsheet iterated the calculations while
adjusting the number of remaining TELs.  After 20 iterations, the
USAF had expended 1,080 HWs to destroy 50 TELs, 330 trucks or
buses, and 16 cars.

There is both good and bad news here.  Possibly the most significant
(and encouraging) result is that using sequential layers of moderately
effective automatic and human filtering of targets has the potential
to raise the ratio of valid targets to civilian vehicles (false alarms) to a
level that permits destruction of the TELs.  The expenditure of 1,080
HWs and 4,320 LOCAAS is probably an acceptable price to pay to de-
stroy 50 TELs.  In fact, this operation might cost less than the SCUD
hunt in Iraq in 1990, which achieved no confirmed TEL kills.

On the other hand, the USAF may not be able to achieve the ATR
performance assumed here and it may not be possible to produce
timely high-resolution SAR or ISAR images for the controllers to use.
SAR cannot be used unless the vehicles stop, and ISAR requires
smooth, curved stretches of road to produce quality images in a
timely fashion.  If these conditions are not met, it could take much
longer to recognize targets, potentially producing a backlog of
unidentified targets and requiring the ability to track for long peri-
ods, perhaps many hours.

Also, the predicted level of collateral damage (346 vehicles) may be
unacceptable under some ROE.  On the one hand, if the ROE are
strict, the USAF may have to be much more selective of its targets.
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Given the conservative nature of some of our assumptions, such se-
lectivity may be achieved reasonably; some options to enhance
effectiveness are discussed below.  On the other hand, if the U.S. ob-
jective is to stop the mainland Chinese from striking heavily popu-
lated areas of Taiwan with TBMs, the ROE may be quite relaxed in
the rural regions of interest.  In addition, the LOCAAS’s multi-mode
shaped-charge warhead will achieve a good balance between lethal-
ity and low collateral damage.  A LOCAAS attack would probably
punch several holes in its target,4 disabling the TEL, truck, or car.  It
would probably cause only a small fraction of the human casualties
that might be expected if the hypersonic weapons had instead de-
ployed cluster munitions or high explosives to destroy the same
targets.

OPTIONS TO ENHANCE THE ANTI-TEL CAMPAIGN

The assumption that the TELs were operating uniformly over the en-
tire 300,000-sq-km region of China created the greatest limitations
on the U.S. campaign’s effectiveness.  In reality, the TBM force would
be limited by terrain, and by its need for pre-surveyed launch sites
and support.  Therefore, if the United States conducted an IPB cam-
paign before and during this operation, it should be able to identify
the specific areas that need to be searched and may be able to reduce
the total area monitored by a substantial amount.  It might also dis-
cover the locations of some of the enemy’s pre-surveyed launch sites,
storage sites, re-supply routes, and operating techniques.  The fol-
lowing three subsections describe the results of an IPB campaign and
other options for enhancing an anti-TEL campaign.

Excursion 1

A simple excursion of the previous set of calculations limited the TEL
operating area to 50,000 sq km—one-sixth of the entire region.  This
sixfold increase in TEL operating density (decrease in number of
false alarms) reduces the number of HWs launched to 220 and the

______________ 
4Against soft targets, such as TELs, the LOCAAS warhead fires in a directed fragmen-
tation pattern rather than as a penetrating rod.
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extent of collateral damage to 56 vehicles (54 trucks and 2 cars), while
killing 50 TELs.

Excursion 2

As a second excursion, we explored the benefits of enhancing
LOCAAS’s design by including a low-light-level video camera and
datalink, as introduced in Chapter Three.  This is the weapon we call
the Man-In-the-Loop Variable-autonomy Anti-armor Weapon
(MILVAW). We posited that a video datalink would allow the en-
gagement controller to avoid 66 percent of the attacks against false
alarms, reducing the collateral damage and freeing these LOCAAS to
look for valid targets.5  Returning to the initial assumption that the
TELs were operating throughout the entire 300,000-sq-km region of
China, the USAF shot 1,080 HWs to kill 50 TELs, as in the original
scenario, but the collateral damage was limited to 110 trucks and 6
cars.  Additionally, approximately 5 percent of the LOCAAS have
been precluded from striking their assigned (invalid) targets, which
makes them available to provide BDA and attack secondary targets,
and should reduce the required number of hypersonic weapons
slightly—assuming some of the TELs remained exposed long enough
to be attacked as secondary targets.

Excursion 3

Finally, a third excursion considered the effects of having both the
IPB and low-light-level video datalink.  In this case, 220 HWs de-
stroyed 50 TELs, 18 trucks, and 1 car.

The results of the baseline case and the three excursions are sum-
marized in Table B.2.

______________ 
5Depending on the state of the art in EO cameras, data compression, and commu-
nications bandwidth, it may be necessary to take steps to manage the bandwidth in
concepts such as this.  For example, the USAF may choose to allow the LOCAAS to op-
erate autonomously during most searches, only sending pictures of detected targets
during an attack approach in order to enable a no-go command, or during a BDA fly-
over.  Alternatively, the USAF may choose to attack only the highest-priority targets in
order to limit the number of simultaneously active datalinks.
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Table B.2

Analysis Summary:  Campaign to Destroy 50 TELs

Case

Targeting

Landmass

Considered

(sq km)

LOCAAS

Enhanced with

Video Datalink

Hypersonic

Weapons

Expended

Collateral

Damage:

Trucks

Collateral

Damage:

Cars

Baseline 300,000 No 1,080 330 16

Excursion 1 50,000 No 220 54 2

Excursion 2 300,000 Yes 1,080 110 6

Excursion 3 50,000 Yes 220 18 1

CONCLUSIONS

In this appendix, we investigated variations of a concept of opera-
tions employing continuous-coverage constellations of GMTI and
SAR-ISAR systems, combined with human visual filtering and
LOCAAS’s Ladar ATR, to attack a force of 100 TELs operating in the
rural areas of China near Taiwan.  The analysis suggests that high-
performance ATR and sequential filtering could detect, recognize,
and successfully attack these TELs at a high but manageable cost.  If,
however, ATR performance is poor, then the cost in wasted hyper-
sonic weapons could become prohibitively high.

An effective IPB process has the potential to greatly increase the effi-
ciency and reduce the collateral damage of the campaign.  Similarly,
enhancing LOCAAS’s current design by adding a low-light-level
video datalink would significantly reduce collateral damage and en-
hance BDA.  Combined, these variations to the baseline concept of
operations cut the expenditure of hypersonic weapons and LOCAAS
by 80 percent and reduced the collateral damage by 95 percent.

This analysis did not quantify the effects in each excursion of the
roughly 60 percent of the LOCAAS that found their assigned targets
and rejected them as invalid targets.  If the actual TELs continued to
move for a sufficiently long time to allow these LOCAAS to pursue
them as secondary targets, some additional TELs could be destroyed.
Specifically, these LOCAAS could be used to attack TELs that were
discovered after the HWs were launched, targets that had been as-
signed to those LOCAAS that were among the 5 percent that were not
successfully deployed, or targets that other LOCAAS had not yet been
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able to find.  Alternatively, these LOCAAS could be used to re-attack
targets that had been attacked earlier, a task that could make a
greater contribution if the LOCAAS had a video datalink.  The
datalink could be used to reconfirm that the target was actually a TEL
and to conduct BDA, prior to re-attacking.  Because the number of
remaining LOCAAS greatly exceed the number of targets attacked,
this BDA approach should be quite effective.
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